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Design of Relays 

Introduction 

(Manuscript received September 28, 1953) 

The electromechanical relay is the basic building block of modern 
dial switching; systems and also of various automatic control systems 
and computers. 

All of these systems depend on the action of the relay which is simple 
in its functions, but has to meet complex requirements placed on it by 
the systems in which it is used. Perhaps the best illustration of this 
apparent conflict is to note that a relay has simply to close or open 
electrical contacts when its coil is energized or deenergized. However, 
these simple functions must be performed equally well by millions of 
relays, and each of these must continue to perform reliably for millions 
and in some cases for more than a billion operations during its lifetime. 
Furthermore, in many cases the relay must function in a few thousandths 
of a second, or use little electrical power. The reliability required in 
telephone switching systems would be considered unreasonable in many 
other types of equipment and can be judged from the fact that a single 
failure in 5,000,000 operations is considered to be poor performance. 

Stated another way, satisfactory operation for the average relay in 
modern telephone switching systems is less than one failure in forty 
years of operation. The measurement of such low trouble rates is, in 
itself, a difficult and challenging problem. 

The need for such a high degree of reliability and for the associated 
requirement of high speed is evident from a few figures relating to 
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modern cross-bar switching systems. In these, establishing a single tele
phone connection between two subscribers makes use, for a very short 
time interval, of approximately 1,000 relay operations with a total of 
about 7,000 contacts. 

As the telephone plant has become more mechanized with its local 
and toll dial systems, automatic message accounting, automatic trouble 
recorders, etc., the relays have been required to do more things with less 
trouble. Accordingly, the steady progress which has been made in the 
automatism of switching equipment has depended upon improving the 
performance of relays. To provide this improvement, relay design must 
be guided by a clear understanding of the physical relations among all 
aspects of performance and the construction specified by the design. 

Some of the recent work in the area of relay design, production, service 
and measurements is covered by this issue which is devoted entirely to 
the analysis and measurement of relay performance, and to the economic 
considerations which govern optimum relay design. It is evident from 
the typical statistics given, that the successful and economical opera
tion of switching systems and certain other existing automatic control 
systems demand the best in relay performance. 

A. C. KELLER 



Relay Measuring Equipment 

By II. N. WAGAR 

(Manuscript received September 25, 1953) 

The wide variety of technical problems encountered in telephone relay 
design calls for quantitative nwasurements of many kinds, involving static 
performance and dynamic performance. 'The present article describes some 
of the more intportant 1neasuring tools for this purpose, as used in Bell 
Telephone Laboratories. Instrumentation for evaluation of jorce, flux, dis
placement, time, or their combination, is described. 

INTIWDUCTION 

Visitors to the switching development areas in the Bell Telephone 
Laboratories are often surprised at the extensive amount of measuring 
equipment used to study so simple a device as the telephone relay. This 
is because, though the relay itself may be simple, the problems requiring 
study are extremely complex. Because relays are used in such large quan
tities, their characteristics affect the economy of the telephone s\vitching 
system. Not only is their manufacturing cost important; their quality 
also affects the central office cost. For example, an efficient design lowers 
the central office power plant cost, and faster-acting relays enable fewer 
common control units to handle more traffic, which further reduces the 
cost. These and related objectives pose many complex technical prob
lems involving mechanics, magnetics, kinetics, heating, and the like. 

The scope of relay analysis may be judged from the other articles in 
this issue. In every case there is need for measurement. Sometimes this 
quantitative work is needed to confirm an analytical relation, sometimes 
to learn more concerning the basic phenomena, and often to characterize 
the performance of a test model. This article will describe some of the 
most-used measuring tools for the study of relays. 

Several kinds of measurements are required. In the first place, there 
are force measurements. Each relay must press the desired number of 
contacts together with a suitable force. To do this, a magnet must be 
provided which can move the springs, through whatever distance is re
quired. Thus, measurement is needed of force-displacement characteris-

3 
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tics-both for contact arrangements, and for magnets. Another field of 
measurement involves magnetics. Both the mechanical output and the 
electrical characteristics of the electromagnet are determined by its mag
netization relations, requiring the measurement of magnetic flux. Beside 
such static measurements of mechanical, electrical, and magnetic quan
tities, corresponding measurements must also be obtained as functions 
of time in studying relay behavior under the dynamic conditions of 
actual operation. 

The many instruments which furnish such data may be grouped into 
those for static measurements, and those for dynamic measurements. 
Some of these tools are described in the following pages, particularly as 
they relate to force, current, flux, displacement, time, or their combina
tion. 

STATIC MEASUREMENTS 

The .111easurement of Force 

For a complete understanding of the operation of relay designs, knowl
edge of how the forces vary as the magnet air-gap changes, or as the 
contact members are deflected through their stroke, is of course required. 
The measurements most needed concern the force versus distance of the 
contact loads ~vhich the magnet must operate; and the force versus air
gap characteristic of the associated magnet. For many years, such meas
urements were made by a process of hanging weights and setting a 
micrometer screw, point by point, until complete data were obtained. 
l\10re recently special instrumentation has made available a pendulum
type tensile tester/ and a spring balance device,2 which have greatly 
increased the convenience of making these measurements, point-by
point. Today, however, many such measurements may be made still 
more conveniently by a machine which automatically causes the gaps to 
vary and plots a curve of force versus distance. l\1achines of this type 
have been developed to a high degree of flexibility for tensile testing of 
materials such as metals, plastics, textiles, or paper. 

One such machine, ,vhich is extremely convenient for relay measure
ments, is the Instron tensile testing machine shown in Fig. 1. This ma
chine is manufactured by the Instron Engineering Corporation of Con
cord, Mass. In conjunction with suitable current supplies to control the 
behavior of the relay magnet, and with a few special circuits for auto
matically correcting for flexure of the relay parts, and making other 
similar adjustments, this machine has proven eminently suitable for ob
serving all "static" force-deflection characteristics of relays. The manner 
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Fig. 1 - Tensile testing machine for force-displacement measurements. 
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of operation of this machine will be given only in outline as it is described 
elsewhere.3 The force system to be measured, such as a relay magnet, 
is mounted on the crosshead of the machine, whose motion up or down 
may be controlled from the panel on the right. The other side of the force 
system being measured is connected to a strain gauge fastened to the top 
framework of the machine, and as the force on the strain gauge progres
sively changes, an electrical indication is given to the pen of the Leeds 
and Northrup X-Y recorder which then moves horizontally in proportion 
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to the force. The crosshead motion is transmitted electrically to a servo 
system which drives the paper up or down in proportion to the displace
ment of the mechanism involved. Thus,. during the motion of the cross
head, the pen moves proportionately to force, the paper moves propor
tionately to distance, and a force-deflection curve is drawn. As a result, 
the tensile characteristics of mechanisms can be recorded very easily. 
For example, force variations of relay springs or of relay magnets may be 
measured, or a combination of the two, as desired. 

Some typical measurements obtained on this machine are given in 
Fig. 2 showing on one chart the manner in which electrical contacts 
change their force against the magnet and the manner in which the 
magnet pull varies across the gap. Such charts as these, when completely 
analyzed, enable the designer to choose the proper magnet for a particu
lar spring requirement. Among the useful features of this machine are 
the accuracy of recording which readily provides one or two per cent 
accuracy, and the ease of tracing and retracing a particular measure
ment. Also readily obtained are exact information on the mechanical 
hysteresis losses within the mechanism. For example, in curve 1 of Fig. 
2, the load characteristic of the contact springs is seen to have two 
values. The upper one represents the force on the closure stroke while 
the lower one represents the forc.e on separation. The area between these 
two curves is the hysteresis loss; friction at any point is readily estimated 
as one-half the difference between upper and lower force readings. Special 
information, such as the exact location of first closure or first separation 
of contacts can also be included, as the machine is provided with a circuit 
to insert a "pip" on the record when desired. ' 

This instrument has marked advantages because of its accuracy, speed, 
convenience and wide range of uses. With almost equal ease, mechanisms 
whose full force variation is 2 grams, and those ranging up to half a ton 
can be measured. Once a suitable jig has been prepared to properly 
mount the parts, the Instron machine will furnish a complete set of data 
in less than an hour, whereas by previous methods it would have re
quired a matter of days. 

The time required for each individual curve in the figure is the time 
allowed for the crosshead to move through the relay stroke. This usually 
is about 30 to 60 seconds, which adequately simulates the static charac
teristics of the relay force system; i.e., those force properties that would 
be measured at a particular point if the armature were held there. These 
static characteristics are commonly used in relay design to establish per
formance criteria for ordinary relays. HO'wever, in detailed studies of 
relay dynamics, these static characteristics must be supplemmited by 
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estimates or measurements of the inertia and other forces which also 
occur. The direct measurement of dynamic performance is described in 
a later section. 

The 111 easurement of Flux 

The mechanical output of a magnet depends on its magnetic quality. 
As is shown in companion articles in this issue, it is important for the 
designer to know the values of the closed gap reluctance CRo , the leakage 
reluctance CR L , and the effective pole face area A. Beside these important 
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Fig. 2 - Typical recording of relay performance made on Instron machine. 
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figures of merit, values for saturation flux, cp", and leakage flux ratios at 
various points in the magnetic circuit, are commonly needed. For such 
information, flux as a function of ampere turns must be measured. Per
haps the most effective method is to make determinations of the average 
flux in the magnet structure at a number of diHerent air gaps; then by 
analysis determine values for the constants just enumerated. A series of 
magnetization curves for the relay magnet are required similar to those 
commonly taken on magnetic "ring samples," except that curves are 
obtained for several different air gaps. The ballistic galvanometer is the 
most familiar instrument for this purpose, still used for certain problems. 
In the Bell Laboratories, however, an extremely versatile recording 
fluxmeter was developed some ten years ago by P. P. Cioffi for use in 
research on magnetic materials.4 One of these instruments is now in con
stant use for relay measurements because of its accuracy, versatility and 
the rapidity with which tests can be made. '1'he complete unit is shown 
in Fig. 3, being made up of a power supply system, galvanometer-integra
tor unit, and X-Y recorder. Its operation will now be described very 
briefly. 

The magnet to be tested is provided with a search coil. This search 
coil may be in the form of a winding physically in parallel with the 
main supply winding, a coil of few turns uniformly spread over the out
side of the coil, or of a specially wound coil mounted at a particular 
point of interest. vVhen current is progressively varied through the main 
winding, the voltage induced in the search coil by the magnet flux is 
transmitted to the galvanometer whose associated optical system divides 
a light beam between two photocells. The resulting photocell voltage 
unbalance is amplified and coupled back into the search coil circuit 
through a mutual inductance, so poled as to tend to restore the gal
vanometer deflection to zero. The feedback current in the mutual circuit 
is proportional to the flux, and is used to drive the pen on the X-Y 
recorder. The paper is driven proportionately to the current ill the wind
ing, with the result that flux versus current (or ampere turns) is plotted 
directly. The instrument gives accuracy of ±~2 per cent over a wide 
range of fluxes and currents, with provisions made for readily changing 
the scale to cover different windings, operating voltages or magnet 
shapes. Measurements are made in a few minutes compared to a con
siderably greater effort when using the ballistic galvanometer. Auxiliary 
features are also provided permitting convenient and complete demag
netization of the test magnets between readings. Readings are extremely 
stable and repeatable. Typical results are shown in Fig. 4 where a series 
of magnetization curves for a particular test magnet are shown. By 
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Fig. 3 - Recording fluxmeter. 
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methods of cross-analysis described in a separate article in this issue,5 
these data may be used to find the figures of merit for the magnet, and 
other information concerning its performance. 

Often the measurement of magnetic potential at different locations in 
a magnetic circuit is required. Among the more versatile of such tools is 
the Ellwood magnetomotive force gauge. 6 A brief description of its 
operation appears in a companion article.5 

The above measurements provide information on the static magnetic 
characteristics of a relay, but they do not provide all the information 
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Fig. 4 - Typical recording of flux-ampere turn data on a relay magnet. 

needed to describe the action while parts are in motion. For measure
ments involving dynamics, additional methods are described below. 

DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS 

The measurements just described are indispensable in obtaining basic 
information on the relay's ability to perform its prescribed mechanical 
functions, which in turn depend upon its magnetic characteristics. They 
are needed in the every-day calculation of winding designs and the appli
cation of contact spring combinations 'which will be reliably operated by 
a given magnet. Cases arise in service, however, where very rigid require
ments must be placed on closure and separation to insure the desired 
performance. Complete knowledge of the influence of voltage variations, 
mechanical adjustments, numbers of springs and their natural fre-
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quencies is needed. Often impacts and slide of parts must be minimized 
in order to reduce mechanical wear. Furthermore, the design of high 
speed relays requires an understanding of how the flux rises and decays 
when current is connected or disconnected. 

For the experimenter in these fields, many tools are available covering 
measurements of force, flux, current, and time, or combinations thereof. 
These measurements may involve shadowgraph, high speed motion 
picture, or various' transducer techniques, and many special methods; 
some of these are described below. 

The .11feas'Urement of Force 

There is a definite need to know how forces in a relay structure vary 
with time. It would, for example, be very useful to measure the force 
experienced by the relay armature as it presses against its spring load 
during operation. 'Vhile a satisfactory measurement technique for this 
problem has not yet been found, there are a number of similar type meas
urements which can be applied to individual mechanical problems in 
the structure. For example, with the higher-speed relay functions of 
today, it is found that relays made by older methods suffer excessive 

TEST RELAY WITH 
CRYSTAL INSERTED 
BETWEEN WEARING 
SURFACES 

Fig. 5 - Barium titanate test set. 
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mechanical wear. In order to decide whether this is due to impacts, slide 
of parts, or vibration, methods have been developed to isolate some of 
the transient forces encountered in relay operation, and measure them 
individually. 

Rapidly varying forces, such as impact forces, may be measured with 
the barium titanate crystal, which acts piezoelectrically to yield a voltage 
across its surfaces when subjected to compression or shear type forces. 
Since it can be obtained in very small sizes, it may be mounted within 
the relay as a substitute for the part to be studied. By observing the 
voltages that have been developed across it during relay operation, one 
may readily measure the forces involved.7 Such an arrangement can be 
made to provide a faithful frequency response over a wide range, though 
it calls for careful amplifier circuit design. The unit shown in Fig. 5 pro
vides for accurate frequency response for impact forces varying as high 
as 50 kilocycles. Fig. 6 shows a typical force-time relation obtained with 
this equipment. In some recent measurements on an experimental relay, 
the impact forces between the driving members were measured to be 
approximately five-fold the static force, but not sufficient to explain 
pulverizing and other damage to certain of the functioning parts. 

Imposed 111 otion 

Slide between parts has becn found to be a very damaging source of 
wear in telephone relays. It has been studied in some detail by means of 

w 
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------ ------------- ~ IMPACT FORCE 
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Fig. 6 - Oscillogram of impact in a relay. 
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Fig. 7 - Photo of lA recorder setup. 

transducer elements whose motion is controllable to simulate a wide 
range of slide conditions typical of possible designs, from which wear 
measurements may be taken and analyzed. Such methods were also 
described in the previous reference.7 The measurements may be made 
either by means of a barium titanate element or by means of a phono
graph recording head such as the Western Electric lA recorder. Because 
of the feedback coil and amplifier circuit, the latter transducer will 
generate the precise amplitude of motion desired for any particular test 
merely by properly setting its input current. It is normally driven at 
frequencies in the order of 1,000 cycles, permitting a large number of 
slides to be obtained ill a short time and affording information to the 
designer OIl a very accelerated basis. Through the choice of different 
amplitudes, different materials to be tested, and different forces between 
them, a wide range of variables can be covered, to guide the designer in 
the proper choice of materials and conditions of use. A recorder setup 
for a typical test is ShOWll in Fig. 7; data taken on a typical set of parts 
for an AF type relay arc shown in Figure 8. 
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The ill easurement of Flux 

When attempts were first made to extend the speed performance of 
general purpose relays much below 8 or 10 milliseconds functioning time, 
it was found that the simplified eddy-current theory, which treated the 
core like a single short-circuited turn, was no longer sufficiently accurate. 
The subject has been clarified through the use of the dynamic fluxmeter 
which permits a direct determination of how the relay flux changes with 
time, under actual conditions. This fluxmeter, originally due to E. L. 
N orton and recently refined by 1\11. A. Logan, was described in a previous 
issue,S and has proven most useful for determining those constants of the 
relay which the designer must understand in order to work much below 
8 milliseconds functioning time. The instrument is shown in Fig. 9. It 
requires that the relay under test be pulsed, usually at a speed of about 
10 to 20 cycles. 'Vhen the main winding is alternately connected and 
disconnected, the search coil which surrounds the winding sends alter
nate positive and negative voltage impulses to a dc ammeter connected 
across its terminals. Now it can be shown that when the search coil and 
meter are disconnected during the interval from time zero to the moment 
of interest, then the resulting reading on the meter is exactly propor
tional to the flux at that moment. This switching; function is provided by 
a timing circuit comprising a 40-kc frequency source driving a 3 decade 
counting ring, under control of s\vitches permitting selection of the num
ber of cycles of delay time. In this way the flux maybe measured at inter
vals of 25 millionths of a second, with better than 1 per cent accuracy. 

One interesting measurement has shown that in the short time inter
vals of present-day relays, eddy currents have less effect on the initial 
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Fig. 9 - Photo of dynamic fluxmeter. 

development and decay of the field than was previously thought to be 
the case. 

The k[easurement of Time - Electrical Effects 

The actual functioning time of the relay is one of the more important 
behavior characteristics which must be tabulated for the particular 
design. Its measurement can be quite simple or quite complex depending 
on the problem involved. 

One of the simpler time measurements is that permitted by means of 
the arrangement shown in Flg. 10. This particular equipment is composed 
of a control circuit for studying the various relay timing conditions, and 
a Berkeley Timer made by the Berkeley Instrument Company. The 
timer is provided with electronic controls which cause it to start count
ing cycles from a standard frequency when given an electrical impulse 
and to stop counting upon receiving a second impulse. The circuit may 
be arranged to give the first impulse when the relay winding is connected 
or disconnected and the second impulse when the contacts or other 
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Fig. 10 - Photo of timing setup. 

members either touch or separate. It is timed by a 100-kc oscillator 
allowing measurements to be made at intervals of 10 millionths of a 
second. It is in constant use for the every-day measurement of relay 
timing. 

The simple timing measurements just described afford data on the 
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basic timing characteristics of the structure, but may give insufficient 
information on the timing performance of the relay contacts in a particu
lar circuit. For example, contacts may close as desired but then reopen 
intermittently in a manner to cause either unwanted circuit behavior or 
undesirable contact sparking and consequent erosion. Sometimes the 
relay armature, in crossing the air-gap, encounters sudden loads as 
springs are successively picked up in the stroke, causing it to momen
tarily reverse its direction before pulling home. Also, when the relay 
armature releases, it may strike the backstop and rebound, recrossing a 
portion of its gap and causing undesirable reactuating of the contacts. 
Such momentary opening and closing of the contacts is classed as "con
tact chatter," and special means are needed to detect, measure, and 
understand its behavior. 

The string oscillograph has been extremely useful for recording and 
studying such timing effects when the contact chatter was of compara
tively long duration and low frequency. For relays whose functioning 
time exceeded 10 milliseconds and where chatter intervals were in the 
order of 2 or 3 milliseconds each for possibly 6 or 7 successive times, this 
instrument was most effective. For many of the faster relays, however, 
where chatter of this type has been completely eliminated, there remain 
problems of much higher frequency, shorter duration chatter, which are 
still of great importance to the circuit designer. In such cases the cathode 
ray oscilloscope is used. 

A cathode ray oscilloscope arrangement for the study of chatter is 
shown in Fig. 11. The horizontal axis of the oscilloscope-has a calibrated 
time base and the trace is displaced vertically to mark closing of the 
contacts or other events of interest. The horizontal sweep may be trig
gered at the initial closure of the contacts, but a variable time delay 

OSCILLOSCOPE 

8 
'0---+-0 TRIGGER 

y 

Fig. 11 - Cathode ray oscilloscope circuit for the study of contact chatter. 
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(a) (b) 
INITIAL CHATTER 5HOCK CHATTER 

, DIV = 10 MICROSECONDS I DIV = 100 MICROSECONDS 

Fig. 12 - Views of chatter obtained by oscilloscope. 

can be used to trigger the sweep at a later time so that any portion of 
the chatter can be observed in detail. Typical measurements are shown 
in Fig. 12. In each of the views, the horizontal lines starting at the upper 
left represent open contacts, the lower horizontal lines represent closed 
contacts, and any jumping between them indicates chatter. Fig. 12(a) 
shows the relatively high frequency chatter which occurs immediately 
after contacts close. This is called initial chatter and is caused by vibra
tion of contact springs in their higher modes due to the impact of mating 
contacts. Initial chatter differs in character from the lower frequency 
shock chatter shown in Fig. 12(b). Shock chatter is caused by wire vibra
tions induced by the shock of the armature striking the core. The time 
of each reopen of the contacts and the time between opens is much longer 
than for initial chatter. 

Many measurements of the type just described are made in the course 
of a relay development. They enable the relay designer to relate chatter 
performance to design characteristics of relays so that contact chatter 
can be reduced or eliminated. Such measurements also allow one to 
classify chatter performance according to the circuit application. 

The 111 easurement of Time - 111 echanical Effects 

Electrical timing measurements previously described give data on 
over-all effective performance; to understand these results one often 
needs to measure displacement-time characteristics both alone, and in 
relation to current versus time and flux versus tlme. The string oscillo-
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Fig. 13 - Schematic of shadowgraph action 

graph mentioned above, has on many occasions been modified to also 
record a silhouette of the moving parts of the structure on a moving 
strip of photographic paper, and thus provide a simultaneous trace of 
displacement and current against time. One of the more advanced 
shadowgraph-oscillograph equipments is shown in Fig. 13, and a typical 
record made on a ,yire spring relay is given in Fig. 14. In this case the 
single record shows the current to the winding and the mechanical move
ment at the two opposite ends of the contact-operating card attached to 
the armature of this relay. From such measurements, velocities of im
pact, location of the parts at a given instant, stagger between parts, 
relative motion, unbalanced motion, and the like, may all be determined 
and correlated with electrical changes. 

1ifotion of parts may also be studied optically to give displacement or 
velocity data, using the photocell. Properly placed flags on the moving 
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Fig. 14 - Typical shadowgram of 287 relay armature motion. 
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parts of the ~tructure control the light falling 011 the cell, whose output 
can then be converted so as to read directly as displacement. The dis
placement data may then be differentiated as a function of time, in 
electrical differentiating circuits, to give very accurate measurements of 
velocity. A complete description of this method, originally due to E. L. 
N orton, has been published by M. A. Logan.s As a result of the accuracy 
and convenience of this method, it has recently been used extensively 
in relay studies correlating the amount of contact chatter with armature 
velocity. 

The motion of parts may also be observed with various forms of trans
ducers. One which is now finding application in telephone relay studies 
is a type of electrostatic gauge, measuring armature displacement by 
the changes in capacity between it and a fixed electrode. The entire 
scheme is to be described by T. E. Davis and A. L. Blaha in a forth
coming issue. 

Some relay motions need to be studied in three dimensions. Then the 
high-speed motion picture gives best results. By photographing at up to 
5,000 frames per second, and viewing at about 20 frames, a time mag
nification of 250 to 1 can be gained. If need be, such pictures may be 
scaled off to give displacement-time information, a somewhat tedious 
task. A recent study of the effect of dropping in shipment gives a strik
ing picture of the utility of the method Fig. 15 gives views, photographed 
at 3,000 frames per second, of an AF relay as its mounting plate strikes 
a concrete block at the end of a six inch fall. Severe distortion, followed 
by recovery of the parts to normal, may be seen. With such information, 
relay designers can plan parts to stand the service stresses, and form a 
clear judgment of the margin of reliability built into the structure. 

CONCLUSION 

Although the relay is one of the oldest devices in the telephone busi
ness, many features of its operation are still imperfectly understood, even 
today. The number and complexity of the continuing technical problems 
may be judged from the other articles in this issue, on representative 
relay subjects. As improved relay operation becomes ever more important 
in the telephone system, the analytical and measuring technology for 
these devices must progress, in parallel. Some of the typical measuring 
equipment, as needed for modern relay design, has been described in 
this article. 
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Magnetic Design of Relays 

By R. L. PEEK, Jr., and H. N. WAGAR 

(Manuscript received September 24, 1953) 

The mechanical work and the speed of operation of telephone relays are 
determined in a large measure by the characteristics of the relay magnet. 
The underlying magnetic principles and the resulting design relationships 
for magnets are discussed in this article, which is in part a review of the 
background material and in part a description of its use in developing 
methods for magnet design and the analysis of magnet performance. 

Basic energy considerations are shown to determine the relations between 
the., work capacity and the magnetization characteristics, and analytical 
expressions for the latter are given in terms of the dimensions and materials 
of the magnet. These expressions are developed for the magnetic circuit ap
proximation to static field theory, which is shown to provide an adequate 
representation of the field relations controlling performance. Jl1 ethods are 
given for representing the magnetic circuit relations by means of a simple 
equivalent circuit. Expressions are derived for the mechanical output of the 
relay in parameters of this shnple equivalent circuit, and these expressions 
used to determine optimum conditions for meeting specific design objectives. 

INTRODUCTION 

The complex switching equipment which handles the telephone traffic 
in automatic central offices is built up of simple component elements, of 
which the great maj ority are telephone relays. The large investment in 
these relays, of which tens of millions are made each year, has led to 
intensive effort to construct and use them as cheaply as possible, so that 
they will perform their function at a minimum over-all cost to the tele
phone system and thus to the subscriber. As the costs of use vary with 
the efficiency and speed, maximum economy requires the solution of 
technical problems in magnet design as well as the related problems of 
mechanical design for economy in manufacture. As a result, the tech
nology of magnet design is under constant study at Bell Telephone Labo
ratories, directed to increased understanding of magnet performance 

23 
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and to its improvement. This article gives the background of this tech
nology as it applies to the dc telephone relay. 

A telephone relay is an electromagnetic switch which actuates metallic 
contacts in response to signals applied to its coil. Its characteristics as a 
component of switching circuits are defined primarily by (1) the contact 
assembly, (2) the coil resistance, (3) the current flow requirements for 
operation, holding, and release, and (4) the operate and release times. 
The design of the contact assembly determines the number and nature of 
the contacts, the sequence of their operation, their current carrying 
capacity, and their reliability and life. 

Structurally, the design of the relay, including both the electromagnet 
and the contact assembly, is governed noL only by the performance 
requirements but also by the manufacturing considerations which deter
mine the relay'S initial cost, and by equipment considerations relating to 
the way it is mounted, wired, adjusted, and maintained. The ultimate 
objective is to perform a circuit function at a minimum over-all cost, 
including the costs of installation, power consumption, maintenance and 
replacement, as well as initial cost. 

The design of the contact assembly determines a force-displacement 
characteristic representing the mechanical work whICh must be done by 
the electromagnet. The relations between this mechamcal output and 
the electrIcal input to the coil are determined by the magnetic design of 
the relay, or specifically of its electromagnet. The electromagnetic design 
is therefore subject to the performance requirements, to the design of 
the contact assembly, and to the manufacturing and equipment con-
siderations applying to the whole relay. . 

Magnetic design thus requires the ability to determine the effect on 
the performance of alternative choices of the configuration, dimensions, 
and materials of the electromagnet, of alternative load characteristics 
corresponding to variations in the design of the contact assembly, and of 
alternatives with respect to the coil dimensions and characteristics. The 
basic relations required for such prediction of performance are the mag
netization relations, which express the field strength of the electromag
net as a function of the ampere turns, and the armature position. 

The present article describes the evaluation of magnetization rela
tions, and their use in relating the mechanical output with the electrical 
input to the coil. The time required for operation, which also depends 
upon the magnetization relations, is discussed in a separate article.1 

While much of the material given here has a broader application, the 
discussion of its use will be confined to the ease of the simple neutral 
(non-polar) relay. 
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To illustrate the objectives of magnetic design, reference may be 
made to Fig. 1, which shows the load characteristic of the recently de
veloped general purpose wire spring relay for a particular contact ar
rangement. The figure is taken from an article2 describing this relay, 
which discusses the economic and other considerations which governed 
its design. Included in the figure are curves showing the pull exerted by 
this relay's magnet for various values of coil ampere turns. These pull 
curves determine the ampere turns required to operate a contact ar
rangement having a specific load characteristic, such as that shown. By 
means of the magnetization relations, these pull characteristics can be 
related to the design of the electromagnet. 

The notation used in this article conforms to the list that is given 
on page 257. 

1 THE COIL CONSTANT 

The relay coil characteristics of interest in its use as a Circuit com
ponent are its resistance and the current flow for operation. Subject to 
some qualifications as to available voltages and wire sizes, these may be 
summarized in a statement of the steady state power ]2R supplied in 
operation. As illustrated in Fig. 1, the coil quantity determined jointly 
by the load and the magnetic design is the ampere turn value NI. The 
pmver and the ampere turn value are related by the coil constant Gc or 
N 2/R (which equals (NI)2/(I2R)). This quantity is the equivalent single 
turn conductance of the coil, and is usually expressed in mhos. It is 
determined by the coil dimensions, as can be shown as follows: 

Let A be the area of a cross-section of the coil as cut by a plane through 
the coil axis. Let m be the mean length of turn, the arithmetic mean of 
the lengths of the inner and outer turns. Then the coil volume S equals 
Am. If a is the cross-section of the wire, the number of turns AT equals 
eA/ a, ",vhere e is the copper efficiency, or fraction of the coil volume 
occupied by conductor. Substituting 8/m for A, lV equals e8/(am). The 
wire length is Nm, and hence the resistance R equals pNm/a, where p 
is the resistivity of the conductor. Hence N/R equals a/(mp), and the 
coil constant is given by: 

eS 
pm2 • 

(1) 

The coil constant is thus independent of the wire size, except to the 
minor extent that the copper efficiency e decreases as the wire is made 
finer. vVith this qualification, and assuming copper wire to be used, the 
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coil constant is wholly determined by the coil dimensions and the type 
of insulation used. Thus the power required for relay operation depends 
upon (1) the load characteristic of the contact arrangement, (2) the 
magnetic characteristics which relate the pull to the ampere turns, and 
(3) the coil dimensions as defined by 81m2

, which determines the coil 
constant N 2jR, and thus the relation between ampere turns and power 
input. 

The external dimensions of relays are largely determined by the coil 
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Fig. 1 - Typical load and pull characteristics of a wire spring relay with 12 
transfer contacts. 
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size, or winding space provided. The choice of these dimensions reflects 
an economic balance between the manufacturing costs of the magnet and 
its coil, which increase with these dimensions, and the savings in power 
cost resulting from increasing the coil constant. 

2 MAGNETIZATION RELATIONS 

The magnetization relations of an electromagnet define the steady 
state flux linkages of the coil as a function of the two variables: mag
netomotive force ;r (equal to 47r]O{I), and the gap x, which specifies the 
armature position. They may be represented by a family of curves each 
giving the average flux linked per turn plotted against N I for a particu
lar value of x. In Fig. 2, the curves marked Xl and X2 represent two such 
curves, where X2 corresponds to a smaller gap than Xl . 

To determine how the magnetization relations depend upon the dimen
sions and configuration of the electromagnet requires their interpretation 
in terms of static field theory. Such interpretation is needed in deter-
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mining the design conditions for attaining a desired performance. For a 
specific structure, however, the observed magnetization relations, apart 
from any other interpretation, provide a record of the part of the elec
trical energy input to the coil which is stored in the electromagnet. The 
performance of the magnet with respect to the mechanical work which 
this stored energy can do may be determined directly from the way in 
which this energy varies with armature position. The experimental 
determination of the flux ep for particular values of NI and x involves a 
measurement of the electrical quantity N ep defined by the equation: 

N ep = i~:I (E - iR) dt. (2) 

The electrical energy U stored in making this measurement is the time 
integral of iCE - iR), or: 

l
i
=I iN'P 

U = (E - iR)i dt = i d(Nep). 
i=O 0 

Hence a plot of Nep versus I gives a measure of the stored energy U 
represented by the area between the curve and the axis of Nep. This 
conclusion is quite independent of any physical meaning attached to Jo.lep 
other than the definition of equation (2). Plotting ep versus NI, rather 
than Nep versus I, is merely a change of scale, which does not affect the 
value of the area measuring the stored energy U. It is convenient to 
make this change of scale because the relation between ep and N I is 
independent of the number of turns N, provided the location and di
mensions of the coil are unchanged. The preceding expression for U may 
therefore be written as: 

U = 1'P Nidep. (3) 

Thus for NI = NIl in Fig. 2, U is measured by the area 0-1-5 for 
x = Xl, and by the area 0-3-7 for x = X2. 

Magnetization curves have the general character shown in Fig. 2. 
They are approximately linear for small values of ep, but at higher values 
bend over and approach a limiting value, ep". This limiting value is the 
saturation flux, determined by the material and dimensions of the elec
tromagnet, and designated throughout this paper by the double prime 
superscript. 

The ratio of the magnetomotive force g: to the flux ep is the reluctance 
(R, as defined by the equation: 

g: = 47r N I = (Rep. (4) 
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Over the linear portion of a magnetization curve, ill is a function of x 
only, or a constant for a particular curve. In this case, integration of 
equation (3) gives the following alternative eXPlessions for the field 
energy U: 

(5) 

Over the upper curved portions of a magnetization curve, ill is a func
tion of cp as well as of x, and equations (5) do not apply. 

Decreasing J.11 agnetization 

In relay terminology, "operation," following closure of the coil circuit, 
is distinguished from "release," which follows opening of the circuit. 
The preceding discussion applies directly to the relations for increasing 
magnetization, as in operation. In release, the field energy and the cur
rent decrease together, giving a decrease in Ncp measured by a voltage 
time integral similar to the right-hand side of equation (2), but of op
posite sign. The resulting decreasing magnetization curve is obtained by 
subtracting the decrease in Ncp from its initial value. The decreasing mag
netization curve is higher than the magnetization curve, and the field 
energy recovered electrically is correspondingly less than that stored in 
magnetization; the difference corresponds to the loss of energy through 
hysteresis in the magnetic material. 

J.11 echanical Output 

Referring to Fig. 2, let the current have the steady value II, with the. 
armature at rest at Xl . If the current increases to I2 while the armature 
moves from Xl to X2 , the flux cp varies with Ni along some curve such as 
1-2 corresponding to the values of x and Ni concurrently attained. The 
electrical energy drawn by the coil in this process (aside from the heating 
loss) is given by the integral of i d(Ncp), or Ni dcp, taken along the curve 
1-2. Part of this energy appears in the increase in the field energy from 
U1 to U2 as given by equation (3) for the points 1 and 2 respectively. 
The balance represents the mechanical work done, the integral of Fdx 
from Xl to X2 where F is the pull. Hence: 

(6) 

The first right-hand telm is represented in Fig. 2 by the area 5-1-2-6 
while U1 and U2 are, represented respectively by the areas 0-1-5 and 
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0-3-2-6. Thus the mechanical work, the left-hand term of equation (6), 
is represented by 0-1-2-3-0, the area bounded by the two magnetiza
tion curves and the path followed by <p, x and Ni in the concurrent 
change from 11 at Xl to 12 at X2 • 

If armature motion occurs at constant flux, the first right-hand term 
in equation (6) is zero, and the mechanical work equals the change in 
the field energy U. If <p = <P3 in Fig. 2 for example, the work done as the 
armature moves from Xl to X2 is U4 - U 3, represented by the area 
0-4-3-0. From equation (6), the pull F is then given by: 

au 
F = -- (<p constant). ax (7) 

If armature motion occurs at constant current, the first right-hand 
term in equation (6) becomes the change in NI<p. If I = II, for example, 
motion of the armature from Xl to X2 increases NI<p from NIl<P1 to JllII<P3 . 
Hence the mechanical work done is the difference between NII<p! - U 3 , 

represented by the area 0-3-8 and NII<pI - UI , represented by the 
area 0-1-8. The work done at constant current is therefore the change in 
the quantity TV defined by the equation: 

TV = iNI <p d(NI), 

which is represented by the area between the magnetization curve and 
the NI axis. From equation (6), the pull F is given by: 

aw 
F = - (I constant). ax (8) 

The pull F can therefore be determined either from equation (7) or from 
equation (8), provided the magnetization curves are known. These equa
tions may be applied graphically or numerically to compute the pull in 
specific cases. They may also be used, as shown in Section 7, to obtain 
expressions for the pull from expressions for the magnetization relations. 
In addition, they afford the following graphical interpretation of the 
dependence of the mechanical output upon the magnetization relations, 
the current, and the armature travel. 

If Xl in Fig. 2 represents the unoperated position of the armature, and 
X2 its operated position, the work that can be done at constant current 
is TV2 - TVI , which varies with the value of I applying. For small values 
of I, for which both magnetization curves are linear, the work capacity 
lV2 - TVI varies approximately as (NIt At higher values of NI, the 
two magnetization curves approach each other as they approach the 
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limiting saturation flux, and the rate of increase of TV2 TVI becomes 
progressively smaller. The saturation flux therefore puts a ceiling on the 
mechanical work attainable. 

If the armature travel is increased, increasing the unoperated gap 
Xl , the corresponding magnetization curve is lowered, reducing TVI with 
a consequent increase in the work capacity. However large Xl may be 
made, there remains a leakage field, to which corresponds a limiting 
magnetization curve. An extreme upper limit to the work capacity is 
represented by the area between this limiting magnetization curve and 
that for the operated position of the armature. 

The magnetization curves thus suffice for the evaluation of both the 
field energy and the mechanical output associated with armature motion, 
and therefore completely define the static performance of the electro
magnet. The problem of relating this performance to the design then 
reduces to the problem of relating the magnetization characteristics to 
the design. 

3 THE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CONCEPT 

A rigorous determination of the magnetization relations from the di
mensions and configuration of the electromagnet would require the solu
tion of the static magnetic field equations. For the geometry obtaining 
in actual structures, such solutions can at best be obtained only for 
specific cases, and then only by tedious numerical or graphical methods. 
Approximate solutions, however, may be obtained by a procedure in 
which the actual distributed field is taken as confined to a limited number 
of paths, which together form a network analogous to an electrical cir
cuit. The extent to which this procedure may provide a valid approxima
tion is indicated in the following brief review of the basic postulates of 
static field theory. For the present purpose, these may be stated as 
follmvs: 

The energy of a static magnetic field is the volume integral of the 
product of the magnitudes of the Band H vectors over the space con
taining the field. These vectors coincide in direction at all points, and 
are subject to the conditions: (1) that B can be represented by closed 
continuous lines, ("lines of induction"), whose density measures the 
magnitude of B, (2) that the ratio J.I. of B to H at any point is determined 
by the medium in which the point is located, (3) that the line integral 
of H around a closed path is equal to 47r times the total current in all 
circuits linking this path. This integral is the magnetomotive force fr'; 
it has the value 47rNI for a coil of J.V turns with current I flowing in 
them. 
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For a rigorous general treatment, these postulates must be expressed 
in differential form (the field equations), and solutions obtained in which 
they are satisfied at all points within the field. They may be applied 
directly, however, in certain cases of. simple symmetry, and this same 
treatment, to some measure of approximation, may be used more gen
erally. To do this, the lines of induction measuring B can be considered 
as grouped into tubes of induction. Each such tube is, from the proper
ties of B, continuous, and the integral of B over a cross section of the tube 
is a constant quantity cP, characterizing this tube. Over a length of tube 
6.e bounded at its ends by two surfaces over each of which H is constant 
exists a difference in magnetic potential, 6.g:, equal to the line integral 

J H de. Then 6.g: = cp6.ffi where 6.ffi is the reluctance of this portion of the 

tube, determined by its dimensions and the permeability J.I. of the me
dium. In particular, for a tube of uniform cross-section a over length I, 
6.ffi = f/(J.l.a). More generally, if two equipotential surfaces can be identi
fied, bounding a region of constant permeability (such as an air gap), 
the solution of Laplace's equation for the region bounded by these 
surfaces permits the evaluation of the flux between them, and thus of 
the reluctance 6.ffi. 

I t follows that if the pattern of the field can be recognized, so that 
the boundaries of some major tube of force can be determined, the 
reluctance of its several sections can be evaluated, and their sum ~6.ffi 
or ffi, is the ratio g: / cP~ where cP is the flux of the tube and g: the magneto
motive force of the coil linking it. 

The possibility of recognizing the approximate pattern of the field 
results from the high values of the permeability of magnetic materials 
to that for air, J.l.a. The ratio J.I./ J.l.a is in excess of 1000 under normal 
conditions of operation. Hence the reluctances of air paths are large 
compared with those through magnetic material, the tubes of induction 
tend to follow a path through the iron, and the major changes in mag
netic potential occur where they pass through air gaps. In an electro
magnet such as that of Fig. 3(a), the major tube of induction follo,,~s a 
path through the core and armature, and the potential drops balancing 
the applied magnetomotive force g: appear principally at the air gap 
separating surface 1 from surface 2, and at the heel gap separating sur
faces 3 and 4. There will be little potential difference between 4 and 5, 
but the large potential difference between this region and surface 1 will 
result in a leakage field between them. 

Thus the total flux cp linking the coil can he considered as divided into 
tubes of induction CPA and CPu following the paths indicated in Fig. 3(a). 
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CPA can be considered as subdivided in turn into CPLA and CPG representing 
respectively a leakage field from 2 to 1, and a field concentrated at the 
air gap between these surfaces. 

These tubes of induction are analogous to the currents in an electrical 
network, and the applied magnetomotive force is analogous to the 
applied voltage producing these currents. The reluctances between 
equipotential surfaces are analogous to the resistances of the electrical 
network, and the potential differences bet,Yeen these surfaces are analo
gous to the voltage drops in the electrical resistances. 

The field relationships involved may therefore be represented as in 
FIg. 3(b), in which the diagram of a resistance network indicates how the 
component reluctances determine the relation between the applied mag
netomotive force ~ and the resultant flux cpo The potential difference 
between the points 1 and 5 at the ends of the coil is ~ less cp(Rc where 
(Rc is the reluctance of the core. This net potential balances the drop 
CPLC (Ru across the leakage path and the drop through the armature path, 

(a) MAGNETIC FIELD SCHEMATIC 
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(b) MAGNETIC CIRCUIT 

Fig. 3 - Magnetic circuit representation of magnetic field relations. 
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comprising the drop CPAffi A through the iron part of this path in series 
with that across the two parallel paths followed by CPLA and cpa • 

Obviously, this pattern can be elaborated and made more exact by 
more detailed consideration, particularly with respect to the leakage 
field across the coil, which is not wholly confined to that between its 
ends. In general, the field may be divided to any desired degree of refine
ment into tubes of induction, 'which may then be treated as a network. 
Thus, in principle, magnetic circuit representation may be used to 
evaluate the magnetization relations to any desired degree of accuracy. 

Determination of the magnetization relations is thus reduced to the 
evaluation of the reluctances appearing in the magnetic circuit. These 
include both the reluctances of the iron parts for the major tubes of in
duction directed along the axes of these parts, and the reluctances of the 
air gaps and leakage paths. To evaluate these reluctances there are 
needed (1) values of the permeability of magnetic materials, as related 
to the flux density within them, and (2) expressions for the reluctances 
of gaps and leakage paths. These two topics are discussed in the sections 
following. vVhile much of the material in these two sections is familiar, 
it is reviewed here with emphasis on the analytical formulation of the 
relations involved. 

4 MAGNETIZATION CI-IARAC'rERISTICS OF MATERIALS 

Magnetic properties are expressed either in terms of the relation be
tween the permeability fJ. and the induction B, or of that between Band 
the potential gradient H, from which the fJ. - B relation is derived. The 
experimental determination of this relation is most commonly made 
with a uniformly wound ring sample, in which Band H are uniform 
throughout. 

For increasing magnetization, as in relay operation, the pertinent 
B - H relation is that obtained with an initially demagnetized specimen, 
shown as the solid line in the first quadrant in Fig. 4. This is the normal 
magnetization curve. It is nearly coincident with the locus of the terminal 
points (such as 1 and 2) of hysteresis loops obtained by cyclic magnetiza
tion and demagnetization. 

The normal magnetization curve for magnetic iron is shown in Fig. 5 
together with the corresponding /.L - B curve. The permeability increases 
from its initial value fJ.o to a maximum value fJ.' at a density B' cor
responding to the "knee" of the B - H curve. (The single prime super
script is used throughout this paper to designate values of the various 
magnetic constants at maximum permeability.) Thereafter fJ. declines, 
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3.5 

and can be considered to approach zero as B approaches the saturation 
density B". 

In the design and operation of ordinary electromagnets, the aspects 
of the fJ. - B relation of practical importance are (1)" the order of magni
tude of fJ. through the cen.tral portion of the curve, which determines the 
approximate magnitude of the (minor) contribution of the iron path to 
the total reluctance, and (2) the value of B at which fJ. becomes relatively 
small (less, for example, than 1000). At or near this value of B, the mag
netic path reluctance increases rapidly for small increments in B, limit
ing the field strength and pull attainable. In the core, this limiting value 
of B, together with the cross section a, limits the flux cp( = aB) which 
the core can supply; conversely, this value of B establishes the core cross
section a required to attain a desired value of cpo The exact value of B 
which is effectively limiting varies with the design (onditions, but is 
approximately measured by the density B M at which fJ. equals 1000. 

Demagnetization Relations 

For decreasing magnetization, as in relay release, the pertinent B-H 
relation is the return portion of the major hysteresis loop, the loop start
ing from a point on the normal curve near saturation, such as the loop 
2-3-4 of Fig. 4. Nearly the same loop is obtained for any location of the 
point 2 well beyond the knee of the curve. The distinguishing feature of 
this relation is the existence of the remanence BR at the point 3, where 
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H = O. To account for this there must be added to the magnetic postu
lates cited above the assumption that there may be a movement of 
electric charge within the material which supplics an effedive mmf per 
uni t length measured by the coercive force He, represented in Fig. 4 by 
the distance from the origin to the point 4. 

When the coil circuit is opened in relay release, the coercive force of 
the core material results in a residual £lux passing through the air gaps 
in series with the iron path. A potential drop 5' must exist across these 
gaps. In the absence of applied magnetomotive force, this must be bal
anced by an equal and opposite drop through the core. There is thus an 
imposed negative potential gradient - H per unit length of the core. 
The remanence BR is therefore governed by the B-H relation in the 
second quadrant, the curve 3-4 of Fig. 4. This is the demagnetization 
relation, as illustrated separately in Fig. 6. The intercepts of this curve 
on the Band H axes are He and B R • 

If CRE is the reluctance of the magnetic circuit external to the core, the 
external drop 5'E equals CREep, where ep is the flux. Taking Band H as 
uniform in the core, ep = Ba and 5' equals H t, where a and t are the cross
sectional area and length of the core. The values of Band H in the core 
must therefore conform to the equation: 
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As illustrated in Fig. 6, Band H are therefore determined by the inter
section with the demagnetization curve of the line having a slope given 
by the right-hand side of (9). The complete magnetic circuit has a 
residual flux cp = Ba resulting from the coercive mmf, H ee, which equals 
the sum of the potential drop He( =CRcp) external to the core and the 
drop (H e-H)C in the core. 

Properties of ill agnetic J.ll aterials 

'The properties of the magnetic materials commonly used for electro
magnets are shown in Table 1. This includes, in addition to the magnetic 
properties, the working properties in manufacture, and the resistivity. 
The latter determines the eddy current delay in otherwise similar struc
tures, and is a controlling factor where fast release is desired. 

For design purposes, allowance must be made for variations in the 
material, which are relatively large in the case of ,magnetic properties. 
Minimum and maximum values are therefore given in Table 1. As indi
cated by the footnote in this table, He is subject not only to initial 
variation, but to an increase with time: "aging." The relatively large 
magnitude of this change for magnetic iron is a serious disadvantage in 
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TABLE I - SOFT MAGNETIC MATERIALS 

:l\1agnetization Demagnetization 

RMt En He Material J.Lmax (gauss ) (gauss) (oersteds) 

Min. Max. Min. Max. Min. l\Iax. :l\1in. Max. 
-- --- -- -- -- -- -- --

Magnetic iron 
Shent ..... ...... ..... 4,300' 12,000 15,500 16,200 to,500 15,000 0.5 1. 4* 
Rod ................. 4,300' 8,000 15,500 16,200 10,500 12,000 0.5 1. 4' 

Mild steel .. , ......... " 2,200 7,500 14,000 16,000 7,800 15,000 0.8 2.5 
Cast iron .......... ..... (Nominal: 600) (13" = to,OOO) - - - -
------------- -;-;:;0-1-;;::;;-- 15. GO;;-

---
-;;~;;;~r;;:-;-

--
1 % silicon iron ........ 4,000 0,000 1.4 
2~~% silicon iron ....... 4,000 12,000 14,000 15,000 8,000 12,000 0.4 1.4 
4% silicon iron ........ 5,000 12,000 13,500 15,000 8,000 12,000 0.3 1.1 

--------_. -----
lIz anneal iron 

Sheet ................ 7,000 15,000 15,500 16,500 14,000 15,000 0.5 0.0 
Rod .................. 4,500 8,000 15,500 16,500 12,000 14,000 0.7 1.0 

45 permalloy ...... ..... 15,000 60,000 14,000 15,000 8,000 12,000 0.1 0.4 
78 permalloy .. .... 50,000 250,000 to, 000 to,400 5,000 7,500 0.02 0.1 
Nickel .......... ...... (Nominal: 600) (E" = 6,000) - - - -

I 

* After aging, I-',onx for magnetie iron may be as low as 3000, and He as high as 2.5. 
t BJ[: Density for J.L = 1000. E": Saturation density. 

Resistivity 
Microhms 

cm-1 

11 
11 
12 
25 

-----
25 
40 
60 

11 
11 
50 
16 
8 

applications in which release performance is important. Aging also re
duces the permeability. In materials other than magnetic iron, the aging 
effect is relatively minor. 

Because it is cheap and easily fabricated, magnetic iron has been the 
most commonly used magnetic material in Bell System relays and 
switching electromagnets. Other materials, particularly 45 permalloy, 
have been used in special applications where the improvement in per
formance, as in higher sensitivity or faster release, warranted the in
creased cost. The superiority of the permalloys in these respects is offset 
for heavy duty applications by the lower level of flux attainable with a 
given core cross-section,as measured by B M • 

The silicon steels are comparable with magnetic iron in cost, and 
similar in magnetic properties, except for slightly smaller values of B M • 

They are, however, superior in their relative freedom from aging, and 
in their higher resistivity. These advantages are offset, in the case of the 
4 per cent material, by its hardness and brittleness. All the silicon steels 
are used in sheet form for the construction of transformers and electrical 
machines. The 1 per cent and 27~ per cent materials are available in rod 
and bar form, and have working properties intermediate between those 
of magnetic iron and 4 per cent silicon iron. Because of its advantages in 
aging and resistivity, 1 per cent silicon iron has been used in preference 
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to magnetic iron in the recently developed wire spring general purpose 
relay. 

lVIagnetic iron is a very low carbon steel of high purity. Commercial 
mild steel, properly annealed, will serve as an adequate substitute where 
the spread in properties shown in Table I can be tolerated. 

In magnet design, casting offers the possibility of providing a more 
complex one-piece configuration than can be obtained with punched 
and formed parts. Casting is rarely used in current magnet constructioll 
- an illustrative exception is the British Post Office stepping magnet 
for their step-by-step switch. Grey cast iron has been a preferred ma
terial for this type of construction. 

The properties of nickel are induded because of its usc as a magnetic 
separator and hinge member. 

Hyperbolic A pproximation to J.11 agnetization Curves 

The variation of permeability with density makes it necessary to 
provide some formulation of the Il versus B relation in developing an 
analytical treatment of magnetization relations. The B versus H relation 
for decreasing magnetization, the loop 2-3-4 of Fig. 4, has a shape similar 
to that of a rectangular hyperbola, asymptotic to the line representing 
B". This curve can therefore be represented approximately by the 
equation: 

B Il" 
B" - B = B" (He - H), (10) 

in which Il", B", and He are constants. 
This purely empirical relation is called the Froelich-Kennelly equation. 

In general, it does not give a satisfactory fit to the whole loop, but pro
vides a satisfactory approximation for engineering use to the portions of 
the curve in either the first or second quadrants, using different values 
for the constants in the two cases. In addition, it may be employed to 
represent the upper portion of the normal, or increasing magnetization 
curve. 

The expression for the permeability Il, or Bj(H e + H) corresponding 
to (10) is: 

~ = ~+ He + H 
Il Il" B'" 

(11) 

Hence, to the extent the B-H curve conforms to equation (10), the 
reciprocal of the permeability varies linearly with H. Alternately, the 
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permeability may be expressed in terms of B, giving the equation: 

J..L"(B" - B) 
J..L = ---=B--":---- (12) 

If this relation is applied to a part of a magnetic circuit, such as the 
core of a relay, the reluctance (Re of this part may be written as 1/(J..La), 
where t is the length and a is the cross-sectional area of the part. Then 
from (10), (Re is given by: 

" 
(Re " cp (Re _~_1 __ ' (13) 

cp - cp 

where (R~ = tl (J..L" a), cp = Ba, the flux through the partl and cp" is the 
saturation value of cpo 

For increasing magnetization, this expression is applicable only for 
values of B, or cpla, beyond the knee of the magnetization curve, the 
point of maximum permeability. Thus (13) is applicable for values of 
B above B', the density at which J..L has its maximum value J..L'. Writing 
(R~ for II (J..L' a) and cp' for B' a, (13) may be written in the alternative 
form: 

" , ,cp -cp 
(Re = (Re ----,,-,,-- (13A) 

cp - cp 

For values of B below B' the permeability of initially demagnetized 
material varies greatly with B, as shown in Fig. 5. In normal use, how
ever, an electromagnet is rarely operated from a fully demagnetized 
state. Fig. 7(a) shows the magnetization relations for an electromagnet 
in repeated operation, and Fig. 7 (b) shows the corresponding relations 
for its core. The solid line corresponds to initial operation from a demag
netized condition, the dotted line to decreasing magnetization in release, 
and the dashed line to subsequent remagnetization. The latter corre
sponds to higher permeability and a lower core reluctance than those for 
initial magnetization. As a convenient approximation, linear magnetiza
tion may be taken as a representative condition for B less than B' , in 
which case the core reluctance is constant for cp less than cp'. In this low 
density region, then, the magnetic circuit constants may be considered 
to be independent of the flux. This, of course, is never strictly true, but 
it is a satisfactory approximation for most ordinary electromagnets. 

H vperbolic A pproximation to Decreasing jl1 agnetization Curves 

As the hyperbolic approximation is a purely empirical relation, it may 
be applied to the cp - g: relation for an electromagnet as well as to that 
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of a core or other part. It is convenient to use it in this way for the 
decreasing magnetization relation, as this is of interest only for a single 
value of the gap reluctance, that for the operated position. 

The decreasing magnetization relations for an electromagnet and for 
its core are shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b) respectively. For decreasing 
magnetization, a residual flux 'Po remains when ~ is reduced to zero, 
determined by the same equilibrium conditions as apply to permanent 
magnets. The curve for the magnet, Fig. 7(a), must pass through 'Po 

and be asymptotic to the saturation flux 'P". 

This relation between 'P and ~ may be represented by an equation of 
the same form as equation (10), with Band B" replaced by 'P and 'P", 

with Hand He replaced by ~ and ~c , and the constant /-t" replaced by 
I/CR". Using the condition that'P = 'Po for ~ = 0 to eliminate ~c , the 
equation may be written in the form 

~ 'P 

CR" 'P" - 'P" - 'Po 

'Po 

" 'P - 'Po 
(14) 

If the length e and cross-section a of the core are known, together with 
the magnetic constants of the core material and the reluctance <R of the 
return path (external to the core), the constant terms in (14) may be 
evaluted. 'P" is equal to aB", where B" is the saturation density of the 
core material. As previously noted, the values of B ,1/ in Table I may be 
used as effective values of E". 'Po may he evaluated as the permanent 
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magnet flux supplied by the core to an external path of reluctance CR, 
using equation (9) and the demagnetization curve for the core material. 
CR" may be determined from the initial slope CRi = dff / dcp at ff = O. By 
differentiation of equation (14), this initial slope is given by the equa
tion: 

( 
cp" )2 " 

CRi = " CR . 
cp - CPo 

(15) 

CRi may be evaluated as the sum of the core reluctance and the external 
reluctance CR. In determining the core reluctance, p should be taken as 
the incremental permeability, or the slope of the demagnetization curve 
at B = cpo/a. With CR i thus evaluated, CR" is given by equation (15). 

5 MAGNETIC RELUCTANCES AND CONDUCTANCES 

As shown in Section 3, determination of the magnetization or cp - ff 
relations is equivalent to determining the reluctance CR, or iJ. / cp, and this 
in turn reduces to the determination of the component reluctances of 
the magnetic circuit. Some of the more useful expressions for the evalua
tion of these component reluctances are given in this section. Where 
parallel paths appear, the computations involve the reciprocals of re
luctances. It is convenient to refer to the reciprocal of a reluctance as a 
magnetic conductance, or permeance. 

Toroid 

The magnetic field of a toroidal coil is shown in Fig. 8. Provided the 
medium within the coil is homogeneous, and the section diameter small 
compared with the toroid's diameter, symmetry requires the field to 
have the simple character shown. As ff = H t and B = p,H, 

ff H-t -t 
CR=-=-=-

cp pHa pa' 
(17) 

which applies whether the path is in iron or air. 
If the toroid is of iron, and the coil is concentrated over part of the 

length, some of the field appears outside the toroid. This effect is second
ary, and (17) still applies to a close approximation. If a cut is made and 
an air gap introduced, the total reluctance is greatly increased. but the 
field within the toroid retains the same character except near the gap. 
The reluctance of the iron path, now in series with the air gap reluctance, 
is given by (17). This expression is therefore of general use in determining 
the reluctance of iron parts of length -t and uniform cross-section a. 
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A ir Gap Between Parallel Planes 

For magnetic paths in which the flux is uniform, it was shown above 
that the reluctance is given by (17). This applies to the case of an air 
gap between parallel planes of area A, as shown in Fig. 9, where the 
length of the path is the separation x. The reluctance of such a gap may 
therefore be written as: 

x 
CR = A . 

In this, as in subsequent expressions for air gap reluctance, the multi
plier 1/ J.la , which is the reciprocal of the permeability of air, is omitted 
for convenience. In CGS units, J.la = 1. 

Special Gap Shapes 

The simple relation just given provides a basis for the calculation of 
more complex shapes. For example, the reluctance of the wedge shaped 
gap of Fig. 10 may be found by assuming tubes of flux in parallel through
out the gap. Then the permeance of an elementary path is .:1CP = b.:1r/rO 
and the total permeance of the gap is the sum of these elementary paths, 
or: 

r------- D = tl7T ------1 
I I 

Fig. 8 - Field of a uniformly wound toroidal core. 
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The reluctance, as given in the figure, is the reciprocal of this. 
For the gap of Fig. 11, it is more convenient to estimate reluctances, 

summing the elementary series contributions to the entire gap. For this 
case: 

where 

as noted in the figure. 

~(R = ~r 
brO' 

tn_X 
""'-A 

WHERE A = AREA OF ONE POLE FACE 

IF THE TWO POLE FACE 
AREAS ARE UNEQUAL, 

USE THE SMALLER VALUE 

Fig. 9 - Reluctance between parallel plane surfaces. 

Effective Pole Face Area oj an Electromagnet 

As illustrated in Figs. 9, 10, and 11, an individual air gap has a re
luctance represented approximately by an expression of the form: 

x 
(R = A' 

\vhere x is the separation measured at the centroid of the area A. Arma
ture motion is usually rotary, and a convenient point for the measure
ment of armature position may be at some distance from the axis other 
than that of the centroid. If x is so measured, then the separation at the 
centroid is kx, where k is the ratio of the lever arms, and hence the re
luctance ill is kx/ A, equivalent to that of a gap of separation x and pole 
face area A/k. This area A/k is called the effective pole face area referred 
to the point at which x is measured. 

In general, an armature has at least two gaps, as illustrated in Fig. 12. 
The expression for the armature reluctance must include the terms for 
both gaps which can conveniently be combined as follows. Let x be the 
armature motion measured at some distance f from the axis of rotation, 
as indicated in the figure. Let kIx be the corresponding separation at the 
centroid of aI, and k2x the separation at the centroid of a2 . Then the 
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reludance of the combination is: 

It follows that the reluctance of the combined gap is equivalent to 
that of a simple gap with an effective pole face area given by: 

Exact: CR= 

bln 

() 

(

1 +~) 2ro 

a 
1--

2ro 

x 

1 = k1 + k2. 
A a1 a2 

Approximate: CR=
ab ,.,..-------- -------

Errors of approximation: ~ .----. 
, . ----- x -----

1 ' / 
Less than 1 per cent if a < 3ro \ 1t 

and/or:r < -21r, \,>\ '\ ::7---~~:~~---
2, 'ro \ 
\ , r; 

Less than 10 per cent if a < 1'0 \ \ \ , \ , 
4 \\.V and/or x < 3ro 'V 

Fig. 10 - Reluctance between inclined plane surfaces. 

Exact: CR= 
b() 

Where b length parallel to axis 

Approximate: CR = ~ 
bro(} 

Errors of approximation: 

Less than 1 per cent if r2 < 1.4r1' 

Less than 10 per cent if 1'2 < 3r1' 
Fig. 11 - Reluctance of a cylindrical gap. 

. (18) 
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Leakage Reluctances 

An accurate estimate of the reluctance between magnetic members 
requires a detailed knowledge of the flux paths. Since these are only 
known accurately in cases for which solutions of the field equations are 
available, approximations are obtained by assuming geometrical paths 
such as straight lines, arcs of circles, ellipses, and so forth. From these 
assumed paths the reluctance is calculated by means of the expression 
C/ pa. The choice of suitable approximations depends largely upon a 
knowledge of the flux paths in certain simple cases which can be analyzed 
rigorously, and upon the experimental exploration of more complicated 
fields. 

The method is satisfactory provided the separation between the mag
netic members is small. It has been used to derive the relations given in 
Figs. 10 and 11. A further application of this method gives the reluctance 
between the side surfaces of coaxial cylinders, as shown in Fig. 13. This 
is useful in estimating the leakage reluctance shunting an air gap. 

Where the separation between magnetic members is large, it is difficult 
to estimate the configuration of the flux paths. It is then necessary to 
employ the relations applying to the most nearly similar configuration 
for which a rigorous solution is known. Two such solutions are applicable 
to a number of problems. The first is the case of two infinitely long, 
parallel, equipotential, circular cylinders, shown in Fig. 14. The second 
is the case of two equipotential spheres of equal size, shown in Fig. 15. 

r --------------t 
--------------~---I 

Fig. 12 - Effective pole face area referred to gap x at f. 
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Fig. 13 - Reluctance between side surfaces of end-on coaxial cylinders. 
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and b = length of each cylinder 

Fig. 14 - Reluctance between parallel cylinders. 

For other configurations which bear a reasonable resemblance to the 
above cases, the leakage reluctances can be estimated satisfactorily by 
judicious modifieations of the expressions for the simple cases. 

For example, consider the case of two parallel rectangular bars. They 
are roughly equivalent to two parallel circular cylinders provided the 
minimum separation is the same in both cases, and provided the perime
ter of each cylinder is equal to the perimeter of the corresponding bar. 
Thus, to estimate the leakage reluctance between the rectangular bars, 
the radius of each equivalent cylinder is taken as 1/27r times the perime
ter of the corresponding bar, and the center-tp-center distance between 
the equivalent cylinders is taken as the minimum separation between 
the two hars plus the two equivalent radii. 

Leakage between the legs of many magnet forms may be estimated by 
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the approximation jUf:lt deseribed. Conf:lider the idealized form shown in 
Fig. 16, where the magnetic path consists mainly of two parallel cylinders 
connected at one end, the armature and working gap being at the oppo
site end. The leakage flux in parallel with the main gap flux is determined 
by the reluctance of the path between these cylinders. For that portion 
of the two cylinders appearing outside the coil and therefore at approxi
mately constant potential, the reluetance is found from the relations 
given in Fig. 14. For the leakage reluctance over the length enclosed by 
the coil, the drop in potential along the core results in one-third the 
previous reluctance, as is shown in Section 6. The variation in per
meance per unit length for sueh cases may be found in Fig. 17. 

Leakage also occurs between the end sections of many magnet forms, 
and may be estimated by a procedure similar to those above, assuming 
the end surfaees to be equivalent to two hemispheres having the same 
diameter d as the cylinders. The quantity C2d in Fig. 17 is one half the 
permeance between corresponding spheres, as determined from the re
lations of Fig. 15. From this the net leakage permeance of leg and end 

C) OJ 
l r~------ D ------~ rJ 

Exact: ill = ---=--------------------------~~----~~----~ 

2~r [1 + (~) + (~)' + (;)' +2 (~)' +3 (~y + ... J 

Approximate: 

where 

r 
1 -

D 

1 1 
ffi=-=-

271"1' V7l"S' 

S = surface area of one sphere. 

when D > 6r 

when D» l' 

Latter approximation may be used to estimate leakage reluctance between 
back surfaces of pole pieces. 

Fig. 15 - Reluctance between spherical surfaces. 
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-- USEFUL GAP FIELD 
---- CORE LEAKAGE FIELD 
------ ARMATURE LEAKAGE FIELD 

Fig. 16 - Distribution of the field of an electromagnet. 

surfaces may be found as 

where values of C1 and C2 are given in curve form, and the equivalent' 
value of d is as shown in Fig. 17. When the structure has two return 
paths, the reluctance is assumed to be one-half the value given by this 
last equation. 

External Reluctance of a Bar J.11 agnet 

The relations of Figs. 13 through 17 suffice for the evaluation of leak
age in most ordinary electromagnets. In special structures, particularly 
in polar relays, cases occur where the return path is predominantly an 
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air path. A common case is that of a permanent magnet magnetized as 
a separate part prior to assembly in a polar structure. In such cases, the 
reluctance of the return path can be estimated as that of the external 
field of a bar magnet. 

'The reluctance of a bar magnet is closely represented by the reluctance 
of the same magnet in the form of a ring, in series with a reluctance 
representing all the flux return paths. Values for this reluctance may be 
assigned by measurements of magnetomotive force to produce a given 
flux in a ring farnple and in a bar. The difference in magnetomotive force 
gives a measure of the reluctance of the air path. It has been found by 
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Fig. 18 - Effective leakage reluctance of a bar magnet. 

Thompson and Moss
5 

that the reluctance per unit length of bar depends 
on the shape of the bar cross-section, and is a function of the magnet 
dimensions t/ Va, as indicated in Fig. 18. The reluctance so shown 
includes all flux lines emanating from the bar, and so may be thought 
of equally as leakage or effective reluctance. 

Cases such as the bar magnet are difficult to estimate because of the 
variable flux density along the length of magnetic material. Calculations 
have been found possible only for the case of an ellipsoid, which is rarely 
met in practice. 

Relllctance of a Solenoid 

Another special case is that of the air field of a coil, \vhich has the 
character shown in Fig. 19. This type of field obtains in the initial flux 
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decay of an electromagnet when the core is saturated. A similar condition 
applies to the leakage field of enclosed reed relays where the magnetic 
material constitutes only a small part of the inside cross-section of the 
coil. In such cases the reluctance of interest is that characterizing the 
complete magnetic circuit of an air core solenoid. 

A number of simple relationships for various coil configurations follow 
from the identities between reluctance and inductance. Inductance is 
defined as the ratio of flux linkages to applied current: 

L = Ncp 47T'N2cp 
I 47T'NI' 

from which: 

5= 47T' m 
(~2) , (19) cp 

showing the inverse relationship between m and the single-turn induc
tance L/N2

• Inductance for most of the usual coil configurations has 
been studied by Rosa and Grove/ who give relations from which reluc
tance may be estimated. Most such expressions are quite involved; 
among the simpler is that for the case where band c in Fig. 19 are small 
compared to a, given by: 

0.2317a + 0.44b + 0.39c 
m= 2 ' a 

Fig. Hl - Magnetic field of a solenoid. 
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and Maxwell's approximation for coil of rectangular section: 

1 
dl = ( 8a ) , 

a log R - 2 

where R = geometric mean distance of coil cross-section. 
The examples described in the present section cover those procedures 

which are used most frequently in estimating leakage reluctances. For a 
more extended treatment of this subject, reference may be made to S. 
Evershed3 and H. C. Roters.4 

6 MAGNETIC CIRCUIT EVALUATION 

In the discussion of the magnetic circuit concept in Section 3, it was 
noted that the accuracy of the representation varies with the extent to 
which the network of tubes of induction is sub-divided to correspond to 
the distributed nature of the actual field. The effect of sub-division upon 
the accuracy is greater in the high density region, where the reluctance 
of the iron parts is variable and increasing, than in the low density 
region, where the iron reluctance is small and approximately constant. 
Hence the choice of an adequate network is largely contingent upon the 
location of the iron parts having the highest flux density. Incipient 
saturation affects the reluctance of these parts, and thus the pattern of 
the field, while parts of lmver density remain of low and approximately 
constant reluctance. 

In ordinary electromagnets the core is the part of highest density, in 
which saturation limits the attainable field. It is good design practice to 
limit the core section to as small a value as is consistent with satisfactory 
performance, as this results in a minimum inside coil diameter. This is 
advantageous with respect to the coil cOllstant, as shown by equation 
(1). 

In the special case of high speed relays, it is advantageous to minimize 
the mass of the armature and hence its cross-section. In such relays arma
ture saturation may control, or occur concurrently with core saturation. 
Saturation elsewhere than in the core or armature is of interest only in 
the diagnosis of faulty design, since the return members should have a 
section adequate to carry the maximum field at densities well below 
saturation. 

Thus in most electromagnets, saturation occurs in the core, and in
cipient saturation affects its reluctance and the pattern of the associated 
field. The magnetomotive force varies along the length of the coil, and 
the core is therefore subject to variations along its length in magnetic 
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h Jt~y 

(a) TRANSMISSION LINE MAGNETIC CIRCUIT 

h~y 
-2-

----III 

( b) DIFFERENTIAL LINE ELEMENT 

Fig. 20 - Transmission line analogy to the field of an electromagnet. 

potential, in flux density, and (at high densities) in reluctance per unit 
length. To treat it as a single circuit element, as in the discussion of Fig. 
3, is thus a highly simplified approximation. An understanding of the 
extent to which this approximation is valid may be gained by considering 
a more rigorous analysis, in which, as indicated in Fig. 20, the core and 
return path are treated as analogous to a transmission line with dis
tributed constants. 

Transmission Line Analogy 

In Fig. 20(a), the core is shown as one side of the line, and the return 
path as the other side. The length of the line is taken as the length of 
the winding, which is assumed to be distributed uniformly. It is assumed 
that the line is terminated at its ends by lumped reluctances, dlI and ffi2 . 
The characteristics of the line and the applied magnetomotive force are 
expressed in terms of the following quantities: 

f = mmf difference between the two sides of the line, 
It = reluctance per unit length of line, 
p = leakage permeance per unit length of line, 
h = impressed mmf per unit length of line. 
Instead of trying to represent the entire magnetic circuit by a simple 

network of a few lumped reluctances, it is assumed only that an infinitesi
mal length (dy) of the magnetic line can be represented by the "T" 
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network shown in Fig. 20(b). The complete magnetic circuit, then, con
sists of an infinite number of these elementary networks connected 
end-to-end and terminated in lumped reluctances at the extreme ends. 
Note that this approximation to the magnetic circuit explicitly recog
nizes the distributed nature of the leakage flux. 

Consider now the several quantities which enter into the approxima
tion. Each of the terminating reluctances (tilt and tih) includes two com
ponent reluctances in parallel. The first component is simply the leakage 
reluctance across the end of the line. The second component is the sum 
of the reluctances of the magnetic members and series air gaps which 
complete the circuit from one side of the line to the other. For any single 
value of the working gap, (fh and ffiz may be taken as constants. 

The quantity p, which is the leakage permeance per unit length be
tween the two sides of the line, depends upon the geometry of the struc
ture, and may be calculated by the methods of Section 5. Provided the 
configuration of the magnetic line is uniform throughout its length, p is 
taken as a constant. The assumption that p is constant is equivalent to 
assuming that all leakage paths between the two sides of the transmission 
line lie in planes that are perpendicular to the core. This condition is 
not satisfied near the ends of the core, but correction for the end effects 
may be made in evaluating the terminal reluctances, (fh and Cfh . 

The quantity!z" the series reluctance per unit length of line, involves 
magnetic material whose permeability varies with flux density. It is a 
variable whose magnitude depends upon the applied magnetomotive 
force, upon the terminating reluctances, and upon position along the 
line, since it is a function of cpo In the low density region, however, its 
value is substantially independent of cpo Application of the magnetic 
circuit relations results in the following equations: 

whence: 

dj 1 - = L - !z,rp dy , 

dcp 

dy 
-pj, 

(20A) 

(20B) 

(21) 

Subject to the validity of the original assumptions, the solution of equa
tion (21) describes the way in which the flux cp v.aries with y, the distance 
along the line. 
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At low densities, where lz, is constant, (21) may be solved to give a 
picture of the flux distribution in the magnet. The solution is obtained 
in terms of hyperbolic functions. The resulting expression is somewhat 
cumbersome, but reduces to a much simpler form in the special case 
where lz, is small compared with h. Neglecting lz,cP, equation (20A) reduces 
to: 

df 
- = h 
dy 

or f = hy 

In this case then, the magnetomotive force varies linearly along the core, 
as was assumed in the discussion of Fig. 17 in Section 5. 

For.f = hy, equation (20B) becomes: 

whence: 

dcp 

dy 
-phy, 

phy2 

cp = CPo - 2' (22) 

where CPo is flux at y = 0 (one end), and ph is a constant for a given 
magnet structure. Thus, for this approximate case, the core flux falls 
off along its length approximately as the square of the distance from one 
end. The second term in (22) represents the leakage flux. For the whole 
core, for which y = l, the leakage flux is given by p h{2/2, or by plff/2. 
The average flux linked per turn, however, is the integral 

11(Phy2
d l 02 y, 

corresponding to a leakage reluctance of pf/3. Hence the factor 3 is 
used to evaluate the average flux linked· per turn in Fig. 17. 

From this consideration of the more rigorous transmission line treat
ment, it is apparent that !tcp must be small compared with h for the lumped 
core and leakage reluctance approximation to be valid. If lz,cp/h is small, 
the potential drop in the core, CReCP, is small compared to the applied 
magnetomotive force ff. In most ordinary electromagnets, the ratio 
CRe/ff is small in the low density region. For sensitive relays with long 
cores of small cross-section, this is not the ease, and the lumped constant 
treatment is correspondingly limited in accuracy, even at low densities. 

At high densities, however, the core reluctance increases even in 
ordinary electromagnets. To use the transmission line analogy at high 
densities, it is necessary to express lz,cp in (20A) in terms of the Froehlich-
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Kennelly relation described in Section 4. A solution to the resulting 
equations can be obtained in series form, but this solution is too complex 
for convenient use in engineering estimates. From this formulation of 
the problem, however, it is apparent that the use of lumped values of 
core and leakage reluctances at high densities can only be a rough ap
proximation, as the reluctance per unit length must vary along the core, 
and the pattern of the leakage field and hence the leakage reluctance are 
no longer constant. However, in representing the core reluctance as 
increasing from its low density value and approaching infinity as <P ~ <p", 
the lumped approximation correctly represents the limiting conditions. 
It therefore provides a rough approximation to the intermediate values. 

Series-Parallel JvI agnetic Circuit 

Subject to the limitations discussed above, the magnetic circuit of most 
ordinary electromagnets can be represented in the form shown in Fig. 21. 
The core reluctance (Rc is in series with two parallel paths: a leakage path 
of reluctance (RL2 , and an armature path of reluctance (R02 + xl A2 • The 
subscript 2 is used with the cOllstants of this particular circuit to dis
tinguish them from those of the simpler approximation to be discussed 
below. The magnetic circuit of Fig. 3 reduces to that of Fig. 21 if the 
reluctance (RA of the former is ignored, or considered as part of the 
reluctance (R02. 

The circuit reluctance (R, or ffl<p, can be derived from the circuit by 
the procedure applying to resistances in an electrical circuit, and is given 
by: 

illL{ ill" + ;,) 
eRe + . (23) 

X 
(RL2 + (R02 + A2 

The evaluation of the constants of this circuit may be described with 

~= 477NI 

<RL2 

Fig. 21 - Series parallel magnetic circuit - the usual design analogy. 
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reference to the two structures shmvn schematically in Fig. 22, "'here 
Fig. 22(a) represents the familiar "end-on" armature type of construc
tion, and Fig. 22(b) represents the "fiat type" relay of Bell System usc. 
The dashed lines indicate the path along which the length of the parts is 
measured, while the lined areas are those of the main, heel, and side 
gaps. 

The core reluctance, CR e , is determined from equation (17), taking the 
length as between the points 1 and 2 in both figures. The permeability 
is taken at the nominal maximum value throughout ,all iron parts. 

The closed gap reluctance, CR 02 , is the sum of the following: 
A. The iron reluctance, determined from equation (17) taking the 

lengths of the several parts as measured around the path 2-3-4-5-6-l. 
In each term the cross-sectional area a is that of the part through which 
the fiux passes. In Fig. 22(b) of course, the two side sections are added 
to give the total section. 

B. The contact gap reluctances computed as xl al and xl a2, taking 
x as for an air gap of 0.005 cm. The reluctance of the joint at 1 in Fig. 
22(a) is computed in the same way, and included in the sum. 

C. The "stop pin" air gap reluctance, computed as xl A2 , 'where A2 is 
the effective pole face area as determined below, and x is the separation 
at the measuring point for the stop pin opening. 

(a) END-ON ARMATURE TYPE (b) FLAT TYPE 

Fig, 22 - Magnetic circuit components of typical relay structures. 
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The e.ffective pole face area, A2 , is determined by equation (18), follow
ing the procedure described in the discussion of Fig. 12. 

The leakage reluctance, CR L2 , is determined in the case of Fig. 22(a) by 
the procedure discussed in Section 5 and indicated in Fig. 17. In using 
this, tl is the length 1-2, while t2 is the length 2-3 in Fig. 22(b) and 
t2 = 0 in Fig. 22(a). The reluctance terms C1C2 and C2d correspond to the 
armature leakage reluctance CRLA of Fig. 3, here taken as in parallel with 
the core leakage reluctance in determining CRL 2 • 

It should be noted that this procedure provides fOl two flux paths 
across each gap: the flux through the reluctance xl A2 , varying linearly 
with gap, and the parallel leakage flux through a reluctance calculated 
as though the armature were absent. This representation allows for the 
effect of fringing, taking the total field across the gap as the sum of these 
two fields. It carries the implication that experimentally the two fields 
cannot be separated by search coil measurements. 

For the magnetic circuit of Fig. 21, the low density reluctance is given 
by equation (23). The reluctance terms are calculated for maximum 
permeability fJ..', corresponding to density B', and hence for a total core 
flux cp' = B' a. As discussed in Section 4, these values are approximately 
applicable through the low density region, or for cp less than cp'. For cp 

greater than cp', CR e is taken as given by equation (13). Thus in the high 
density region, the total reluctance may be written as: 

where, 

and, 

in "\vhich, 

CR = CRe + CRE , 

CRe 

x 
CRo + CR L + A 

" " cp CR e -,-,--, 
cp - cp 

CR~ = ~ 
fJ..'a 

" , cp - cp 

" cp 

, 

and cp" = E" a, where e and a are the length and cross-section of the 
core, respectively. The values of B J1 in Table I may be taken as esti
mates of the effective value of the saturation density E". 
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Equivalent Magnetic Circuit 

Over the low density region, in which the magnetic circuit reluctances 
are substantially mdependent of the flux, the expressions for the reluc
tance can be simplified by a procedure analogous to that used in deriving 
electrical network equivalents. Provided the gap reluctance varies 
linearly with the gap, magnetic circuits such as those of Figs. 3 and 21 
can be replaced by an equivalent circuit of the simple form shown in 

3"=477NI 

~------~~ r---------~ 

Fig. 23 - Equivalent magnetic circuit. 

Fig. 23. For this simple parallel circuit, the total reluctance is given by: 

dh( ffio + ~) 
en. = . (24) 

x 
ffio + ffiL + A 

The simpler subscripts of these equivalent values of the magnetic 
circuit constants are used to distinguish them from the design values, 
applying to the magnetic circuit taken as representing the actual struc
ture. In the usual case the design values apply to the two mesh circuit 
of Fig. 21, for which the additional subscript 2 is used. When a three mesh 
circuit is required to represent the structure, the design values are dis
tinguished by the subscript 3, as in the constants of Fig. 3. 

In the usual case in which the design values apply to the circuit of 
Fig. 21, expressions for the equivalent values may be obtained by com
parison of the reluctance given by (23) with that given by (24). The for
mer equation may be written in the form. 

A2ffi~2 
ffi = ene + ffiL2 - , 

A2ffio2 + A 2ffi I,2 + X 

while (24) may be written. 

Affi~ 
ffi = ffi I, - A + A +. ffio . ffiL X 
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By comparison, these two expressions are identical for all values of x, 
provided the following conditions are satisfied: 

Upon collecting terms, the relations between design and equivalent 
circui ts are given by: 

(25) 

where: 

p = 1 + CR c/CSh2. 

Thus the magnetization relations in the low density region can be 
represented by the reluctance given by (24), corresponding to the simple 
parallel circuit of Fig. 23, provided the constants are evaluated from 
those of the design circuit by means of equations (25). The evaluation 
of the pull and of the field energy in the low density region can therefore 
be conducted in terms of the simpler relations applying to the equivalent 
circuit. 

As these simpler relations suffice to define the performance, they may 
be readily evaluated experimentally, using the procedures described in 
a companion article.s While these equivalent constants provide a simple 
and convenient means for the description and analysis of performance, 
they are related to the dimensions of the structure only through the 
conditions of equivalence given by equations (25). 

Special .LVI agnetic Circuits 

The reluctance of most ordinary electromagnets can be expressed in 
terms of the series parallel magnetic circuit of Fig. 21, as in the two cases 
of Fig. 22 discussed above. Differences in configuration may affect the 
detailed procedure for estimating the constants, but the same circuit 
schematic applies. There are, however, other magnetic structures re
quiring different magnetic circuits for their representation. For purposes 
of illustration, a summary discussion of three such cases is given here. 

For armature saturation, or cases where the flux density in the armature 
exceeds that of the core, as in some high speed relays, the magnetic cir-
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cuit must be taken as that of Fig. 3. In this case it is the armature flux 
CPA , rather than the total flux cP, which approaches a saturation value 
limiting the mechanical output. In the low density region, where the 
reluctances are constant, the conditions of equivalence given by equa
tions (25) may be used to evaluate a simple parallel equivalent to the 
armature path reluctance, reducing the circuit to the form of Fig. 21, 
and this may in turn be reduced to an equivalent circuit of the form of 
Fig. 23. In the high density region, however, it is the armature rather 
than the core reluctance which must be expressed in terms of the Froe
lich-Kennellyapproximation. 

For reed relays,6 the structural schematic is as shown in Fig. 24. In 
some cases, the external shield may be omitted. The magnetic circuit 
involves an air path through the coil in parallel with a path through the 
reeds. vVith a new interpretation of the terms, the circuit of Fig. 3 may 
be taken as applying, with (Re taken as zero, and Cfhc representing the air 
leakage field. With some correction for the effect of the shield, this may 
be estimated by means of the solenoid reluctance expressions of Section 
5. The controlling path is that through the reeds, represented by eRA for 
the saturating section of maximum density in series with the parallel 
paths between the reeds: the useful path at the gap and the leakage field. 
The latter may be estimated from the relations of Fig. 13. 

For polar relays, the network contains both the permanent magnet 
magnetomotive force g: AI and the coil magnetomotive force g:c . A typical 
case is shown in Fig. 25. The constants applying can be evaluated by the 
procedures described in Section 5, and the somewhat complex circuit 
equations resulting can be written by the application of Kirchoff's laws 
in a manner wholly analogous to that for the corresponding electrical 
circuit. 

Fig. 24 - Magnetic field of a reed relay. 
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7 PULL EQUATIONS 

Pull in Terms of Gap Flux 

vVith the magnetization relations known, the pull can be determined 
from equations (7) or (8). Over the low density range, in which the 
magnetic circuit constants are independent of the flux, the field energy 
U is given by (5). Substitution of this in (7) gives the following expression 
for the pull F: 

cp2 d(R 
F=--. 

87r dx 
(26) 

In terms of the equivalent circuit constants of Fig. 23, the reluctance 
(R is given by equation (24). Substituting this expression in (26) gives 
the equation: 

F = ( (RL )2 ~. 
x 87rA (Ro + (RL + A 

By comparison with (24), it can be seen that the bracketed term is the 
ratio (Rj (Ro + xj A), which equals the ratio of the gap flux to the total 
flux cpo Hence the preceding expression may be written in the form: 

2 

F=~ 
87rA 

(27) 

By a parallel treatment it can be similarly shown that the application of 
equation (26) to the magnetic circuits of Fig. 3 and 21 gives expressions 
identical with (27) except that A is replaced by A3 in the former case 
and by A2 in the latter. Equation (27) is the familiar expression for 

b+hx b -hx 

d 

d 

Fig. 25 - Magnetic circuit of a polar relay. 
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magnetic pull on two parallel planes with a field of uniform density cpa 

between them. It can be directly derived from the fact that the gap 
energy is g:cpa/ (8'71"-), with g: = Xcpa/ A2 . The change in this energy for a 
differential change dx of the gap equals F dx, so that F is given by equa
tion (27). Derived in this way, it is apparent that (27) depends only on 
the field in the gap, and is quite independent of the density in the mag
netic material. 

Pull 'in Terms of Applied mmf 

In the low density region, where ill is substantially a function of x 
only and the magnetization curves are linear, TV = U, and hence the 
expression for F given by equation (8) becomes: 

(28) 

This expression for the pull in the linear region is known as the equation 
of Perrot and Picou. 9 As NI = illcp/(47r), it is identical with (26). 

For the magnetic circuit of Fig. 23, substitution in (28) of the ex
pression for ill given by (24) gives the following expression for the pull: 

(20) 

In the low density region, the reluctance can always be expressed in 
terms of the equivalent values of Fig. 25. Using the equivalent values of 
closed gap reluctance CRo and of pole face area A, the pull is given by 
equation (29). This expression is therefore of general application in the 
low density region, and is the most convenient equation to use for this 
purpose. 

High Density Pull 

It was shown above that equation (27) can be derived directly from 
the expression for the field energy associated with the gap. This expres
sion is quite independent of the reluctance in the rest of the magnetic 
circuit, and is therefore equally applicable in the low and high density 
regions. This essentially physical argument shows that (26) and (27) 
are applicable through the full range of magnetization. 

The same result can be obtained from equation (7) by substituting in 
it the expression for U given by (3), and substituting illcp/(47r) for NI. 
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There is thus obtained: 

a 11<' ffirp F =- -drp. ax 0 47r 

For saturation confined to the core, as in the series-parallel circuit of 
Fig. 21, ill = ffie + ffiE . On substituting this expression for ill in the pre
ceding equation, ffie is independent of x and ffiE is independent of rp, so 
that the expression becomes: 

F = rp2 dffiE 
87r dx } 

or, for the series parallel circuit of Fig. 21 

F = (ffiL2rp)
2 

2. 

81rA{ <lI02 + <lIL, + l,) (30) 

Evidently this same expression should apply equally to the equivalent 
circuit of Fig. 23. That this is the case can be shown by substitution of 
the equivalence conditions of equations (25), giving an expression for the 
pull identical with (30) except that the magnetic circuit constants ffi02 , 

ffi L2 , and A2 are replaced by their equivalent values ffio , ffiL , and A. 
Thus when saturation occurs in the core, as in most ordinary electro

magnets, (30) gives the pull through the full range of magnetization, 
and the expression is invariant to a change from the design constants of 
Fig. 21 to the equivalent constants of Fig. 23. If rp is taken as rp", the 
saturation flux, (30) gives the upper limit to the attainable pull. It is 
also useful, as shown in the companion article! on relay speed, in esti
mating the pull effective in rapid operation, when rp may be nearly con
stant during the latter stage of armature motion. 

In estimating the steady state pull characteristics, equation (29) is 
applicable throughout the low density range. In the high density range, 
the pull may be determined from (27), or, provided saturation occurs in 
the core, from (30). In cases of armature saturation, the pull must be 
determined from (27), the expression of most general application. 

8 SENSITIVITY AND WORK CAPACITY 

A mpere Turn Sensitivity 

ASIde from any margin for rapid operation, the pull of the electro
magnet must exceed the static mechanical load at all values of gap x. 
As illustrated in Fig. 1, this may be studied graphically by comparing 
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the load curve with the family of pull curves for various values of N I .. 
The just operate ampere turn value is that for the pull curve which just 
exceeds the load curve at all points. For design purposes, estimated pull 
and load characteristics must be used in this comparison, and conditions 
determined for minimizing the ampere turns required to operate a speci
fied load. 

The work V done against the load is represented by the area under the 
load curve. Its maximum possible value is equal to the work W done by 
the magnet, represented by the area under the pull curve. Within the 
region of substantially linear magnetization, the pull is given by (29), 
which may be written in the form: 

Fa 
F = (1 +U)2' (31) 

where: 

27r(NI) 2 

Fo = 2 
ACRo ' 

(32) 

and U xl (ACRo), or the ratio of the gap reluctance xl A to the closed 
gap reluctance CRo • 

The work TV done by the magnet in the travel from an initial gap Xl 

to X = 0 is the integral of F dx, or of ACRo F duo From (31), this integral 
is given by: 

UI 
TV = 1 + UI W max, (33) 

where UI = xI/(ACRo) and TV max = ACRoFo. For a large initial gap (UI 

large), W approaches TVmax , which therefore measures the upper limit 
to the output for this ampere turn value; the total area under the pull 
curve. In general, the difference between the force displacement charac
teristics of the load and pull curves permits only a fraction of TVmax to 
be used to operate the load. The potential output of the magnet, how
ever, depends solely upon W max. From (32), in which ACRoFo equals 
W max, the ampere turn sensitivity, or potential output for a given ampere 
turn value, is given by: 

(34) 

Thus the ampere turn sensitivity depends solely upon the closed gap 
reluctance CRo throughout the region of linear magnetization. 
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Sensitivity for Specific Loads 

The part of TVmax that can be realized depends UpOll the shape of the 
load curve. It also depends UpOll the travel through which the load must 
be moved. In principle, the latter may be adjusted to any desired value 
by the choice of a lever arm determining the ratio of the travel at the 
point of load actuation to the travel at the point where x has been 
measured in determining the magnetic circuit constants. The use of a 
lever arm linkage, of course, changes the force required, but the work V 
and the shape of the load characteristic remain unchanged. 

In Fig. 26 is shown the pull curve relation of equation (31), together 
with t,yO simple load curves: a constant load and one varying linearly 
with travel. In the first case, let FI be the constant load required, and 
Xl the required travel. The pull curve to 'operate this load must have 
F = FI at X = Xl. Hence, from (31), FdFo = 1/(1 + '1l1)2. The work 
V c done against the load is FI Xl, and the ratio of V c to TV max is 
therefore FI xd(ACRoFo), or ttlFdFo . Hence the part of TV max realized 
against a constant load is given by: 

V c ttl 

W max = (1 + ttl)2 . 
(35) 

The ratio V c/TV max is shown plotted against UI in Fig. 27. Its maxi
mum value is at ttl = 1, where the travel Xl = ACRo . Maximum sensi-
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Fig. 27 - Relation between mechanical output and armature travel. 

tivity is attained if the lever arm is chosen to satisfy this condition, and 
in this case V c = W mux/4. 

For the case of a linear load, varying from F2 at x = 0 to zero at 
x = X2, the load is given by: 

F = F2(1 - ~), 
where U2 = xdCA<Ro). For the pull curve to be tangent to this load curve, 
the values of both F and dF Idx given by this last equation and by (31) 
must be equal at the point of tangency, Xl . These two conditions give 
two expressions for the ratio FdFo. Equating these, there is obtained 
the following equation for the point of tangency: 

2U2 - 1 
Ul = ---

3 
(36) 

The work done against the load is F2Xd2, and the ratio of this to W max 

is therefore F2Xd(2A<RoFo). Substituting the expression for F2/Fo ob
tained as described, and the expression for UI given by (36), there is ob
tained the following expression for the fraction of W max realized against 
a linear load: 

V L (3Ul + 1)2 
Wmax: = 4(Ul + 1)3' 

(37) 
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The ratio V dvV max. is shown plotted against the point of tangency 1h 

in Fig. 27. Its maximum value is at UI = 1, when V L = Wmax /2. For 
this optimum condition, U2 = 2, so that the total travel, X2, equals 
2ACRo, while the point of tangency, Xl, is at half that travel. For this 
linear load case, under the optimum condition, the maximum work that 
can be usefully applied is, then, V L = VV max/2. 

Actual load curves seldom conform to either of the simple cases of Fig. 
26, and more commonly have the irregular character illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Most of them, however, show a point of closest approach to the pull 
curve either at the junction of two segments, as in Fig. 28(a), or at a 
point of tangency to a linear segment, as in Fig. 28(b). In the former 
case, the coordinates of the junction point may be taken as Fl and Xl , 

as indicated, and the relations for a constant load for which V c = FIXI 

applied. In the other case; the tangent segment may be extended, as 
indicated, to intersect the axes at F2 and X2 , and the relations for a linear 
load for which V L = F2Xd2 applied. 

Quite generally, therefore, the work V done against the load curve is 
proportional to TV max, and the proportionality constant is some function 
of Ul = xIi (ACRo), where Xl is the point of closest approach of the load 
and pull curves. Writingf(ul)/(27r) for the ratio V /W max, it follows from 
equation (34) that the ampere turn sensitivity, V / (NI)2 is given by: 

(38) 

where feul) is a maximum for UI = 1, and is similar to the curves of 
Fig. 27. For the particular load conditions represented by constant load 
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Fig. 28 - Determination of pull curve to match load. 
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(V c) and linear load (V L) characteristics, the highest values of useful work 
were shown to be 7r(NI)2/(2ffio), and 7r(NI)2/ffio, respectively. 

These relations establish the important design requirement that the 
point of closest approach of the load and pull curves should be at Ul = 1, 
or where the gap reluctance xd A equals the closed gap reluctance ffio . 
To the extent permitted by space requirements and manufacturing con
siderations, this may be met by a proper choice of lever arm ratio or of 
pole face area. In the latter case ffio is not a wholly independent pat'ame
ter but includes a term varying with A, so that allowance must be made 
for the change in ffio in changing A. The curves of Fig. 27 show that 
V c/W max and V dW max decrease slowly for values of Ul between 1 and 2. 
The ampere turn sensitivity is therefore close to its maximum value if 
Ul lies in this range. 

These relations are particularly useful in preliminary design estimates, 
as they permit the ampere turn requirement to be estimated for a known 
load merely from estimates of ffio and A. For this purpose it is only 
necessary to determine V /W max by the procedure outlined above. 'Vith 
V known, this determines W max, which equals AffioFo. Thus Fo can be 
evaluated, and NI determined from equation (32). 

Core Cross-Section 

These relations are formally applicable only in the range of linear mag
netization. For the estimates to be valid, however, it is only necessary 
that this condition be satisfied at the point of closest approach of load 
and pull curves, as an approach to saturation at smaller gaps will reduce 
the pull in a region where, in most cases, it is well in excess of the load 
curve. 

For linear magnetization to obtain at the point of closest approach 
(u = Ul), the core flux should not materially exceed cp', or aB', where B' 
is the density for maximum permeability and a is the core cross-section. 
The flux is equal to 47rNI/ffi(ul), and the required value of a is therefore 
given by: 

47rNI 
a = B'ffi(Ul)' 

(39) 

Here the values of N I and Ul applying are those determined as de
scribed above, and ffi(Ul) is given by equation (24) for x = ulAffio . To 
determine the core section a needed therefore requires an estimate of 
ffiL , as well as of ffio and A. 

If the expression for NI given by (38) is substituted in (39), it is 
apparent that a varies as the square root of VffiO/!(Ul) and inversely as 
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(R(lh). The latter is approximately proportional to (Ro , so the core section 
a varies approximately as 1/ V (Ro , and hence increases with increasillg 
ampere turn sensitivity as well as with increasing load. For values of Ul 
near unity, "where f(Ul) is nearly constant, a decreases as Ul increases. 

Power Sensitivity 

The power sensitivity is the ratio of the work V done against the load 
to the steady state power J2R. From equations (1) and (38), this is given 
by: 

V 
]2R 

eS !(Ul) 
pm2 ffio' 

(40) 

where e/ p is a constant determined by the coil construction, S is the coil 
volume, and m the mean length of turn. Depending on the coil depth; 
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the latter reflects the inside coil dimensions, which vary with the required 
core section a. The variation of the latter with Ul discussed above has a 
minor effect on the power sensitivity, partially offsetting the effect of 
the term f( Ul), so that V I (N 1)2 is nearly independent of Ul in the range 
1 ~ Ul ~ 2. 

Ignoring these secondary variations, equation (40) shows that the 
steady state power required to operate a given load varies directly as the 
closed gap reluctance <Ro , and inversely as 81m2

, where 8 is the coil 
volume and m the mean length of turn. Fig. 29 shows the relationship 
between the work that can be done, and the steady state power that 
must be supplied to the coil at this time. Since, in ordinary practice, use 
cannot be made of the entire area under the force-deflection curve, the 
"constant-load work," Va is often used in comparing magnet designs. 
The maximum value for this term, as determined for a number of 
Western Electric relays, is shown in the figure. According to equation 
(40) the ratio of Va to J2R should here have the value 

Va _ 7rGc 
J2R - 2<Ro ' 

since for constant-load outputf(Ul) = 7r/2, when the optimum work con
dition has been chosen. 

Work Capacity 

In applications where maximum sensitivity is not required, higher 
output may be obtained by operating the electromagnet through much 
of its travel in the non-linear region. The controlling factor is the flux 
developed at the point of closest approach of the load and pull curves, 
so the attainable output is controlled by the pull curve for constant 
flux, as given by equation (30). In what follows the flux will be taken 
as the saturation flux cp", corresponding to the upper limit of attainable 
output. The same relations may be used, however, to estimate the out
put attainable with any value of flux approaching cp" in magnitude. For 
cp = cp", (30) may be written in the form: 

F C~ 
F~ - (CL + U)2' 

(41) 

where U = xl(A<Ro), CL = (<Ro + <RL)/<Ro , and F~ is given by: 

" (C L - 1)2cp"2 
Fo = 87rAC~ (42) 

Equation (41) is of the same form as equation (31), with U replaced 
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by u/CL , and Fo by F~. Integration therefore gives an expression for 
the work W similar to equation (33), with UI replaced by UI/CL and 
W max, or AeRoF 0, replaced by Wsat. , or C LAeRoF~. There is thus ob
tained: 

(43) 

As (43) is of the same form as (33), with u replaced by ur/CL , the 
relations between the load and pull curves are the same in the two cases. 
Thus the ratios V c/JVsat. and V L/Wsat• may be obtained from (35) 
and (37), or from Fig. 27, by using Ul/CL to replace u. Maximum output 
is thus obtained when UI/CL = 1, and the gap reluctance xI/A at the 
point of closest approach equals C L. Thus the optimum leverage for 
maximum output differs from that for maximum sensitivity by the 
factor CL • 

9 DISCUSSION 

Applications 

The applications of the magnetization relations considered in this 
article are confined to the static characteristics: the sensitivity and work 
capacity attainable when no specific timing requirements are imposed. 
As the same relations control both the electrical and mechanical response 
of an electromagnet under dynamic as well as under static conditions, 
the material outlined here has further applications in other aspects of 
magnet performance, as illustrated in the companion articles appearing 
in this issue of the JOURNAL.I,IO 

The sensitivity and work capacity discussed above relate essentially 
to the operate characteristics. The other static characteristics of relay 
performance are those for release, and for marginal performance. The 
release characteristics are primarily dependent upon the operated load 
in relation to the pull at the closed gap. The rising pull characteristic as 
the gap is closed tends to give an operated pull well in excess of the 
operated load, giving a release ampere turn value small compared with 
the operate value. The coercive force tends to further decrease the re
lease value, and imposes the need for stop pins to assure release. A high 
ratio of release to operate can be attained by providing a rising load 
characteristic to match the pull, by using high stop pins (thus increasing 
eRo), or by using a core or armature section that saturates in the latter 
part of the travel. A detailed discussion of the provisions for marginal 
operation is outside the scope of the present article, but obviously in-
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volves application of the same relations that apply to the operate per
formance. 

The procedures outlined for the estimation of sensitivity and work 
capacity, or of the magnetic parameters required to give a desired per
formance in these respects, have their primary use in preliminary design. 
They make it possible to determine from the performance requirements 
definite dimensional criteria which must be satisfied by the design. 
After models have been made and measured, the load characteristics 
may be compared directly with the observed pull. Study of the mag
netization relations, and comparison of observed and estimated magnetic 
circuit constants, however, is of value through the whole course of 
development, and even in the engineering use of an established design. 
Such study relates the performance directly to the dimensions and ma
terials used. In particular it permits extrapolation of the performance 
observed on particular models, providing estimates of the range of per
formance variation corresponding to the range of tolerances in dimen
sions and material properties. An essential phase of such studies is the 
experimental determination of the magnetic circuit constants by the 
methods discussed in a companion article.s 

Validity 

The solutions to the static field equations based on the magnetic cir-. 
cuit treatment are inherently approximations. The discussion of this sub
ject in many engineering texts implies that the approximation is rather 
crude. In principle, as shown above, the magnetic circuit method may 
be applied to as close an approximation as desired, subject to the ac
curacy with which the pattern of the field can be recognized. 

The criterion of satisfactory estimation of the magnetic circuit parame
ters is the ability to predict the magnetization relations actually ob
served. Analysis of observed magnetization relations by the method 
described in the companion articleS has shown that these relations can 
be satisfactorily represented by the magnetic circuit relations given 
here. Satisfactory agreement has been found between observed and 
estimated values of the magnetic circuit parameters when the latter are 
determined by the procedures described above. These conform in large 
measure to those initiated by Evershed,3 and are distinguished princi
pally by explicitly recognizing the existence of leakage paths shunting 
any air gaps, and by recognizing that these cannot be identified by search 
coil measurements, so that the field between two members bounding a 
gap must be regarded as the vector sum of a constant and a variable 
field. 
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Design Considerations 

The relations controlling the sensitivity and ,,"ork capacity provide a 
direct indication of the effect of the configuration and dimensions of an 
electromagnet upon its performance. Here these will be considered only 
in general terms. Other things being equal, the sensitivity requiremeilt 
determines the coil size, and hence the over-all dimensions, while the 
work capacity determines the cross-sections of the magnetic path. 
vVithin the framework of these generalizations, the dependence of per
formance on size and shape can be most readily considered in terms of 
the individual magnetic parameters. 

The core reluctance CR e is characterized primarily by its minimum 
value CR~ , and by the saturation flux cpl! which sets the upper limit to 
the work capacity. cpl! varies with the core cross-section a, as does cp', the 
flux level for minimum reluctance. CR~ is given approximately by f/(J.I.'a), 
where t is the core length, which varies with the coil size. For heavy duty 
relays with a large cross-section a, CR e is a minor component of the total 
reluctance except for cp very close to saturation. For highly sensitive 
light duty relays, t is large and a small, making CR e large, and a must be 
made large enough for cp to be close to cp', so that CR e may be close to 
its minimum value CR~ • 

The leakage reluctance Gh depends upon both the dimensions and the 
shape of the magnetic path. The leakage per unit length depends upon 
the ratio of the perimeter of the magnetic members to their separation, 
and is a minimum for a square magnet outline as in the two coil tele
graph type relay. Space and accessibility considerations cause telephone 
relays to have a long narrow single coil configuration, increasing the 
leakage per unit length by a factor of from two to four over that of the 
square outline. Aside from this shape factor, the leakage reluctance 
varies inversely as the length. vVith respect to the static characteristics 
the leakage flux (1) increases the core cross-section required to attain a 
given work capacity, (2) decreases the equivalent pole face area, as 
shown by equations (25), (3) increases the equivalent closed gap re
luctance CR o , as shown by the same equations, thus decreasing the sensi
tivity. In addition, as discussed in the companion articles1,lo it delays 
operation and release by increasing the total field linked by the coil. In 
all these effects, the controlling factor is the ratio CRdCRo , rather than the 
absolute value of CR L , so these effects are most readily minimized by 
making CRo small. 

The closed gap reluctance CRo is the sum of the reluctances of the return 
members and of the closed gaps and joints. The reluctance of the return 
members is comparable with that of the core but smaller, and in most 
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cases minor compared with that of the gaps and joints. The latter are 
equivalent to an air gap of 0.005 cm (2 mil-in) over the area of the joint, 
giving a marked advantage to one-piece construction of core and return 
members. The heel and main gaps necessarily introduce reluctances of 
similar magnitudes, further increased at the main gap by the height of 
the stop pins required to reduce the residual flux to the release level. It 
is therefore advantageous to use large areas for both heel and main gaps. 
When a small value of (Ro is thus obtained, providing high sensItivity, its 
value is the more sensitive to variations in fit and alignment at the heel 
and main gaps, and high sensitivity therefore requires close tolerances 
on the dimensions controlling the fit of the armature to the pole pieces. 
Heavy section magnets tend to high sensitivity, partly because of the 
reduced reluctance of the magnetic members, but principally because 
heavy sections facilitate the provision of large areas at the gaps and 
joints. 

As shown above, the effective pole face area is the reciprocal of the 
coefficient of x in the expression for the variable reluctance term. It 
therefore depends upon both the heel and main gaps, though the con
tribution from the heel gan is sma.ll when the armature is hinged there. 
For optimum sensitivity, or optimum work capacity, there are optimum 
values of the gap reluctance xI! A as shown above, which can be obtained 
either by a choice of leverage to the load or by a choice of pole face area. 
I t is preferable to attain these optima by varying the leverage, using as 
large a pole face area as possible, in order to make (Ro small. 

10 SUMMARY 

'The material given in this article provides a basis for relay design 
through the relationships between mechanical output and electrical 
input. From the indicated relations, one may find the mechanical work 
from a given magnet design, or find the magnetic design needed to 
provide a required mechanical output. Relationships for gaining opti
mum performance are also given. 

The first step was to show that the mechanical work depends upon the 
field energy of the magnet, which is a consequence of the magnetomotive 
force provided. The magnetomotive force in turn is furnished by the 
electrical circuit, being determined jointly by the number of turns in the 
coil and the circuit resistance. The electrical output and the magnetic 
input were thus equated as 
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where Gc = N 2/R, and is shown to be dependent on the coil dimensions 
and the conductivity of the wire in the winding. 

The magnetic field energy is described by "magnetic flux" which, 
averaged for the entire magnet, is related to magnetomotive force 
through 

~ = ~ill, 

where ill is an expression accounting for the dimensions and materials of 
the magnet and its air gaps, called "magnetic reluctance." The validity 
of this magnetic circuit concept is discussed at some length, leading to 
the proof that for many cases a very simplified "equivalent two-mesh 
circuit" may be used to represent the more complicated actual cases. 
As a result, performance may be expressed in terms of the equivalent 
values: CRo , "closed gap reluctance"; (fh , "leakage reluctance"; and A, 
"pole face area." Values for these terms may be estimated for cases of 
initial design (magnet synthesis), or be measured so as to characterize 
completed models (magnet analysis). Evaluation of reluctances of vari
ous magnetic circuit components is described, with numerous relations 
given for gaps and for magnetic materials, including an approximate re
lation covering the non-linear behavior of ferrous materials. 

In terms of the magnetic circuit variables, force and work may then 
be expressed as 

~2 1 
F= ---

87rAill~ (1 + U)2 , 

~2 U 

W = 87rillo 1 + u ' 

where u = xl ACRo , the ratio of air gap to the product ACRo . It is thus 
found that greatest magnet output for force systems common in relays 
is obtained when the critical load is picked up at a gap Xo = ACRo , which 
may be accomplished by choice of lever arm. The maximum work that 
may thus be considered useful, V max, depends somewhat on the particu
lar load characteristic, and for the typical constant-load case, V c, is 
related to ampere turns, and to power input as follows: 

Greatest useful magnet output is thus seen to depend directly on Gc , 

the "eoH constant," and inversely on illo , the equivalent closed gap re
luctance. 
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Additional cases are given permitting design relations to be extended 
into the saturated range for the iron. 
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Analysis of Measured Magnetization 

and Pull Characteristics 
By R. L. PEEK, Jr. 

(Manuscript received September 21, 1953) 

I t is shown in this article that the observed nwgnetization relations of 
most ordinary electromagnets conform to simple expressions which can be 
interpreted as the flux vs. magnetomotive force equations of a reluctance 
network, analogous to the current-voltage equations of a resistance network. 
To the extent of such conformity the magnetic circuit constants characterizinJ 
the network suffice for the evaluation of the field energy and pull charac
teristics of the electromagnet. The agreement between the observed mag
netization and these simple relations is close in the region of linear mag
neti,zation, and is adequate for engineering purposes at higher flux densities, 
but the extent of agreenwnt in the latter range varies with the type of struc
ture and the location of the magnetic parts which first approach saturation. 

Specific analytical and graphical procedures are given for the evaluation 
of the magnetic circuit constants from both pull and magnetization measure-:
ments. These procedures employ relations which give linear plots indicating 
the degree of conformity of the observed relations to the expressions used to 
fit them. The relation of the measured constants to those which can be esti
mated in design 1 is discussed, as is the use and application of the measured 
constants in development and engineering studies. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

In the design of telephone relays and similar switching apparatus, the 
characteristics of the electromagnet which serves as motor element may 
be distinguished from those of the mechanical system of contact springs 
and actuating members which it operates. The performance of the elec
tromagnet is characterized statically by the mechanical work done for a 
given coil energization, and dynamically by the time required to actuate 
the mechanical load, including in this the inertia of the moving parts. 

Both the potential work output of the electromagnet and the energy 
stored in developing its field can be evaluated from its magnetization 

79 
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relations. The consequent dependence of the pull and timing characteris
tics upon the magnetization relations makes the measurement and analy
sis of the latter fundamental to the understanding of performance and 
its relation to design. 

Procedures are described in this article for the evaluation from meas
ured magnetization relations of a few parameters which suffice for the 
determination of the pull and of the field 'energy under given conditions. 
These parameters, the magnetic circuit constants, characterize the elec
tromagnet to which they apply. They are used as measures of per
formance in comparing different structures, or in studying the effect of 
dimensional or material variations in a particular design. 

In addition to their significance as parameters summarizing measured 
magnetization relations, the magnetic circuit constants may be inter
preted as the observed values of quantities postulated in the magnetic 
circuit approximation to static field theory. This approximation is dis
cussed in a companion article, l which describes methods of estimating 
the values of the magnetic circuit constants from the configuration, 
dimensions, and materials constant of the electromagnet. Comparison of 
observed and estimated values of these constants has served as a guide 
in developing these methods of estimation. A complete design method
ology is provided by the ability to both estimate and measure the mag
netic circuit constants characterizing the performance of electromagnets. 

In the experimental evaluation of the magnetic circuit constants de
scribed in this article, the basic method is that employing measured 
magnetization relations. Because of the dependency of the pull upon the 
magnetization relations, pull measurements may also be used, subject to 
certain limitations, for the evaluation of the magnetic circuit constants. 
The article includes description of procedures for doing this. 

The notation used in this article conforms to the list that is given 
on page 257. 

2 MAGNETIZATION RELATIONS 

The magnetization relations of an electromagnet give the average 
flux cp linked per turn of the winding as a function of the two determining 
variables: applied ampere turns NI and armature position x. The rela
tions are usually shown, as in Fig. 1, as a family of curves giving cp 

versus NI for various values of x. Armature motion is usually rotary, 
and the choice of the location at which x is measured is a matter of con
venience. The curves of Fig. 1 apply to the electromagnet shown in Fig. 
2, the AJ (heavy duty) type of wire spring relay described in an article 
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by A. C. Keller.2 In this case it is convenient to measure x at the center 
line of the actuating card, whose location with respect to the axis of 
rotation is indicated in Fig. 2. 

Apart from interpretation in terms of magnetic theory, any observed 
point on a magnetization curve represents a measurement of the elec
trical energy U stored in the coil, as given by the integral 

I 1 ei dt, 

where e = d(Ncp)/dt. It is represented by the area between the magneti
zation curve and the axis of cp, and is given by: 

U = 1'" NI dcp. (1) 

This stored field energy may, in principle, be recovered in the decay 
of the field, except for the portion lost by hysteresis in the material, 
represented by the area between the increasing and decreasing mag-
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ACTUATING 
CARD 

HINGE 
POINT 

Fig. 2 - Magnetic parts, coil, and actuating card of AJ relay. 

netization curves. The dashed curve of Fig. 1 is the decreasing magneti
zation curve for the same gap as the adjacent magnetization curve. 

U is a function of x, and changes as the armature moves. If this 
motion occurs at a constant value of cp, there is no induced voltage and 
hence no electrical transfer of energy. A decrease in U must therefore 
represent mechanical work done on the armature. For a differential 
change dx in armature position, the mechanical work is Fdx, where F is 
the pull exerted on the armature. A general expression for F is therefore 
given by: ' 

F 
au 
ax (cp constant) 

(2) 
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It follows from these considerations of energy balance that the mag
netization relations determine the relations among the electrical input 
to the coil, the stored energy, and the mechanical output attainable. 
Hence, any generally applicable and simple expression for the mag
netization relations, even if purely empirical, would provide a con
venient means for evaluating and describing the performance charac
teristics. 

The expressions given below for the magnetization relations are not 
purely empirical, but are those obtained as approximate solutions to the 
magnetic field equations by the magnetic circuit method. When experi
mentally evaluated, however, their utility in defining the characteristics 
of the electromagnet to which they apply is independent of this interpre
tation, and depends only on their conformity to the observed magnetiza
tion relations. 

I t is convenient to formulate the expressions for the magnetization 
curves in terms of the reluctance CR, the ratio 'J/ cp, where ;}" is the mag-· 
netomotive force 47rNI. The observations of Fig. 1 are plotted in Fig. 3 
in the form of curves giving CR vs. NI for various values of x. A constant 
value of cp is represented in such a plot by a straight line through the 
origin. The radial lines used as supplementary co-ordinates are spaced 
to give a convenient scale for cpo 

The reluctance curves of Fig. 3 are similar in character to those apply
ing to most ordinary electromagnets. Each curve has a relatively flat 
characteristic in the vicinity of a minimum located on a common flux 
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line, that marked <p' in the figure. At values of <p above this minimum, 
the reluctance increases at an increasing rate, indicating an upper limit 
to the value of <p approached as N I becomes very large. The observed 
value of <p' may be interpreted as that for which the core density cor
responds to maximum permeability, while the indicated upper limit may 
be interpreted as the saturation flux <p". 

The observations plotted in Figs. 1 and 3 were obtained with the 
sample initially demagnetized, a convenient reference condition for 
measurement. In actual use, relays and other electromagnets have been 
previously operated, and the applicable <p versus ;y relation is that for 
repeated magnetization. In this case there is little or no increase in re
luctance below <p'. For engineering purposes, the reluctance below <p' may 
be taken as constant at the value observed at <p' in measurements made 
from an initially demagnetized condition. This assumption is equivalent 
to taking the <p versus ;y relation as linear up to the "knee" of the curve, 
the point of tangency with a line through the origin. 

It follows that expressions for the magnetization relations may take 
ffi as a function of x only, independent of <p, in the low density region, 
<p < <p', while for <p > <p', modified expressions must be employed which 
show ffi increasing with <p, and approaching ;y / <p". 

ill agnetic Circuit Schematics 

The reluctance expressions for the magnetization relations can be con
veniently defined by the magnetic circuit schematics shown in Figs. 4, 
5, and 6. In these the reluctance ffi, or ;y/<p, is represented by a network 
of component reluctances, analogous to a network of electrical resist
ances, with flux analogous to current, and magnetic potential analogous 
to voltage. Thus the reluctance corresponding to Fig. 4 is given by: 

(3) 

The interpretation of the parameters ffi o , ffi L , and A in terms of the 
magnetic circuit concept is discussed in the companion article cited 
above.1 In the analysis of experimental results they are parameters 
which summarize measurements in which the observed values of ffi con
form to (3). From this viewpoint Fig. 4 indicates only that the total flux 
<p is the sum of a flux <PL for which the reluctance is constant, and a flux 
<po for which the reluctance varies directly with x. 
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Fig. 4 - Equivalent magnetic circuit. 
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Fig. 5 - Magnetic circuit for core saturation. 
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Fig. 6 - Magnetic circuit for armature saturation. 
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In Fig. 4, ffio , ffi L , and A are constants, so that ffi is a function of x 
only, independent of cpo Equation (3) can then apply only to the low 
density region, cp < cp'. For most ordinary electromagnets, the magnetiza
tion relations for cp < cp' conform to (3), and hence to the schematic of 
Fig. 4. 

For cp > cp', the expression for ffi must provide for the variation with 
cpo It usually suffices to use an expression in which the only term varying 
with cp is that corresponding to the path in which saturation first occurs. 
The most common case is that in which saturation first occurs in the 
core. The reluctance can then be taken as conforming to the schematic 
of Fig. 5, in which ffi02 , eRL2 and A2 are constants, and eRe is a function of 
cp only. The total reluctance is given by: 

where: 

X 
eRa + ffi02 + A~ 

(4) 

(5) 

If the variation with cp is taken as conforming to the empirical Frohlich
Kennelly equation,6 ffie is given by: 

ID" cp" 10' cp" - cp' 
eRe = Ute -l-1 -- = ute ---:-:-,,-- (6) 

cp -cp cp-cp 

where cp" is the saturation flux and cp' is the flux for maximum perme
ability or minimum reluctance ffi~. If these assumptions apply, the 
minimum values of ffi for all values of x must lie on cp', as for the results 
of Fig. 3. This common minimum is thus evidence that the core is con
trolling with respect to the variation with cp, and that (4) and (6) are 
applicable. As (6) applies only for cp > cp', ffi~ is the value of ffie not 
only at cp = cp', but throughout the low density region cp < cp'. In the 
alternative form given by (6), ffi~ is defined by this equation, and repre
sents merely the intercept of a plot of eRe extended below the region to 
which (6) applies. 

In some electromagnets saturation occurs in the armature rather than 
in the core. This is the case, for example, in high speed relays in which 
the armature section is minimized to reduce its mass. In such cases, the 
reluctance conforms to the schematic .of Fig. 6(a), in which eRA represents 
the reluctance of the armature, which varies with CPA . As the ratio CPA/cp 
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then varies with x, the minimum values of CR do not lie on a common 
value of cp in this case. 

In Fig. 6(a), CRA may be taken as given by an expression of the same 
form as (6), with cp' and cp" replaced by the minimum and saturation 
values of CPA. , and CR~ replaced by the minimum value of CRA. • CRe may be 
taken either as given by (6), or as a constant if the variation in CRA. is 
dominant. The other parameters of Fig. 6(a) are constants. The expres
sion for CR applying to Fig. 6(a) may be obtained in the same manner as 
those given for the circuits of Figs. 4 and 5. 

The magnetic circuits of Figs. 5 and 6 are called "design" circuits, 
because their constants may be estimated from the dimensions and 
material constants of the design, as discussed in the compamon article.1 

Estimates of the corresponding values of the equivalent magnetic circuit 
constants of Fig. 4 are obtained from these design constant estimates by 
the equivalence equations given below. 

Conditions of Equivalence 

Whatever magnetic circuit is taken as applying, the component re
luctances are independent of cp in the low density region, cp < cp', and 
are therefore constants except for the gap reluctance. If this varies 
directly as x, as assumed in the schematics shown, the reluctance for 
any circuit reduces to an expression of the form of (3), applying to the 
circuit of Fig. 4. As shown in the companion article,1 the reluctance of 
the circuit of Fig. 5 when CR e is constant is given by (3) when the param
eters of this equation are given by: 

where: 

CRL = CRL2 + CRe , 

A = A2 
p2 ' 

CRo = p
2

CRo2 + pCRe , 

(fle 
p=l+-. 

CRL2 

(7) 

These relations are the conditions of equivalence, for which the reluc
tances of Figs. 4 and 5 are identical for all values of x. With them, the 
reluctance given by (4) can be reduced to the simpler form of (3) "when 
CR e is a constant, as throughout the low density region. 

Similar relations apply to the magnetic circuit of Fig. 6(a). In particu-
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lar, when CRA is a constant, the reluctance CRF , or 'JE/CPA , represented by 
the series parallel path of CPA in Fig. 6(a), may be represented by the 
simple parallel path of CPA in Fig. 6(b). By analogy with equations (7) 
the constants applying are related by: 

where 

CRLP = CRLA + CRA , 

A2 = A3 
p2 ' 

CR02 = p
2

CRo3 + pCRA , 

(7A) 

The circuit of Fig. 6(b) is identical with that of Fig. 5 with 1/CRL2 equal 
to the sum of l/CRLc and l/CRLP • Thus the circuit of Fig. 6(a) may be 
reduced to that of Fig. 5 when CRA is constant. The resulting circuit may 
be reduced in turn to the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 when CR c is constant. 
Thus the equivalent circuit may be used to represent all cases in the low 
density region, where the component reluctances are independent of cP, 

provided the gap reluctance varies linearly with x. 

3 ANALYSIS OF MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENTS 

In analysing the observed magnetization relations, it is convenient to 
treat the low density and high density relations in separate and successive 
steps. For the former, the analysis is based on the equivalent magnetic 
circuit of Fig. 4. 

EVALUATION OF EQUIVALENT MAGNETIC CIRCUIT CONSTANTS 

For a given value of x, the total reluctance in the low density region is 
taken as constant at the minimum value CR' (x) observed in measurements 
made from the demagnetized condition. If the observations are plotted 
as reluctance curves, as in Fig. 3, these values of CR' (x) may be read di
rectly. When the recording fluxmeter3 is used, CR' (x) can be obtained 
from the cP versus 'J curve as the slope 'J / cP of the line through the origin 
tangent to the curve. The reciprocals P(x) of the values of CR' (x) thus 
evaluated may be plotted against x. Values of P(x) corresponding to the 
minimum reluctance values of Fig. 3 are plotted in this way in Fig. 7. 
The origin of x is taken as for a gap of 0.025 em., corresponding to the 
operated position of the actuating card for maximum stop pin height. 
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Values of x measured from this origin are termed travel, as distinguished 
from gap values, which are measured from the position of iron to iron 
contact. 

If the relation between CR' (x) and x conforms to (3), the values of 
P(x) must conform to: 

1 A 
P(x) = CR

L 
+ ACRo + x· (8) 

Then if Xc is a central reference value of x, and P(xc) the corresponding 
value of P(x), the expression for P(xc) - P(x) given by (8) may be 
written in the form: 

x - Xc (xc):! ( xc) 
P(xc) - P(x) = A CRo +.If + CRo + A (x - xc). (9) 

Thus conformity with (3) requires the ratio given by (9) to vary 
linearly with x. This ratio is plotted against x - Xc in Fig. 7, referred to 
the upper and right hand scales. The values of this ratio are sensitive to 
deviations in the values of x and P(x) near xc, and minor variations 
from linearity are to be expected here. Allowing for this, the results 
agree with (9), and the relation between CR' (x) and x therefore conforms 
to (3). 

From (9), the slope and intercept of the linear plot may be interpreted 
as indicated in Fig. 7. Then A may be evaluated by dividing the intercept 
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value by the square of the slope value, and the latter then serves to 
evaluate ffio by subtracting xel A. On substituting these values of ffio and 
A in (8) at x = Xc, ffiL may be evaluated. For the case plotted in Fig. 
7, the values thus obtained are: 

ffio : 0.0300 cm-1 

A: 1.34 cm2 

ffiL : 0.0690 cm-1 

These values of the equivalent circuit constants, substituted in (3), 
suffice to accurately characterize the magnetization relations and thus 
the electromagnet's performance through the low density region. 

Evaluation of Ii igh Density Relations 

For cases of core saturation, the high density relations may be analysed 
in terms of the magnetic circuit of Fig. 5. The corresponding reluctance 
is given by (4), in which ffie = ffi~ for cp = cp'. If ffi~ can be determined, 
the three parameters determining ffiE in (5) may be evaluated by the 
equivalence equations (7). To determine ffie through the high density 
region from (6) requires evaluation of ffi~, cp', and cp". Thus the analysis 
of the high density relations requires evaluation of these three quantities 
in addition to the three parameters of the equivalent circuit evaluated 
above. 

A method for evaluating ffi~ , cp', and cp" directly from the magnetiza
tion curves is described subsequently, following a description of a pre
ferred method which requires additional measurements. These measure
ments are determinations of the drop ffieep in magnetic potential through 
the core, and are conveniently made with the magnetomotive force 
gauge developed by W. B. Ellwood.4 

Jl1 agnetomotive Force J11 easurements 

The Ellwood mmf gauge measures the difference in magnetic potential 
between the outer ends of the two reeds of a dry reed switch, as deter
mined by the coil current required to open· the switch. The end of one 
reed is used as a probe, which is brought into contact with the magnetic 
structure being measured. The end of the other reed, at a distance of 
about 5 cm from the probe, then lies on a relatively distant surface 
surrounding the structure: this surface is substantially at the same po
tential for any position of the gauge. Then the difference between two 
such measurements made at different points on the magnetic structure 
measures the difference in magnetic potential between them. 
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Fig. 8 - Rebtion of core potential drop to applied magnetomotive force. 

To the extent that the physical structure may be identified with the 
corresponding magnetic circuit element, the drop in magnetic potential 
in the core may be identified with ffieip in Fig. 5. Assuming this identifi
cation to apply, magnetic probe measurements may be made at the two 
ends of the core, as at the points marked X in Fig. 2. The potential drop 
observed in these measurements is the magnetic potential ffE applied to 
the external magnetic circuit. ffE is equal to the applied magnetomotive 
force ff(or 47rNI) less the potential drop ffe = ffieip in the core. Thus 
ire = ff - ffE • Values of ffe/(47r) thus determined for the relay of Fig. 2 
are shown plotted against ff/(47r) for various values of x in Fig. 8. These 
curves are substantially linear in the low density region: their upward 
concavity at higher values of ff is evidence that saturation first occurs in 
the core. 

Evaluation of Core Relucatance Constants 

The magnetization curves of Fig. 1 and the core magnetomotive force 
curves of Fig. 8 were obtained with the same model. For given values of 
;Y and x there can be read from these t,yO figures corresponding values of 
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<p and ~ e , giving the corresponding values of core reluctance CRe = g: e/ <po 

Such values of g:e have been determined for two values of x (the smallest 
and largest included in these figures), and are shown plotted against 
g:e/(47r) in the dashed curves included in Fig. 3. Values of CRe for inter
mediate values of x are intermediate between these two curves, whose 
similarity supports the assumption of Fig. 5 and equation (4) that CR e 

is substantially independent of x. 
For <p > <p' the plot of CR e versus ~e is substantially linear. In this it 

conforms to (6) which, by substitution of g: e/CRe for <p, may be written 
in the form: 

" ~e ( <p' )' g:e CRe = CR e + Ii = 1 - Ii ffie + -Ii . 
<p <p <p 

(10) 

Thus <p" may be evaluated from the slope of the plot of ffie versus 
~ e , and CR~ from the intercept of the dotted line extension, as indicated 
in Fig. 3. The observed relation deviates from (10) in the vicinity of 
<p', and the linear relation conforming to (10) does not intersect CR~ at 
<p', but at some higher value of <po Thus (6) more nearly represents the 
observed relation if <p' is taken as this higher value, rather than at the 
flux for minimum ffi previously taken as <p' and marked at such in Fig. 
3. The error in using this latter value of <p' in (6), however, is minor, and 
of little significance in engineering estimates. 

Alternative 111 ethod of Determining Core Reluctance Constants 

When magnetomotive force measurements are not made, the core 
reluctance constants can be determined directly from thOe magnetization 
curves as follows: 

As can be seen in Fig. 3, the line representing <p" can be directly identi
fied as the apparent asymptote of the reluctance curves: specifically by 
determining the flux line parallel to the tangent to the upper portion of 
the lowest reluctance curve. As <p' is the value of <p at which the reluctance 
curves have their common minima, <p' and <p" can be readily evaluated, 
and only CR~ remains to be determined. 

On substituting g: /CR for <p in (6), and substituting this expression for 
ffie in (4) the resulting equation can be solved to give: 

1 ( " + g: + J I( ° " g: )2 " g:) CR = 2 ffiE + CR e <p" 11 CRE + ffie - <p" + 4ffie? . 

Let CR" be the particular value of CR for which 

g: = ffi' <p" = (ffi~ + CRE )<p" • 
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As both m~/m' and m~/m' are small, substitution of IT = m'cp" in the 
preceding expression gives as an approximation: 

from which: 

m" = m' + V m~m' , 

" (CR" - CR,)2 me = ----
m' 

(11) 

Thus, as indicated in Fig. 9, the value of CR' may be read from any 
one of the reluctance curves, and the corresponding value of ~"CR' com
puted. The value of CR corresponding to IT = CR'~" is read from the curve, 
and taken as CR". The values of CR." and CR' are then substituted in (11) 
to determine CR~. This procedure may be followed for all the reluctance 
curves, and a mean value of CR~ oDmputed. CR~ is then taken as 

~"CR~/(~" - ~'). 

Evaluation of External Reluctance Constants 

The procedures described above provide for the determination (a) of 
the equivalent constants of Fig. 4, (b) of the minimum value m~ of CR e 
in Fig. 5. The remaining constants of Fig. 5 can then be computed by 
means of the equivalence equations (7). Table I lists, for the measure
ments of Figs. 1 and 8, the values of the equivalent constants deter-
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Fig. 9 - Alternative method of evaluating core reluctance. 
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TABLE I -- EVALUATION OF MAGNE'rIC CIRCUIT CONSTAN'rS 

Equivalent Values (Fig.4) 

From Fig. 7 
ffio : 0.0300 cm-1 

A: 1.34 cm2 

ffiL : 0.0690 cm-1 

Design Values (Fig. 5) 

From Fig. 3 
ffi~ : 0.0070 cm-1 

From equations (7) 
ffi02 : 0.0181 cm-1 
Az : 1.66 cm2 

ffiL2 : 0.0620 cm-1 

mined in Fig. 7, and the value of ffi~ determined in Fig. 3. These values 
have been substituted in equations (7) to determine the component 
terms of ffiE . 

The constants applying to Fig. 5 are of interest primarily for compari
son with the values computed from th<f design, as discussed in the com
panion article. l While formally required to evaluate the high density 
magnetization relations, they are not explicitly required in estimating 
the high density pull, as is shown in a later section. 

The reluctance ffiE of equations (4) and (5) can be evaluated experi
mentally through the full range of the magnetization measurements 
when the magnetomotive force measurements are available. Thus Figs. 
1 and 3 can be used to determine values of <p and ;YE (or ;Y - ;Yc) for 
corresponding values of ;Y and x. In this way there have been obtained 
the curves of ffiE plotted against ;YE for various values of x in Fig. 10. 
These curves are included here merely to illustrate the approximate 
validity of (4), in which ffiE is taken as independent of <p. The departures 
from this condition are minor except for the smaller gaps at high values 
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Fig. 10 - Reluctance curves for magnetic path external to the core. 
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of cpo Here the increase in flux density in the iron parts external to the 
core results in a significant increase in CRE as cp increases. By comparison 
with the plot of CR e included in Fig. 1, however, this increase in CRE is 
minor, and does not affect the fact that the limiting reluctance is '3/ cp", 

where cp" is the saturation flux of the core. 
It may be noted in passing that the values of CRE lying on cp' must 

conform to (5). As this is of the same form as (3), these values of CRE 

may be used to evaluate the component terms of (5) by the procedure 
applied to the values of CR' in Fig. 7. As the same data are employed, 
the values of CR02 , CR L2 , and A2 thus determined agree with those com
puted by means of equations (7) within the accuracy of the computa
tions. 

Case of Armature Saturation 

The analysis of the low density relations is, of course, independent of 
where saturation occurs, and involves merely the determination of the 
equivalent magnetic circuit constants by the procedure described above. 
In the high density region, however, the quantities appearing in Fig. 6(a) 
must be evaluated when armature saturation occurs. This requires 
measurements not only of ;r and cp, but also of ;r E and CPA. • 

;rE is given by the Ellwood mmf gauge measurements previously 
described. To measure CPA. requires the use of a search coil wound on the 
armature, located over the region of maximum density. For twin return 
path structures, such as the relay of Fig. 2, twin search coils must be 
used, connected to measure the total armature flux. If the variation of 
CRA. with CPA. is to be determined directly, additional mmf gauge measure
ments must be made of the potential drop CRA.CPfl through the armature. 

-VVith CPA. determined as a function of ;rE for various values of x, the 
reluctance CR p , or ;rE/cpA. may be analysed by the procedure described 
above for the analysis of the reluctance CR or ;r/cp. The curves of CR p versus 
;rE have minima CR~ at CP: • The reciprocals of these values of CR~ are 
plotted and analysed as in Fig. 7 to evaluate the equivalent constants 
CR LP , CR02 , and A2 of Fig. 6(b). The constants CR: , CP: , and CP: characteriz
ing the relation between CRA. and CPA. are determined either from mmf 
gauge measurements or by the method of Fig. 9. Then the constants 
CRLA. , CR 03 , and A3 of Fig. 6(a) can be evaluated by means of the equiv
alence equations (7 A). 

To complete the determination of the quantities appearing in Fig. 6(a), 
CR Le is evaluated as the ratio ;r E/ (cp - CPA), while CR e , which may either 
be constant or conform to (6), is evaluated from the relation between cp 

and ;re. 
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4 PULL RELATIONS 

As shown in Section 2, the pull F can be determined from the field 
energy U by means of equation (2). If the gap reluctance varies linearly 
with x, this equation reduces to: 

2 

F CPa 
= 87rA' (12) 

as shown in the companion article.! Equation (12) is Maxwell's law for 
the pull between parallel plane surfaces of area A. As used here, II A has 
the more general sense of the coefficient of x in a linear expression for 
the gap reluctance. This equation is therefore applicable to all the cases 
previously discussed, with A, of course, taken as A2 or A3 for the rela
tions applying to Figs. 5 and 6. As with the magnetization relations, it is 
convenient to give separate consideration to the pull at low densities 
and that at high densities. 

Pull for Linear Magnetization 

At low densities, where the magnetization relations are approximately 
linear, the reluctance conforms to the equivalent magnetic circuit of 
Fig. 4. In this case, cpa is given by ~/(CRo + xl A), and equation (12) be
comes: 

F 

(
X)2 , 

87rA CRo + A 

which may be written in the more familiar form: 

F ~ (,,(N!)' r 
A CRo + 1 (13) 

For conformity with (13) the pull for a given value of x should vary 
as (NI)2, giving a linear plot with a slope of two when plotted against 
NI on logarithmic paper. Fig. 11 shows pull measurements of the relay 
of Fig. 2 plotted in this way. The dashed lines tangent to the curves 
have a slope of two, and conform in this respect to (13). It is convenient 
to denote the pull indicated by these dashed lines as F'. Near and below 
the point of tengency the actual pull F differs little from F'. The pull, 
like the magnetization, is measured under the condition of initial de
magnetization, which gives lower magnetization, and hence less pull, 
than normally applies in actual use when the magnet has been previously 
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Fig. 11 - Pull curves. 

operated. Hence F' satisfactorily represents the pull applying in practice 
through the low density region. In the high density region, the pull falls 
off as the result of incipient saturation, and the ratio F' / F increases as 
5= (or 47rNI) is increased. 

High Density Pull- Core Saturation 

It is convenient to express the high density pull in terms of the ratio 
F' j F, where F is the actual pull, and F' the indicated pull conforming to 
(13) for the same value of 5= (or 47rNI). As F'jF is unity at low dens i-
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ties, it follows from (12) that F'IF is equal to cp~/cp~ , where cpa is the 
actual value, and cpa the fictitious value that would obtain if the mag
netic circuit reluctances remained constant at all values of g:. For the 
case of core saturation, to which the magnetic circuit of Fig. 5 applies, 
the ratio cpal cp is constant for a given value of x, and hence in this case 
F' I F equals cp2 I cp2 where cp is the actual value and cp the fictitious value 
that would obtain if the reluctance were CR'. Thus for core satura
tion, 

~ = (! ~)2 
F cp CR' , 

and hence: 

F' = (~)2. 
F CR' 

(14) 

As values of CR' and CR can be read directly from magnetization curves, 
this relation provides a simple means of computing the high density pull 
for specific values of x and g:, provided the low density pull has been 
measured or estimated from (13), using the values of CRo and A deter
mined from the low density magnetization relations. 

An approximate expression for the right-hand side of (14) can be ob
tained in a convenient form from the two limiting conditions: CR = CR' 
for g: = CR'cp', and CR approaches g:lcp" as g: becomes very large. A simple 
expression satisfying these conditions is: 

Aside from meeting the limiting conditions, this, like the Frohlich
Kennelly relation used previously, is a purely empirical expression. 
Assuming it to apply, the high density pull in the case of core saturation 
is, from (14), given by: 

P' = 1 _ (cp')2 (~)2 
F cp" + CR'cp" 

(15) 

As F' is given by (13), this expression gives the high density pull in 
terms of the magnetomotive force g:, or explicitly: 

g:2 

(15A) 

where CR' is given by (3), so that the constant terms in this expression 
are confined to cp', cp", and the equivalent magnetic circuit constants 
A , CRo , and CR L • 
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High Density Pull- Armature Saturation 

A similar treatment is applicable in the case of armature saturation,. 
where F'/F is equal to ip~/cp~ as before. In this case, however, it is CPa/CPA 

rather than cpa/ cP that is constant, so that the expression corresponding 
to (14) is: 

F' = (flF)2 
F (fl~' 

(16) 

where (flF is the reluctance ffE/CPA of Fig. 6(a), and CR~ is its minimum 
value. The limiting expression for (flF is ffE/cp~ , and the approximation 
corresponding to (15) is therefore: 

~' = 1 - (:D' + (al~:J (17) 

In general, there is no simple expression for ffE/ff, and (17) is of little 
interest as a general expression. 'Vhen saturation is wholly confined to 
the armature, however, (flc is a constant and usually a minor term, and 
ffE is then nearly equal to ff. In this case, the high density pull is given 
by the approximation: 

F = 8"A (<Ro + l)' [1 -(:D' + (61:JJ' (17A) 

The application of this approximation may be simplified by develop
ing an approximate expression for CR~ in terms of the equivalent mag
netic circuit constants. The expression for (fl~ can be read from Fig. 
6(b), where (flLP is usually large compared with (fla2 + x/ .11 2 , so that the 
latter term is an approximate expression for (fl~ • As (17 A) applies only 
for (flc small, and as Fig. 6(b) is then of nearly the same form as the 
equivalent circuit of Fig. 4, the equivalent constants CRa and A are in 
this case approximately equal to CRa2 and .11 2 , respectively. Hence in the 
case of saturation confined wholly to the armature, to which (17 A) 
applies, R~ can be taken as given by CRa + x/A, and (17 A) then involves 
only cP~ , CP: , and the equivalent magnetic circuit constants CRa and A. 

5 ANALYSIS OF PULL MEASUREMENTS 

The following discussion relates primarily to the use of pull measure
ments in analytical studies as a means of evaluating the magnetic 
circuit constants. 
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Fig. 12 - Evaluation of magnetic circuit constants from pull data. 

Evaluation of Equivalent .111 agnetic . Circuit Constants 

The low density pull is given approximately by equation (13), to 
which the dashed F' lines of Fig. 11 conform. These lines coincide with 
the actual pull curves at the points of tengency, which must correspond 
to the minimum reluctance values. Taking F as F', (13) may be written 
in the form: 

(18) 

Values of NI/F' have been determined for the dashed lines of Fig. 11, 
and are plotted against x in Fig. 12 - the plot marked fY/(47rYF'). In 
agreement with (18) these points determine a straight line. The slope 
and intercept have been used to determine the values of 610 and A listed 
under "Pull Results" in Table II. 

As the reluctance <RE in the circuit of Fig. 5 is identical in form with 
the reluctance 61 of Fig. 4, the pull for Fig. 5 is given by an expression 
similar to (13), with fY, 610 , and A replaced by fYE , <R02 , and A2 , respec
tively. As the two circuits are equivalent at the points of minimum re
luctance and the corresponding points of tangency for the pull curves, 
the pull at these points is the same for the two cases. Thus if the ratio 
of fY E to fY is determined at the points of tangency, a plot of fY E/ (47ryP') 
against x should conform to: 

fYE ,/A2 x 
47ryF' = 61()2 11 2 + Y27rA2 • 

(19) 
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TABLE II - EVALUATION OF 1VIAGNETIC CIRCUIT CONSTANTS 

From Pull Results 

CRo : 0.0319 cm-1 

A: 1.46 cm2 

CR02 : 0.0188 cm- 1 

A 2 : 1.85 cm2 

CRL ; 0.0630 cm-1 

CRL2 : 0.0560 cm-1 

CR~ : 0.0072 cm- l 

From Magnetization Results 

0.0300 cm-1 

1.34 cm2 

0.0181 cm-1 

1.66 cm2 

0.0690 cm- 1 

0.0620 cm- l 

0.0070 cm-1 

The points of tangency are indicated on the pull curves of Fig. 11. 
These values of ~ have been marked on the corresponding curves of Fig. 
8, from which can be determined the corresponding values of ~c, and 
thus of ~E. It may be noted in passing that these values of ~c are all 
similar, corresponding to a mean level of about 24 ampere turns, or 30 
gilberts. The magnetization results gave values of 4,000 maxwells for 
cp' (Fig. 3) and of 0.007 cm -1 for CR~ (Table I), giving a value of 28 
gilberts for the product. This agrees with the value of ~c at the tangent 
points of the pull curves, showing that these points coincide with the 
points of minimum reluctance (cp = cp'). 

Taking the ratio of ~ E to ~ as read from the curves of Fig. 8 at the 
indicated tangent points, the values of ~ / (47ryP') in Fig. 12 have been 
multiplied by the corresponding values of ~E/~, giving the points indi
cated by triangles in this figure. These conform to a straight line relation, 
in agreement with (19). The slope and intercept of this linear plot have 
been used to determine the values of CR02 and A2 listed under "Pull 
Results" in Table II. 

The four quantities determined from the two plots of Fig. 12 appear 
in the three independent equivalence equations (7), and these three 
equations may therefore be used to determine the other three quantities: 
CR L , CR L2 , and CR~ . The resulting values of these latter quantities are 
listed under "Pull Results" in Table II. For comparison, the table in
includes the corresponding values of these quantities obtained from the 
magnetization measurements, and given previously in Table I. The 
agreement between the results derived from these different kinds of 
measurements indicates the validity of the analysis described here. 

High Density Pull 

As previously noted, it is convenient to express the pull F in the high 
density region in terms of the ratio F' / F, where F' is the pull computed 
from (13) for the value of ~ applying. F' / F is readily evaluated from a 
logarithmic plot of the observed pull versus ~, as illustrated by Fig. 11. 
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Fig. 13 - Pull characteristics for approaching saturation. 

The dashed tangent lines give values of F', so corresponding values of 
F' and F can be read for various values of ~. Values of F'IF for the 
results of Fig. 11 have been thus determined, and are plotted in Fig. 13 
against (~/47l")2 for the values of x applying to the individual curves of 
Fig. 11. 

The values of F'IF thus plotted determine a family of straight lines 
having a common intercept at the origin of ~2. In this respect these re
sults are representative of the pull characteristics of electromagnets 
when plotted in this way. As an empirical fact, apart from any analysis, 
this linearity provides a useful method of plotting pull observations in 
the high density region, as it facilitates interpolation and the detection 
of inconsistent observations. 

The observed linearity in the relation between F'IF and ~2 conforms 
to the relations postulated in (15) and (17), of which the former should 
apply for core saturation. If (15) applies, the common intercept of 0.65 
at ~2 = 0 in Fig. 13 should equal 1 -- (cp' I cp")2, indicating a value for 
cp'lcp" of 0.59. To determine if the relation fully conforms to (15), the 
relation between the slopes of the lines and the corresponding values of 
x must be compared with that indicated by this equation. 

Let y2 he the observed slope of the plot of F'IF versus ~2 for a particu-
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lar value of x. If the relation conforms to (15), y = 1/(ffi'rp"), where ffi' 
is given by (3). Writing CL for the ratio (ffiL + ffio)/ffio, and u for the 
ratio x/(ACRo), 

and hence the values of y should conform to the equation: 

(20) 

Using the values of A and CRo determined from the pull results in Fig. 
12 and tabulated in Table II, values of u have been determined for the 
values of x applying in Fig. 13, and the corresponding values of y have 
been determined from the .slopes of the corresponding lines. The values 
of y(l + u) ~hus determined are shown plotted against u in Fig. 14. The 
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Fig. 14 - Evaluation of saturation flux cp" and leakage reluctance ffiL from pull 
characteristics. 
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TABLE III - EVALUATION OF l\1AGNETIC CIRCUIT CONSTANTS 

From Pull Measurements 

Figs. 13 & 14: 
cp': 4,700 maxwells 
cp": 8,000 maxwells 

dh : 0.091 cm-1 

Fig. 12: 
A: 1.46 cm2 

CR a : 0.0319 cm-1 

CR L : 0.063 cm-1 

From MagnetizationJ\Icasurcmcnts 

Fig. 3: 
cp': 4,000 maxwells 
cp": 8 ,500 maxwells 

Fig. 7: 
A: 1.34 cm2 

CR a : 0.0300 cm-1 

CR L : 0.069 cm-1 

resulting plot is linear, in agreement with (20), showing the observed 
relation between F'/F and ;y2 to conform fully to (15). 

The expressions for the slope and intercept given by (20) are indir,ated 
in Fig. 14. From the values of the slope and intercept given by the plot, 
C L may be evaluated, giving CR L , as CRa is known. With CR L thus evalu
ated, <p" may be determined from the value of the slope. The values of 
CR L and <p" thus determined from results of Fig. 14 are listed in Table 
III, together with the value of'<p' given by the ratio <p'/<p" determined 
from the common intercept in Fig. 13. Included in this table under 
"Pull Results" are the values of A, CRa , and CR L determined from the low 
density data and previously tabulated in Table II. Values of the same 
quantities as determined from the magnetization measurements are in
cluded for comparison. 

For both pull and magnetization analysis, empirical relations have 
been assumed in (6) and (15) for the variation of CR with <p, agreeing with 
each other and the known conditions only at their upper and lower limits. 
In view of this, the agreement in the values of <p' and <p" between the 
pull and magnetization results is good, and the deviation in the value of 
CRL found in Fig. 14 from the other values of this quantity is not surpris
ing. 

High Density Pull for Armature Saturation 

The low density pull for armature saturation may be analysed as in 
the case of core saturation. The pull data may be plotted against ;y on 
logarithmic paper as in Fig. 11, and the tangents of slope two giving F' 
drawn, as in this figure. The values of ;y / y'F' may be plotted as in Fig. 
12 to determine A and CRa , and A2 and CRa2 also evaluated if ;YE has been 
determined from magnetomotive force gauge measurements. As before, 
the remaining magnetic circuit constants of Figs. 4 and 5 may be de-
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termined: the latter in this case are those corresponding to the equivalent 
schematic of Fig. 6(b). 

For the high density pull, values of F'IF may be determined and 
plotted against 5= as before. The resulting plot is similar to Fig. 13 in 
showing linear relations for each value of x, radiating from a common 
intercept. For the presentation of pull results, therefore, this method of 
plotting is applicable for both core and armature saturation, and for the 
case where saturation is approached concu"rrently in both. 

\Vhen the slopes y2 are determined, however, and y(l + u) plotted 
against II as in Fig. 14, a straight line is not usually obtained unless 
saturation is confined to the core. The observed relation for armature 
saturation is usually a curve which is concave upward, and approaches 
the horizontal at small values of u (travel x small). This result can be 
interpreted from the expression (17) for F' I F in the case of saturation 
confined to the armature. The corresponding expression for y is II ((R~cp1). 
It was shown above that in this case (R~ is approximately equal to 
(Ro + xl A or (Ro(l + u). The corresponding expression for y(l + u) is 
therefore the constant term (l/((Rocp~). Thus for saturation confined to 
the armature, the plot of y(l + u) versus u is simply a horizontal line, 
from whose value cp1 can be determined. In the more usual case of con
current saturation, this relation is approached at small values of u, 
where CPAlcp is relatively large, while at larger values of u, where CPAlcp is 
smaller, the relation approaches that for core saturation. 

6 DISCUSSION 

The procedures for the analysis of pull and magnetization measure
ments described in this article are primarily intended for the evaluation 
of the magnetic circuit constants in development studies. They also have 
some related applications, and the choice of procedure varies "yvith the 
application and with the measurements available. The following discus
sion of the applications of this analysis indicates the most convenient 
procedures for each case. 

Presentation of Pull J.lf easurements 

Pull measurements are used not only for the guidance of development 
studies, but as engineering data in the application of relays and other 
electromagnets. A convenient form of presentation is that used in Fig. 
11, where the pull is plotted against ampere turns on logarithmic paper. 
In preparing such data, interpolation of the measurements and the 
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recognition of inconsistent observations is facilitated by a supplementary 
plot of F'jF versus g:2 (or (NI)2) as in Fig. 13. 

Estimation of Pull 

Estimates of pull are made in preliminary development either from 
estimates of the magnetic circuit constants, computed from the dimen
sions as discussed in the companion article/ or from magnetization meas
urements. The low density pull is given by (13), requiring only the equiv
alent circuit constants A and CRo for its evaluation, and is represented 
by the F' lines of slope two in a logarithmic plot of F versus NI. Esti
mates of the high density pull may be prepared as linear plots of F' j F 
versus (NIt As these conform (for core saturation) to (15) they require 
estimates of cp', cp", and of CR', as given by (3). 

Estimates of pull may also be required in preparing pull data for 
engineering use, with respect to the changes in pull associated with di
mensional and other variations in a commercial product. Such estimates 
may be obtained by estimating the effect of the variations on the mag
netic circuit constants fitting the observed pull, and computing the pull 
for the changed constants in the manner described in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Evaluation of Equivalent Magnetic Circuit Constants 

The equivalent magnetic circuit constants, which define the field 
energy and the pull characteristics through the low density range, 
largely suffice for the prediction of performance. This is illustrated by 
the use of these constants in the analysis of capability relations in one 
companion article! and in the dynamic relations presented in another. 5 

These constants are most readily and accurately evaluated from mag
netization data by the procedure illustrated in Fig. 7 and the associated 
computations. A check on the values of A and CRo is provided by analysing 
pull data by the procedure illustrated in Fig. 12. When only pull data 
are available, A and CRo can be determined in this way, but the deter
mination of CRL requires the measurement of g: E by the Ellwood mmf 
gauge. With g:E known, the pull results suffice for the determination not 
only of (lh , but of the design circuit constants of Fig. 5 (provided satura
tion is confined to the core). 

Evaluation of the Magnetic Design Circuit Constants 

The magnetic design circuit constants are required only for compari
son with estimated values, in development studies of the effect on the 
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performance of the configuration, dimensions and materials of the elec
tromagnet. They are most readily and accurately determined from coil 
magnetization measurements. It is convenient to use Ellwood mmf gauge 
measurements to determine the core reluctance, but these may be 
omitted and the method of Fig. 9 employed, provided saturation is con
fined to the core. Subject to this same limitation, the design constants 
may be evaluated from the pull measurements if these are supplemented 
with mmf gauge measurements. 

For armature saturation, the magnetic design circuit constants can 
only be evaluated from magnetization measurements, which must in
clude armature search coil as well as coil flux determinations, and be 
supplemented by mmf gauge measurements. 

Limits of Application 

The validity and usefulness of the procedures described here rest on 
the agreement of measured quantities with the relations used to analyse 
them. As all the relations used lead to linear plots, the extent of agree
ment in any specific case is apparent from the plot obtained. So far as 
the presentation of pull results is concerned, this is the only question of 
validity involved. 

The relations found for the magnetization results are used to estimate 
the field energy and the pull. To the extent the magnetization results 
relate to the flux linkages of the coil, the conclusions drawn from rela
tions fitting those results are valid. This follows from the energy balance 
considerations discussed in Section 2. The supplementary measurements, 
such as those with the mmf gauge or an armature search coil, are in 
principle only convenient means for determining the relations to which 
the coil magnetization conforms. The relations found by these means 
are only valid to the extent of such agreement. 

The conformity of magnetization relations to the expressions used 
here, corresponding to the magnetic circuit schematics, is closest for 
electromagnets in which the reluctance of the iron parts is small com
pared with that of the joints and air gaps. This condition is satisfied for 
most ordinary relays and similar electromagnets in the low density 
range, where the expressions given here most closely apply. The expres
sions used for the high density range do not give as close agreement, but 
provide a satisfactory basis for engineering analysis, particularly when 
saturation is confined to the core. The treatment is less satisfactory for 
structures that deviate from these conditions, such as those with arma
ture saturation, or those with long cores of small cross section, where the 
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iron reluctance is a major component through the full range of opera
tion. 
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Estimation and Control of the Operate 

Time of Relays 

Part 1-Theory 

By R. L. PEEK, Jr. 

(Manuscript received August 31, 1953) 

The dynamic equations applying to the operation and release of electro
magnets are derived in a form in which the armature position and the flux 
linkages of the coil are the variables to be determined as functions of time. 
The effective magnetomotive force and pull are taken as given by the static 
magnetization relations. This formulation is valid if the dynamic field 
pattern is substantially that of the static field, and it is shown that this con
dition is satisfied if the effective conductance of the eddy current paths is 
small cOJnpared with that of the coil or other linking circuits. This is usually 
the case in operation, but is not the case in normal release. 

Approximate solutions are obtained for both fast and slow operation, 
giving the time as related to the mechanical work done, the mass and travel 
of the moving parts, and the steady state power input to the coil. Expres
sions are derived for optimum coil design and pole face area, and design 
requirements for fast operation are discussed. 

An approximate expression is derived for the release waiting time, the 
initial period of field decay prior to armature motion. The effect on this 
decay of contact protection in the coil circuit i8 discussed. The slow release 
Cflse is treated in another article in this issue. An analysis is given of the 
armature motion in release, and the results of an analog computer solu
tion to this problem reported. These show the effect of design parameters, 
particularly the armature mass, on the velocity attained in release motion, 
and hence on the amplitude of armature rebound. 

INTRODUCTION 

'1'he operate and release times of most telephone relays lie in the 
range from 1 to 100 millisecs. (0.001 to 0.100 sees.). To use these relays 
in telephone switching, involving complex patterns of sequential switch 
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and relay operation, it is necessary: (1) to be able to estimate the operate 
and release times of any relay for which this information is needed in 
circuit studies, and (2) to develop relays capable of meeting specific 
timing requirements, both fast and slow. 

The essential basis for such design and estimation is a dynamic theory 
of the operation of electromagnets, of sufficient accuracy for engineering 
use. The theory presented here is applicable to electromagnets in gen
eral, although the applications discussed are those relating to relays. 
The theory presented is approximate, partly because of the difficulty of 
providing a more exact treatment, and partly because simplicity and 
generality are more important for engineering purposes than accuracy 
in estimation, which is in any case subject to correction by measured 
results. The theoretical relations are used alone only in preliminary 
estimation and in the initial stages of development, as discussed in Part 
I of this article. In advanced development and in the modification and 
application of exit:lting structures, as discussed in Part II, the theory is 
used as a guide in .the correlation and extrapolation of observed per
formance. 

The dynamics of electromagnets involve the concurrent and inter
related phenomena of field development and armature motion, and are 
accordingly governed by the two differential force equations respectively 
applying, each containing a coupling term expressing their reaction on 
each other. These basic equations are formally identical with those of 
electromechanical transducers, such as loud-speakers, but the treatment 
has little else in common. The operation of an electromagnet is the tran
sient change from one state of equilibrium to another, as distinguished 
from the sustained low amplitude oscillations of the transducer case. 

The coupling terms represent the effect of field energy changes on the 
coil voltage and on the force causing armature motion respectively. In 
the steady state, the field energy is a function of magnetomotive force 
and of armature position alone. In a transient state, eddy currents in 
the magnetic members affect both field energy and the pattern of the 
field. In developing an approximate theory, it is assumed that these 
effects are confined to the total effective mmf, and that the pattern of 
the field is the same as that of the static field: i.e., that the field energy 
associated with any portion of the structure, such as an air gap, is fixed 
by the flux linkages of the ,coil and by the armature position. The limita
tions on the analysis imposed by this simplifying assumption are dis
cussed at the end of the next section. 
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1 THE DYNAMIC EQUATIONS 

The notation of this article conforms to the list given on page 257. 

THE ELECTRICAL EQUATION 

The voltage equation for a coil of N turns linking a field of strength ep 

may be written in the form: 

(i - I)R + N :~~ = 0, (1) 

where i is the instantaneous eurrent, R is the circuit resistance, and IR 
is the constant voltage applied. 'V riting 5" i for the instantaneous mmf 
47r Ni, and 5"Si for the steady state mmf 47r NI, the equation becomes: 

dep 
5"i - 5"si + 47rG i (If = 0, 

where G i = N 2
/ R, the coil constant, or equivalent single turn conduc

tance. If the field ep is linked by a number of circuits, a similar voltage 
equation applies to each such circuit. By addition of these expressions, 
there is obtained: 

dep 
5" - 5"s + 47rG dt = 0, 

where 5" = L5"i, the total effective mmf, 5"s = L5"si, the total applied 
mmf, and G = LGi , the total equivalent single turn conductance. If 
the dynamic field has the same pattern as the static field, the instan
taneous mmf 5" must equal CRep, where CR is the reluctance 5"/ep observed in 
static magnetization measurements. The preceding equation may there
fore be written in the form: 

dep 
CRep - 5"s + 47rG dt = 0. (2) 

This relation controls the time rate of development of the flux ep. As 
the coil is the only circuit linking the field that has an externally applied 
voltage, 5"s is simply the steady state applied mmf 47r NI. The conduc
tance G includes not only the coil conductance G c , or N 2

/ R, but terms 
for all conductive paths linking the field, including the eddy current 
paths. The effective conductance of the eddy current paths is denoted 
GE • When a short circuited winding or sleeve is used, as in slow release 
relays, its conductance is denoted Gs . Thus in most cases of interest 
G = Gc + GE ; when a sleeve is used, G = Gc + GE + Gs . 

The static magnetization relations between 5" and ep vary with the 
position of the armature, which is defined by its displacement x from the 
operated position. Hence the reluctance CR is, in general, a function of 
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both x and cpo Thus equation (2) is a differential equation in which cp, x, 
and dcpldt are the variables. With the armature at rest, x is constant, 
and (2) may be solved to give the initial field development in operate, 
or decay in release. When the armature is moving, the variation of cp and 
x is governed jointly by (2) and the mechanical force equation. 

THE MECHANICAL EQUATION 

The forces acting to accelerate the armature and associated moving 
parts, of effective mass m, are the magnetic pull F and the forces exerted 
by the contact and other springs. The total spring force may be written 
as dV I dx, where V is the potential energy stored in the springs, expressed 
as a function of x. The force equation may be written in the form: 

d2x dV 
F + m dt2 + dx = O. (3) 

As x measures the gap opening, the velocity dxl dt is positive as the 
gap opens, and negative as it closes. The pull is directed toward the 
closed position and therefore tends to algebraically decrease the velocity. 
The spring force tends to open the gap and to algebraically increase the 
velocity, as V decreases with x, and dV Idx is negative. 

On the assumption that the dynamic and static field patterns are the 
same, the pull F can be evaluated from the static magnetization rela
tions. F is a function of cp and x, the variables of the flux development 
equation (2). Thus the dynamic performance is governed jointly by (2) 
and (3), to which the concurrent variation in cp and x with time must 
conform. To complete the formulation there are required explicit ex
pressions for ffi and F in terms of cp and x. 

RELUCTANCE AND PULL 

As shown in a companion article,! the magnetization relations for 
most electromagnets conform to the simple magnetic circuit of Fig., 1. 
Through the region of linear magnetization, in which the flux density is 
below that producing incipient saturation, the reluctances ffio and ffiL 
and the area A are constants. If the magnetization relations conform 
to this schematic, the total reluctance ffi is given by: 

at = atL ( at, + ~) 
x 

ffiL + ffio + A 

(4) 

The constants ffio , ffiL , and A of Fig. 1 and equation (4) are called 
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the equivalent values of the closed gap reluctance, the leakage reluctance, 
and the pole face area respectively. Procedures for estimating these 
quantities from the magnet's dimensions and material constants are 
described in the article cited above/ while methods for their experi
mental evaluation are described in another article in this issue.2 When 
equation (4) applies, the pull F is given by: 

(cJhcp) 2 

F 
(5) 

( l)2' 
87rA cJh + ffio + ~ 

In normal operation, the flux level lies in the region of linear magnetiza
tion, and equations (4) and (5) apply through the greater part of the 
period of flux development determining the operate time. In what fol-

;r= 
'V 471 NI 

~G -
x 
A 

Fig. 1 - Equivalent magnetic circuit of an electromagnet. 

lows, some simplification of notation is obtained by writing Xo for Affio , 
and C L for (ffio + ffiL)/ffio , so that these equations become: 

(CL - l)(xo + x) (4A) 
ffi = ffio C + ' LXO X 

F = ((CL - 1)xo)2 L. 
CLXo + x 87rA 

(5A) 

Thus the dynamic relations are given by (2) and (3), in which ffi and 
F are given by (4) and (5) respectively. The magnetic circuit constants 
can be evaluated by the methods cited above, and the other constant 
terms are known or given quantities, with the exception of the eddy 
current conductance GE • Evaluation of this term requires determination 
of the conditions under which such a constant term can adequately 
represent the effects of eddy currents. 

EDDY CURRENT CONDUCTANCE 

Fig. 2 shows a simple electromagnet with a cylindrical core of length t 
and diameter D. If ffi is the reluctance, the magnetomotive force ~c of 
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the winding 'current results in a flux CPc = ;J c/ en, uniformly distributed 
across the core cross section. The leakage paths cause some longitudinal 
variation in cp, which can be neglected for the present purpose. If the 
flux is varying, eddy currents flow in circular paths with a current den
sity j, which varies with the radius r. These give an increment to the 
total mmf varying from zero at the surface to a maximum at the center, 
producing a corresponding variation in the density of the total flux. 
If ;J c is large compared with the maximum magnetomotive force pro
duced by the eddy currents, however, the density is nearly constant, 
and its rate of change is nearly constant throughout the core cross sec
tion. To the extent that this condition is satisfied, the effect of the eddy 
currents can be determined as follows. 

-.~ 
I J 
I 
I 
D /r 

---- __ 1_ d 

~----------.e ----------J r 
Fig. 2 - Eddy current paths in the core of an electromagnet. 

The current in a cylindrical shell of radius r and differential thickness 
dr is jC dr. This links a part of the field proportional to the area enclosed, 
or 4r2cp/ D2, which varies, by hypothesis, at the same proportional rate 
as the total field. The resistance of the shell is 27rrp/(C dr.), where p is 
the resistivity of the material. The voltage equation for the shell cir
cuit is therefore: 

and hence: 

'C d 27rrp + 4r2 dcp = 0 
J r Cdr D2 dt ' 

j= 
. 2r dcp 
p7rD2 dt . 

The magnetomotive force of the shell is its current multiplied by 47l'. 
This produces a flux increment dcp in the area enclosed inversely propor
tional to the reluctance of the tubes of induction within this area. This 
reluctance may be taken as inversely proportional to the area, as would 
be the case in a closed magnetic circuit of uniform cross section. Then 
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the flux increment produced by each shell is given by: 

'e d 4r2 
dcp = 411") r D2(J{ • 

On substituting the preceding expression for the current density j, 
D/2 

and evaluating the integral 1 dcp, the total flux CPE produced by the 

eddy currents is found to be: 

CPE = 
t dcp 

2p(J{ dt . (6) 

This is identical in form with the expression for one of the linking 
circuits assumed in deriving equation (2), with (J{CPE equal to ff E, and 
411"GE given by tj(2p). Thus to the extent that the assumption of a uni
form flux distribution is valid, GE is given by: 

t 
GE =-. 

811"p 
(7) 

This expression applies to a round core. A parallel approximation may 
be obtained for a rectangular rod by considering it as made up of rec
tangular shells of differential thickness, having their sides in the same 
ratio as the rod. By treating the perimeter of each shell as corresponding 
to the circumference of the circular shell in the cylinder case, with the 
area enclosed corresponding to that enclosed by the circular shell, the 
following expression is obtained for the conductance of a rectangular 
rod whose sides are in the ratio k: 

GE = ~ yI;k. 
811"p 1 + k 

(8) 

This shows that the effect of using a rectangular section is equivalent 
to increasing the resistivity of the material. A similar effect is obtained 
by subdividing the core section, as in laminated construction. If the 
core, for example, were made of two similar round rods, equation (6) 
would apply to each, and the effective mmf acting on both would be the 
value of (J{CPE given by this expression, with cP in dcp/ dt equal to half the 
total flux, so that the resulting expression for GE would be half that given 
by (6). This argument can be generalized to show that, aside from the 
effect of changes in section shape, the effect of subdivision is to reduce 
GE in proportion to the number of subdivisions. 

The approximate validity of these expressions for GE rests on the 
assumption that the eddy current magnetomotive force is minor com-
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pared with that of the coil or other external circuit. From the derivation 
of (2), the component mmf's are proportional to the corresponding terms 
in G, so the preceding expressions for GE are valid only if GE is small 
compared with Gc(N2/R). In all but exceptional cases, this condition is 
satisfied in operation, andin release with a short circuited winding or a 
slow release sleeve. In these cases, the effect of eddy currents is ade
quately represented by a constant GE term in (2). The exact values of GE 

applying are in only approximate agreement with those given by (7) 
and (8), as the derivation of these expressions ignores the variation in 
flux density along the length of the core, and the eddy current effects in 
the armature and return path. 

EDDY CURRENTS IN RELEASE 

In normal release, the winding circuit is open, and the only effective 
magnetomotive force is that of the eddy currents. Evidently, the field 
in the outer layers mm;t collapse almost instantly, while that in the 
center of the core is sustained by eddy currents in paths whos(' mean 
conductance, per line linked, is higher than that applying to a uniform 
field. 

The relations applying to a closed path of uniform section can be 
formulated in differential form, and the solution for a cylindrical section 
has been given by "\Vwedensky.3 For decay from an initially uniform field, 
the expression for the flux as a function of time is a series of exponential 
terms with progressively smaller time constants. The first term represents 
the most persistent part of the flux, and represents a field varying from 
zero at the surface to a maximum at the center, comprising 69 per cent 
of the initial field. Its time constant corresponds to an effective value of 
GE 35 per cent larger than that given by (7). Somewhat similar relations 
must apply to an electromagnet, causing a time variation in the pattern 
of the field, not only radially, as in a closed uniform path, but in the 
longitudinal variation and in the division of the field between the leak
age and' armature paths. 

An experimental study of flux development and decay in relays has 
been reported by M. A. Logan.4 His results agree with this discussion in 
showing GE in (2) to be effectively a constant, provided GEIGc is less 
than 0.2, as in the operation of most relays. An empirical expression is 
given for an effective value of Gc + GE which provides a correction fac
tor applicable for small values of GEIGc . The results for normal release 
show the field decay to have the general character of vVwedensky's 
solution, and an empirical expression is given which agrees 'with ob
served results. This is primarily of interest in connection with the voltage 
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induced in the coil and imposed on the contact opcning the coil circuit. 
Because of the changing field pattern, thc gap field which determines the 
pull has a different, though similar, decay rate. 

Thesc considerations, as supported by vVwedensky's relations and 
Logan's results, indicate that the rate of pull decay in normal release is 
faster, and only roughly of the same order of magnitude, as that esti
mated on the assumption that (2) applies, with values of GE similar to 
those applying in operation. 

LIMITATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS 

The validity of equations (2) through (5) rests on the assumption that 
the pattern of the dynamic field is essentially that of the static field to 
which the magnetization relations apply. The above discussion of the 
eddy currents indicates that this assumption is valid when GE is a minor 
term in G. This condition is approximately satisfied in normal operation. 
In open circuit release, however, the condition is not satisfied, and equa
tion (2) is only a crude first approximation to the controlling relation. 

The use of (4) as an expression for the reluctance CR rests on the fur
ther assumption that the magnetization is linear, a condition only satis
fied in the low density region. The initial and controlling stages of opera
tion are usually complete before the field passes out of the low density 
region, and (4) is therefore applicable to the operate case. A different 
expression for CR is required in the release case, as discussed in Section 7. 

2 CHARACTER OF THE OPERATE SOLUTION 

GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION 

Some understanding of the relations applying to operation may be 
obtained from their graphical representation in Figs. 3 and 4. In these 
two figures the path followed by the variables in dyamic operation is 
indicated by the dotted lines, with the dots spaced to indicate equal 
time intervals between them. Fig. 3 shows the cp versus g: relation, referred 
to the steady state magnetization curves for various values of x, with 
x = 0 corresponding to the operated position, and x = Xl to the initial 
unoperated position. Fig. 4 shows the dynamic F versus x relation, to
gether with the load curve (bounding the cross hatched area V) and the 
steady state pull curve for the applied mmf g:s . 

The flux and pull increase together with the armature at rest at Xl 

until the pull equals the back tension at the point 1. In the earlier mo
tion, 1-2, the velocity is small, and the reluctance (from (4)) changes 
slowly with X so the motion has little effect on the rate of flux develop-
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Fig. 3 - ·Field energy relations in the operation of an electromagnet. 

ment. In the later motion, 2-3, the reluctance changes more rapidly 
with x, and the velocity is high, increasing dcp/ dt so as to result in a 
temporary decrease in ;t. Operation is complete at 3, with cp and F still 
below their steady state values at 4, which they then approach exponen
tially with x = 0 . 

The mechanical work done in operation is represented in Fig. 4 by 
the area under the dynamic pull curve (dotted line), and in Fig. 3 by 
the area bounded by 0-1-2-3-0. This, of course, is less than the work 
that would be done if ;t were equal to its steady state value ;t s throughout 
the motion, represented by the area under the ;ts curve in Fig. 4, and 
by the loop 0-3-4-5-0 in Fig. 3. In Fig. 4 it can be seen that the work done 
exceeds the static load V by an amount represented by the shaded area 
T, corresponding to the kinetic energy of the armature and the parts 
that move with it. At the end of the stroke this energy is partly dissipated 
in ·impact, and partly transferred to vibratory motion of the relay and 
its parts. 

The initial flux development, 0-1 is governed wholly by equation (2). 
This same relation dominates in controlling the performance in the early 
travel 1-2, in which the velocity is small, and the reluctance changes 
slowly. In the later travel, where the velocity is high and the reluctance 
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changes rapidly, equation (3) is controlling, with F corresponding to a 
more nearly constant value of cpo 

METHODS OF SOLUTION 

Formally, the expression for cp given by combining (3) and (5) may be 
substituted in (2), eliminating cp and giving a third order non-linear dif
ferential equation in x and t. No analytical solution to this equation is 
known, even for the idealized case of a linear load curve. Specific solutions 
may be obtained by means of computing devices, but there are too many 
parameters involved to prepare a useful library of specific solutions that 
would serve as a general treatment. 

Approximate analytical solutions can be obtained by a step by step 
process, starting from the initial stage of flux development with the 
armature at rest. These solutions are relatively simple in form and ap
plication, and provide an analytical statement of the relations between 
performance and design parameters, from which conclusions can be 
drawn as to design features and operating conditions favoring a desired 
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Fig. 4 - Load and pull relations in the operation of an electromagnet. 
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type of performance. For development purposes, an approximate solu
tion indicating such optimum conditions is preferred to a rigorous solu
tion in a form too complex for such use. 

Three such approximate solutions for the operate case are described 
below. The first of these, the single stage approximation, is an applica
tion of the solution to the flux rise equation (2), neglecting the armature 
motion. It is applicable in cases of slow operation controlled by the rate 
at which the flux development provides sufficient pull to operate the 
load. The other two solutions are more generally applicable, particularly 
for relatively fast operation. One of these, the two-stage approximation, 
is the simpler in form, while the other, the three stage approximation, 
is the more accurate. 

3 SINGLE STAGE ApPROXIMATION 

The initial stage of flux development with the armature at rest ends 
when the pull equals the back tension. During this stage the flux develop
ment is governed wholly by (2), with x = Xl, the initial gap, and 
en = enl , as given by (4) for X = Xl. Writing CPIGh for;:Vs, equation (2) 
becomes: 

t = 47rGl<P ~ 
enl 0 CPI - cP , 

which on integration gives: 

47rG 1 
t=-ln--

enl 1 - v' 
(9) 

wherev = cp/CPI, the ratio of the flux attained at timet to the steady state 
flux CPI or ;:VS/enl . The mmf ratio ;:v/;:vs is also equal to v. 

Equation (9) applies rigorously only while the armature is at rest. 
It is, however, also a close approximation for the initial motion, in which 
the velocity is small and X differs little from Xl . If the rate of flux de
velopment is slow (Gj(Jh large) the armature moves slowly with the 
pull only slightly in excess of the load curve. In this case the inertia 
term m o d2x/dt2 in (3) is minor, and the pull F nearly equals the static 
load dV / dx. Thus the operate time is approximately equal to the time 
required to develop a pull which exceeds the static load at all points in 
the travel. This pull is attained at the just operate current or ampere 
turn value, corresponding to the minimum mmf for static operation, 
g:o . Assuming that the armature moves as the flux and pull develop, the 
operate time is that required for ;:v to equal ;:VO , and is given by equation 
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(9) for v = ;:FO/;:FS' \Vhile this is a crude approximation, it provides 
satisfactory estimates of the time for slow operation. 

EDDY CURREN'!' CONDUCTANCE DETERMINATION 

Equation (9) is used in one experimental method for the evaluation 
of the eddy current conductance GE • In this, measurements are made of 
the time at which motion starts for various values of the coil constant Gc . 

The latter may be varied by adding series resistance, and the applied 
voltage adjusted to maintain the current and hence ;:F s constant in suc
cessive measurements. The time t for motion to start may be determined 
from shadowgraph measurements. For a constant back tension, the 
pull and hence the value of v 01' ;:F /;:F s when motion starts is constant in 
these measurements. From (9), t is then directly proportional to Gc + 
GE , so that a plot of t vs. Gc should be linear, with a negative intercept 
on the Gc axis numerically equal to GE • Experimentally, an approxi
mately linear relation is obtained in this way, provided the values of 
Gc covered are in excess of 5GE , in agreement with the discussion of 
Section 1. Values of GE thus determined are consistent with those obtained 
from other measurements, and in approximate agreement with esti
mates obtained from (7) or (8). 

COIL CONSTANT 

In equation (9) GE and Cfh are determined by the magnetic design. 
The latter, together with the load, determines ;:Fo , the just operate mmf, 
or 47f(NI)o . As v equals ;:Fo/;:Fs, or (NJ)o/(NJ) , the only quantities not 
fixed by the design and the load requirement are G c and the steady 
state ampere turn value NJ. As the square of this latter quantity is 
equal to Gc ·J2R, equation (9) may be written in the form: 

47f ( (NI)~) 1 to = -- GE + -- In -- . 
CRl v2J2R 1 - v 

(10) 

The steady state power J2R is either determined by circuit require
ments, or chosen with reference to economy of power consumption. 
With J2R fixed, the only independent quantity in (10) is v, which is 
determined by the choice of the coil constant Gc . Neglecting GE , the 
time is proportional to 

1 1 
2ln -1--' v - v 

which is shown plotted against v in Fig. 5. This figure includes a curve 
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glVmg corresponding values of In 1/ (1 - v), which may be used in 
specific cases to determine the correction corresponding to the term 
in GE • 

In most cases of slow operation, the operate time is of little im
portance, and Gc is chosen to make NI greater than (NI)o in all cases: 
i.e., after allowing for possible variations in (NI)o resulting from varia
tions in the load and in the magnetic characteristics. These variations 
result in a variation in v, and the corresponding variation in time is shown 
by the curve of Fig. 5. If, however, it is desired to minimize the operate 
time for a given power input, Gc should be ehosen to give the value of 
v (0.715) .corresponding to the minimum of the curve. As this minimum 
is broad, variations in v, corresponding to those in (NI)u , produce little 
change in tne operate time. 

4 Two STAGE ApPROXIMATION 

Unless the rate of flux development is very slow, as assumed in the 
single stage approximation, the pull attained in the early travel is in 
excess of the load, and the kinetic energy T is a considerable part of 
the total work output V + T. As a first approximation to this case, the 
operate time can be computed as though operation occurred in two suc
cessive stages: (1) a stage of flux development with the armature at rest 
in the unoperated position (x = Xl), and (2) a stage of motion, in which 
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Fig. 5 - Relations for estimating time of flux development. 
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the flux remains constant at the value attained at the end of the first 
stage. This approximation necessarily over-estimates the operate time, 
as it takes the two stages as occurring in sequence, whereas they ac
tually overlap. 

Let tl be the time of the first stage, and t2 the time of the second stage, 
where t2 is the time for the motion from Xl to some other armature posi
tion X2 , measuring the completion of operation. The first stage ends when 
the flux has attained some value VCPI , where CPI = ;:Vs/CRI , the steady state 
flux for the open gap, and v remains to be determined. Then tl is given 
by (9) for this value of v. 

By hypothesis, the flux remains constant at VCPI throughout the second 
stage, and the corresponding pull is then given by (5A) for cP = Vcpl. 

The work V + T is the integral of F· dx from Xl to X2 , given by the 
integral of (5A). Hence: 

V + T = (CL - 1)v
2
cpi X~(XI - X2) (11) 

87r A ( C LXO + Xl) ( C LXO + X2) . 

In this equation xo/ A may be replaced by the expression for CR o 
given by (4A) for X = Xl, and Gc ' [2R substituted for (NI)2 in the re
sulting equation, which then becomes: 

where Cw is given by: 

v2 = CRICW (V + T), 
27rGcI2R 

Cw 
(Xo + XI)(CLXO + X2) 
(C L - l)XO(XI - X2) • 

(12) 

(13) 

The time t2 of the second stage depends upon the difference between 
the pull and load curves. As a representative condition, this may be 
taken as approximately constant. For such uniform acceleration of the 
effective mass m through the distance Xl - X2, the kinetic energy T 
equals 2m(xl - xz)2/t~, giving an expression for t2 in terms of T. As the 
time tl of the first stage is given by (9), the total operate time to, or 
tl + tz is given by: 

to = ~7r(GE + Gc) In ._1_ + (2m(Xl - 1'2)2)1, (14) 
CR l 1 - v T 

In this approximate expression for the operate time, v and T are as 
yet undetermined quantities, related by equation (12), in which Gc 
is the value of N 2/R for the coil used. The two stage operation assumed 
in deriving this expression corresponds to the existence of a restraint 
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which holds the armature at rest until it attains the flux level Vcpl. The 
approximation will most nearly approach the true relation if the effect 
of this restraint is minimized, and v taken at the value which minimizes 
to . This minimum value can be determined by trial, using the curves' of 
Fig. 5 to compute to for several values of v, and taking the minimum from 
the resulting plot of to versus v. 

In development studies, the operate time of interest is usually not 
that for an assigned winding, but that for the winding giving minimum 
time for a given power input. Substituting in (14) the expression for 
Gc given by (12), there is obtained the equation: 

t = (t + 2Cw V + T) I _1_ + (2m(Xl - X2)2)} 
o E v2 J2R n 1 - v T ' 

where tE is written for 47rGE/ CRl , the eddy current time constant. As 
G c remains to be determined, this expression contains two independent 
variables, v and T, which are to be so chosen as to make to a minimum. 
Equating the partial derivative with respect to T to zero, there is ob
tained the following expression for the value of T for which the time 
is a minimum: 

rp = 2m(Xl - X2)2 v 1 . 
( 

2J2R )2 

4C lV In -1--v 

On substituting this expression for T, the preceding equation becomes: 

to = (tE + 2ClV ~) In _1_ + (27ClV In ._1_ m(xl - X2)2)t. (15) 
. v2 J2 R 1 - V v2 1 - v J2R 

If the value of v which minimizes to is determined, the resulting value 
of to is the minimum operate time attainable by optimum coil design. 
In particular, if tE is negligible, this minimum corresponds, from Fig. 5, 
to v = 0.715, for which 

1 1 
2 In -1 - = 2.5. 
v - v 

The corresponding value of G c, the coil constant value making to a 
minimum, is given by (12). In this use of equation (12), v and Tare 
taken at the optimum values obtained as indicated above. 

OPTIMUM COIL CONSTANT 

As in the case of the single stage approximation, the optimum coil 
constant corresponds to a value for v of 0.715 when tE is negligible. From 
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the curves of Fig. 5, it can be seen that if tE is not negligible, the optimum 
value of v is less than 0.715, and will be smaller the larger the ratio of the 
first term in (15), that in tE , to the other two terms. From (12), a reduc
tion in v corresponds to an increase in NI, and hence in the coil constant 
Gc (I2R being given). Thus the optimum coil constant for fast operation 
is larger for electromagnets with long cores of low resistivity material, 
for which GE and tE are large, than for those with sh6rt cores of high 
resistivity material, for which these quantities are small. 

The physical significance of the optimum coil constant can be deduced 
from the relations shown graphically in Fig. 4. For a given value of the 
power input J2R, an increase in Gc increases both the steady state mmf 
5=8 and the time constant of flux development 47rGc/<Jh , increasing the 
upper limit to the attainable pull while reducing the rate at which this 
limit is approached. If the coil constant were so small that the area 
under the dynamic pull curve equalled the static work load V, the operate 
time would be infinite. On the other hand, an infinitely large coil con
stant would correspond to infinite inductance and an infinite operate 
time. Between these extremes lies the optimum value of the coil con
stant, giving minimum operate time. This is a broad optimum, near 
which a change in 5=8 is compensated by a corresponding change in the 
rate of flux development, so that the realized dynamic pull curve is not 
affected by a small change in Gc . 

In addition to the operate time, the value of Gc affects the final 
velocity of the armature, and thus its kinetic energy in impact with the 
core at the end of the stroke. This energy is dissipated in the relay and 
spring vibration associated with contact chatter. For values of Gc above 
the optimum, the higher inductance reduces the pull in the early travel, 
while the higher value of 5=8 increases it in the later travel. The net effect 
is to increase both the operate time and the final velocity. Values of Gc 
above the optimum are therefore disadvantageous not only in slower op
eration, but in increased impact energy tending to cause contact chatter. 

FACTORS CONTROLLING SPEED 

Aside from the term in tE , equation (15) shows that the minimum 
operate time, corresponding to the optimum value of v, is determined by 
the static load V, the inertia load measured by m(xl - X2)2, the steady 
state power I2R, and the constant Cw . The latter is given by (13), and 
is the only quantity in (15), aside from tE , which depends upon the mag
netic design. In the range of values applying in practice, Cw is deter
mined primarily by the leakage factor C L , measuring the ratio of leak
age to useful flux. In most practical cases, X2 is small (zero for complete 
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operation), CL equals or exceeds 4 (Gh equals or exceeds 3 CRo), and xI/xo 
lies in the range from 1 to 3. For 4 < C L < 10 and 1 < xI/xo < 3, 
1.S < C1V < 2.6. In practice therefore C1V has a value close to 2.0 for 
most electromagnets. 

The term in V, the second term in (IS), varies inversely as the power 
]2R, while the third, or inertia term, varies as the cube root of the power. 
Hence the second term tends to dominate at low values of ]2R, and the 
third term tends to dominate at high values. For a low power input 
therefore the operate time is controlled by the load V, and varies in
versely as the power input, while for a high power input, the operate 
tine is controlled by the inertia term, m(xi - X2)2, and varies inversely 
as the cube root of the power. In the load controlled case, the time varies 
directly as the load; in the mass controlled case it varies as the cube 
root of the mass and as the two-thirds power of the travel Xl - X2. The 
eddy current term is very nearly a constant increment to the other two 
terms, and is therefore relatively more important, the faster the opera
tion. 

PRELIMINARY TIMING ESTIMATES 

Within the limits of accuracy to which this two stage approximation 
applies, the effect of the magnet design upon the operate time appears 
only in tE and C1V • If the former is neglected, the optimum value of v 
is 0.71S, and 

1 1 
"2 In -1 - = 2.S . 
v - v 

Taking C1V as having the representative value of 2.0, (IS) reduces to: 

t = 10V + (13Sm(x1 - X2)2)! (16) 
o ]2R J2R . 

This simple approximation provides rough estimates of the operate 
times attainable with any electromagnet for a given load and power 
input. As an illustration, consider a typical relay spring load involving 
a travel of 40 mil-in (0.1 cm) with a level of spring force of 100 gm (105 

dynes), so that V = 104 ergs. Let the effective mass m of the moving parts 
be 10 gm. For a steady state power input of O.S watts (S X 106 ergs sec.), 
the two terms of (16) have values of 0.020 sec and 0.014 sec, respectively, 
so that to equals 0.034 sec. For an input of S watts, the two terms become 
0.002 sec and 0.007 sec, respectively, and to equals 0.009 sec. The neg
lected tE term of (IS) might amount to an increment of O.OOS sec for a 
solid core of magnetic iron, but would be proportionally smaller for higher 
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resistivity material. In either case, this increment would be of little 
consequence in the low power case, but would materially affect the 
operate time in the high power case. 

5 THREE STAGE ApPROXIMATION 

The following analysis provides greater accuracy in estimating operate 
time than the two stage approximation, together with a more accurate 
representation of the relations between performance and the controlling 
variables. It differs from the two stage approximation in treating the 
initial motion as a separate stage of operation. The three stages of 
operation thus become: (1) Increase of the flux to the value at which 
the pull equals the back tension, with the armature at rest, (2) flux 
development and concurrent armature acceleration, assuming equations 
(2) and (3) to apply, with the approximation that the variations of 
CR and fr" with x are ignored, and (3) the later motion, which is treated 
in the same manner as the second stage of the two stage approximation. 

Formally, the second stage should be restricted to a very small part 
of the total armature motion, in order to minimize the change in CR 
which is ignored. Relatively minor error, however, is introduced in ig
noring the variation in CR through as much as half the total travel. The 
spring force is taken as constant through the second stage. In the relay 
case, this is approximately true for the initial travel prior to the actuation 
of the contacts, which results in an abrupt increase in the spring load. 
Thus the second stage can be taken to extend to the travel at which 
contact actuation first occurs. If all contacts are actuated near the same 
point in the travel, the end of the second stage coincides with complete 
operation, and the third stage need not be considered. If the contacts are 
spread out, the third stage coincides with the stagger time, or time be
tween operation of the first and last contacts. The operate time there
fore consists either entirely or principally of the time for the firf't two 
stages. 

As before let: 
Xl be the initial (open) gap, for which CR = CRI, 
FI be the back tension (constant load in the first two stages), 

h . . . 1 ·1· 471'" N
2 

to be t e ImtIa cOl tIme constant, - . R ' 
CRI 

tE be the initial eddy current time constant, 471'" GE , 

CRI 
cr:s be the steady state mmf, 471'"NI, and 'PI the corresponding flux for 

x = Xl, or cr: sf CRl • 
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FIRST STAGE 

The pull for x = Xl is given by (5A), which may be written: 

F = (Vipl) 
2 

(17) 
871"A l' 

where Al is given by: 

Al = ( CLXo + XI)2 A. 
Xo(C L - 1) 

(18) 

In the first stage the flux increases to V1<P1 , where VI is given by (17) 
for F = Fl. Then the time t1 of the first stage is given by (9) for V = VI, 

or by: 

1 
t1 = (tc + tE) In -1-- . 

- VI 

The solution for the first stage therefore determines VI and t1 . 

SECOND STAGE 

(19) 

It is convenient to write the equations for the second stage in terms 
of the ratio z defined by: 

t 
Z=---

tc + tE' 

where t is now measured from the start of the second stage. Neglecting 
the change in reluctance with armature motion, the ratio <pI <PI or V is 
given by (9), except that for V = VI at t = 0 the relation must be written: 

(20) 

As 11'1 = 'SsIGh, or and 

2 47r 2 
11'1 = - JR· tc . 

Gh 

Taking the pull in the second stage as given by the expression apply
ing for X = Xl, and substituting the preceding expressions for V and 
11'1 , there is obtained: 

F = J
2
Rtc (1 - (1 - v1)e-Z )2. 

2CR1A I 
(21) 

For the second stage dT'1 dx is constant at - F1 throughout, and 
(3) reduces to m d2xldt2 = F - F I , or: 
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Substituting (tc + tE) z for t, this equation may be integrated with 
respect to t to obtain the following expressions for the velocity x and 
the travel x in the second stage: 

. _ ]2Rtc(tc + tE) f ( ) 
x - 2 A 1 VI, Z , 

mCRI 1 
(22) 

]2Rtc (tc + tE)2 f ( ) 
Xl - X = 2 A . 2 VI , Z • 

mCRI 1 
(23) 

The functionsjl(vi ,z) andh(vl ,z) are the integrals with respect to z of 
the bracketed term in the preceding equation. These functions can be 
p.valuated from the curves of Fig. 6, which shows them plotted against 
z for several values of VI • 

For a specific case, the values of VI and tl will have been determined 
from the relations for the first stage. Let X2 be the travel at the end of the 
second stage. Then the value of h(VI , z) for X = X2 is given by (23), and 
Z2, the corresponding value of z, can be read from the curve of Fig. 6 
for the value of VI applying. Then the time for the second stage, t2, is 
given by Z2(t c + tE) . For z = Z2, (20) gives V2 , the value of V at the end of 
the second stage. This In turn gives the corresponding value of the flux 
V2'PI, and, from (21), the pull F at the end of this stage. The velocity at 
the end of this stage is given by (22), withjl(vi ,z) read from the curves 
of Fig. 6 for Z = Z2. 

THIRD STAGE 

The total operate time is tl + t2 + t3 , where t3 is the time for the third 
stage. In the relay case, this is the stagger time between the operation 
of the first and last contacts. A first, and frequently adequate approxi
mation to t3 , is given by assuming the velocity in the third stage to be 
constant at the value attained at the end of the second stage. For a 
more exact determination, particularly in determining the final velocity 
for complete operation, it may be assumed that the flux in the third 
stage is constant at the value V2'P1 attained at the end of the second stage. 
The mechanical output V + T, in the third stage is then given by 
equation (11), with V taken as V2, and Xl and X2 replaced, respectively, by 
X2 and X3 , the latter denoting the travel at the end of the third stage 
(zero for complete operation). Knowing the spring load V between X2 

and X3, t3 and the final velocity can be computed from the increase in 
kinetic energy T on the assumption of uniform acceleration. 
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Fig. 6 - Relations for initial motion in operation. 

FACTORS AFFECTING OPERATE PERFORMANCE 

3.0 

The dominant term in the operate time is the time t2 for the second 
stage, which also determines the velocity and pull level in the third 
stage, and hence the final velocity. As t2 = Z2(t c + tE), equation (23) 
gives the following expression for t2 : 
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d = 2mA l cfh (Xl - X2) ta + tE z~ (24) 
]2R ta !2(VI, Z2) • 

As can be seen in Fig. 6, h(Vl , z) is, to a rough first approximation, 
proportional to Z3. To the extent that this approximation holds, t2 is 
proportional to the cube root of mAlCRl(xl - X2)/ (I2R) , as for the last 
term in (15) and (16), except that (Xl - X2)2 is replaced by Aldh(Xl - X2). 
From (4A) and (18), Aldh is given by: 

A CR _ (xo + Xl)(CLXO + Xl) 
1 1 - (C _ 1) Xo • 

Herexo = ACRo , and t2 isa minimum for that pole face area A for which 
AlCRl is a minimum. This condition, as determined by equating the 
derivative of the preceding expression with respect to Xo to zero, is 
given by: 

or xd A = V C L • CRo , where A is the optimum pole face area for fast 
operation. This is a smaller pole face area than that for maximum sensi
tivity, for which xd A should equal CRo , as shown in the companion 
article1 cited above. If the pole face area satisfies the preceding condi
tion, the expression for Al reduces to: 

A _~+1 
1 - . Ir1 Xl, 

VCL - 1 

and the term AlCR) in (24) reduces to XI(XI - X2) multiplied by the factor 
(VCL + 1)/(VCL - 1). This leakage factor, which increases with the 
ratio of leakage to useful flux, is then the only term in (24) which varies 
with the design of the electromagnet. 

If !2(VI ,z) were strictly proportional to Z3, equation (24) would be 
nearly independent of the coil constant N2/R, to which ta is proportional. 
As !2(Vl , z) departs from this cube law relation, and also varies with VI, 
t2 is not independent of the coil constant. The optimum coil constant is 
that which minimizes tl + t2• In any specific case, a succession of values 
may be assumed for Gc , and t1 and t2 evaluated by the relations given 
above. The resulting relation between t1 + t2 and Gc is similar in character 
to that described above in connection with the two stage approximation. 

6 DESIGN FOR FAST OPERATION 

The approximations discussed above provide a means for estimating 
the operate time attainable in specific cases, and for selecting certain 
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design variables to obtain maximum speed. In particular, it has been 
shown that for a given relay, with a specified load and power input, a 
winding can be selected to minimize the operate time. Aside from this, 
the relations show that for a given relay, the operate time depends only 
upon the load and travel and the power input, varying inversely as the 
latter at low levels of power input, and inversely as its cube root at 
high levels. 

Further conclusions can be drawn from these relations with reference 
to development studies of relays and other electromagnets. The spring 
load and travel may be considered as fixed requirements, so far as the 
magnet design is concerned. The available power may be fixed by circuit 
considerations, or it may be related to the design by a requirement 
that the winding dissipate this power in the holding interval, a condition 
that imposes a minimum size on the coil and the magnet structure. 
Subject to this and some other limitations, there is a design choice of 
the dimensions and configuration which determine the magnetic circuit 
constants, the mass of the armature, and the eddy current conductance. 

The preceding discussion has shown that, with an optimum choice of 
pole face area, the magnetic characteristics affect the time only with 
respect to the leakage factor, the ratio of leakage to useful flux. This 
factor may be reduced by using a "tight" magnetic circuit, but if this 
is done the factor tends to vary directly as the length of the magnetic 
path and inversely as the separation of the core and return members in 
relation to their cross sections. The leakage may be minimized by using 
a square outline for the magnetic path. The optimum speed magnet 
then has a specific configuration in which all dimensions are fixed in re
lation to the cross section of the magnetic members. This dimension then 
determines the mass of the armature. 

For this optimum configuration, the power, the spring load, the mass, 
and the travel determine a level of pull which minimizes the operate 
time. This pull requires a certain armature cross section if saturation is 
to be avoided, as the effective pole face area is fixed in relation to the 
cross section. If the resulting armature mass is minor compared with the 
mass of the load, the operate time attainable varies with the cube root 
of the applied power, as in the cases discussed above. 

With increased power, however, the optimum pull and armature cross 
section increase, and must eventually reach a level where the armature 
mass becomes the dominant portion of the mass term. As this condition 
is approached, any increase in power is offset by an increase in armature 
mass, such that a lower limit is imposed on the operate time proportional 
to the travel, corresponding to an upper limit to the average armature 
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velocity attainable with a neutral electromagnet. This upper limit is of 
the order of 100 cm/sec. Thus, for example, an operate time less than 
0.25 millisec cannot be attained with an armature travel of 10 mil-in, 
no matter how large the steady state power applied. 

7 RELEASE WAITING Tum 

Like operation, release is made up of an initial stage of flux change 
with the armature at rest, followed by a stage of armature motion, and 
the total time is the sum of the waiting time and the motion time. In 
release, the waiting time is usually larger than the motion time. 

There are three distinct circuit conditions under which release occurs. 
These are: 

Normal, or unprotected release, in which the coil circuit is open, and 
the only magnetomotive force maintaining the field is that of the eddy 
currents. 

Protected release, in which the coil circuit is closed through a protec
tive shunt, usually comprising a condenser and a resistance in series. 
The magnetomotive force comprises that of the eddy currents and that 
of the coil circuit transient. 

Slow release, in which a sleeve or short circuited winding is used to 
maintain the field and delay release. The magneto motive force is pre
dominantly that of the sleeve or winding current. 

The slow release case is the only one of the three for which the flux 
decay relation is accurately represented by equation (2). In protected 
release, the coil current transient is controlled by the condenser, as dis
cussed below. In normal release, the variation in the field linked by 
different eddy current paths results in the changes in the field pattern 
discussed in Section 1. As noted there, equation (2) applies to this 
case only as a very crude first approximation. 

In all three cases, the relation between cP and 5= applying is that for 
decreasing magnetization, as illustrated by the curve for x = 0 in Fig. 7. 
Unlike the linear relation applying in operate, corresponding to the 
constant reluctance given by (4), the decreasing magnetization curve 
has a hyperbolic character, and is asymptotic to the saturation flux cpl/. 

Residual magnetism results in a residual flux CPo, the intercept of the 
decreasing magnetization curve on the cp axis. An analytical treatment 
of the decreasing magnetization curve is given in a companion article,5 
where it is shown to provide a satisfactory basis for predicting the release 
time of slow release relays, the third case above. The other two cases, to 
which the following discussion is confined, involve both non-linear mag-
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netization and a variable magnetic field pattern. In an approximation 
neglecting the latter effect, no advantage is derived from an accurate 
formulation of the former, and a linear approximation to the demagneti
zation curve may be employed. 

NORMAL UNPROTECTED RELEASE 

As indicated above, a rough approximation to the decay of the gap 
flux, and hence of the pull, may be obtained by assuming that this flux 
decays in conformity with equation (2), with G = GE , where the eddy 
current conductance GE has the same value as in operate. As a linear 
approximation to the demagnetization curve, the reluctance <R can be 
taken as the closed gap reluctance <R(O). Allowance may be made for 
residual magnetism by postulating a steady state magnetomotive force 
;Yo = <R(O)cpo. Then integration of (2) gives the following expression for 
the time t at which the flux has decayed to the value cp from its initial 
value CPI : 

t I CPI - CPo En---, 
cP - cpo 

(25) 
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where tE = 47rGE/cn(0). Unless cp/CPo is near unity, CPo may be omitted from 
this expression. If this is done, the expression may be re-written in terms 
of pull F in the form: 

tE FI t = -In -
2 F' 

(26) 

where P is the pull at time t, and PI the initial pull. This expression 
follows from (25), for CPo = 0, because of the proportionality between F 
and cp2. If F is the spring load or tension for the operated position, and 
Fl the steady state pull there, (26) is an approximate expression for the 
release time. 

PROTECTED RELEASE 

The commonly employed method of contact protection is to use a 
condenser-resistance shunt connected either across the coil, as in Fig. 8, 
or across the contact. Except for the steady state voltage of the con
denser, the circuit relations are the same for the two cases. As a first 
approximation, eddy currents may be represented by the current in a 
short circuited secondary, as in Fig. 8. The effect of such a secondary is 
determined by the value of tE representing the ratio of its inductance 
to its resistance, as this determines the ratio of its contribution to the 
flux to the time rate of change of the total field. 

If perfect coupling and linear magnetization are assumed to apply, 
the circuit equations for Fig. 8 can be solved and expressions obtained 
for the flux, current and condenser voltage as functions of time after 
the opening of the contact. These expressions are similar to those for 
the simple C-R-L circuit without a secondary, except that they involve 
the time constant tE as well as CR and L/ R. The discharge may be either 
exponential or a damped oscillation, but while the discharge of the 
simple C-R-L circuit is always oscillatory for small values of C, the 
discharge in the circuit of Fig. 8 is only oscillatory for an intermediate 

L c 
(N TURNS) 

R-R c01L 

Fig. 8 - Coil circuit with capacitative contact protection. 
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range of capacity values. For large values of C, the discharge is damped 
by the coil resistance, and for small values of C it is damped by the cur
rents in the secondary. 

The latter case is essentially the condition applying for the small 
capacity values used for contact protection. Initially, the flux decay is 
opposed by the magnetomotive force resulting from both the eddy cur
rents and the coil current. The latter discharges the condenser and 
develops a charge of opposite polarity. The initial rate of flux decay is 
therefore similar to that for exponential decay with a conductance equal 
to GE + N 2jR, where R includes the external resistor as well as the coil 
resistance. The effect of the condenser charge is equivalent to a con
tinuously increasing coil resistance, so that the decay approaches the 
rate that would apply for exponential decay with G = GE , and the decay 
rate is then further increased by the reverse magnetomotive force result
ing from the coil current reversal in the subsequent discharge of the 
condenser. 

If CR is less than tE , the effect of the coil circuit is to change the charac
ter of the flux versus time relation, without materially changing the time 
scale of the discharge. The initial decay is delayed, while the later 
decay is accelerated. Hence the release time is increased for a heavy load, 
corresponding to a high value of cp for release, while it may be slightly 
decreased for a light load, corresponding to a small value of cpo The utility 
of the coil-condenser circuit for contact protection results from the low 
initial rate of flux decay, which holds the induced voltage across the 
contact to a relatively low value in the initial stage of contact opening, 
when the contact separation is small. 

Except initially, the predominant magnetomotive force is that of 
the eddy currents, and this results in a changing distribution of field 
intensity, as in the' case of simple release. Hence the analysis of Fig. 8, 
as described above, is not applicable quantitatively, and is therefore 
not given here in detail. Qualitatively, the relations are similar, the pro
tected release has a flux time relation similar in time scale to that for 
simple release, with a lower initial rate of decay, and a higher rate for 
the later stage. An illustration of this effect is included in the article by 
M. A. Logan 4 cited above. No analytical treatment is available for de
termining the differences in release time between simple and protected 
release, at least for values of CR of the same order at tE , as in the pro
tection networks commonly employed. 

8 RELEASE MOTION 

It was stated in Section 7 that the waiting time in release is usually 
larger than the motion time. This, however, is not necessarily or in-
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variably the case, and interest attaches to the conditions under which the 
motion time may become relatively large. Another important aspect of 
the release motion is the final velocity attained when the armature 
strikes the backstop. This impact results in a rebound which may, in 
the relay case, result in re-actuation of the contacts: rebound chatter; 
Rebound may be reduced by appropriate mechanical design, as dis
cussed in an article by E. E. Sumner,s but its amplitude is always, other 
things being equal, proportional to the kinetic energy of the armature in 
impact on the backstop. 

Fig. 9 shows the force travel relations in release, corresponding to 
the operate relations of Fig. 4. The solid line, as in Fig. 4, represents 
the spring load, which has an operated value F 0 at the point marked 2. 
This corresponds to the similarly marked point in Fig. 7, which shows 
the corresponding cp versus fr' relations. The field decays along the de
magnetization curve for x = 0 to the point 2, where load and pull are 
in equilibrium. Further decay results in a pull less than the spring load, 
and hence in a net accelerating force producing armature motion. The 
flux continues to decrease as indicated in Fig. 7, following the path 
2-3-4. The pull follows the similarly marked curve in Fig. 9, re,lated to 
the flux-travel path by equation (5). 

The net accelerating energy is therefore represented by the area 
marked T, lying between the pull curve and the spring load. Thus only 
this portion of the energy V stored in the spring load appears as kinetic 
energy of the armature. The r~mainder of V is represented by the area 

2 

t 
u. 
w 
U 
0: 
o 
LL 

TRAVEL, X ~ XI 

Fig. 9 - Load and pull relations in release. 
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marked W, lying below the release pull curve. This energy may be 
termed the magnetic drag: it is restored to the magnetic field and dis
sipated in the eddy current paths or in other circuits linking the field. 
Experimental studies have shown that the kinetic energy T of the arma
ture in backstop impact may vary from 20 per cent to 90 per cent of V. 
Such a wide variation in armature energy has a proportional effect on 
rebound amplitude. Within certain limitations, the following analysis 
establishes the relations controlling the ratio W IV, and also serves for 
the evaluation of the release motion time. 

EQUATIONS APPLYING 

As the motion starts after an initial period of field decay, the relations 
applying are given approximately by (2) and (3), with m and F given by 
(4A) and (5A), and G = GE • The use of (4A) and (5A) is justified by the 
fact that the lower portion of the demagnetization curve, which applies 
to the later stages of flux decay, is approximately linear. The assumption 
that (2) applies, with G = GE , is justified by the fact, discussed in Section 
1, that the initial rapid decay of the field in the outer layers of the core 
is followed by an exponential decay of the greater part (about 70 per 
cent) of the initial field. Thus if tE is written for 47rGE/m(0) in (2), this 
expression applies in the latter stages of flux decay when the armature 
is at rest at x = O. In this case, the value of tE is a constant, even if the 
values of GE and m(O) applying differ somewhat from those applying 
in the operate case. 

Taking these equations to apply, it is desired to determine the solution 
for the initial conditions applying to the release case. This cannot be 
obtained by the approximations used for the operate case, as the sim
plifying condition of a nearly constant reluctance does not apply: the 
change of reluctance with x is a maximum for x = O. The procedure 
that has been employed is the use of the analogue computer described 
in articles by A. A. Currie6 and E. Lakatos7 to obtain solutions for a 
restricted category of cases. The equations may be reduced to a form 
adapted to such solution as follows: 

An expression for m/ m(O) obtained from (4A) is substituted in (2). 
Writing tE for 47rGE/m(0), there is obtained: 

C L(1 + u) 2 + l:!!. dc/ = 0 
CLu cp 2 dt ' 

where u is written for x/xo , or x/(Amo). By substituting in (3) the ex
pression for F given by (5A) there is obtained an expression for c/. 
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On substituting this in the preceding equation, there is obtained: 

To reduce this expression to dimensionless form, the following sub
stitutions are made: 

f is written for ~: / F 0 , where F 0 is the operated load, so that f 

= 1 at the start of the release motion. 
T is written for 2C L tl tE , expressing the time t as a multiple of tEl (2C L). 

t;I is written for 2mAffiolFo. Thus e,l is the time for travel of the mass 
through the distance Affio for a constant accelerating force Fo . 

K is written for 2C L t;J/ti. 
The preceding equation then becomes: 

(27) 

This is the form of the release motion equation to which analogue 
computer solutions were obtained. It is a third order differential equa
tion giving the travel, expressed as a multiple u of Affio , as a function 
of the time expressed as a multiple T of tEl (2C L). The boundary condi
tions correspond to zero initial values of travel, velocity, and accelera
tion, so that for T = 0, U = dul dT = d2ul d/ = 0. 

ANALOGUE COMPUTER SOLUTION 

The analogue computer gives solutions to specific cases, and a specific 
case of (27) is defined by the values of C Land tMltE applying, and by 
the form of the relation between f and u, defining the shape of the spring 
load. To confine the cases considered to a manageable category, they 
were limited to those for which f = 1 for all values of u: the case of a 
constant spring load. 

The constant C L , the ratio (ffio + ffiL)/ffio ,is an inverse measure of the 
relative magnitude of the leakage field. As noted in Section 2, its value 
is usually in excess of 4. Solutions were obtained for two cases: C L = 3 
and CL = 5. For f = 1, and a fixed value of CL , the remaining param-
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eter defining a specific case is tUjtE, or the corresponding value of K 
(2CLt;dt~). For the two selected values of CL , solutions were obtained 
for the following values of K: 0.05, 0.1, 0.3, 1.0 and 10. 

The computer set-up for this problem is indicated in Fig. 9 of the 
article by E. Lakatos cited above.7 Solutions were obtained to (27) for 
f = 1 and the values of C Land ]{ cited above, for the given boundary 
conditions. The solutions were obtained in the form of machine drawn 
curves giving, u versus T and dujdT versus T, over the range 0 < u < 3. 
In accordance with the character of the net accelerating force, all these 
curves were smooth and monotonic. 

For the conditions covered by the solution, these results give the mo
tion time for a given travel directly in the form of the relation between 
T and u. It is convenient to express the values of T in terms of the cor
responding values of tjtu. The results for C L = 5 are shown in Fig. 10 
as curves of tjtu versus u for various values of tUjtE . 

The other result of interest is the ratio of the magnetic drag TV to 
the spring load energy V, or of (V - T)jV, where T is the kinetic 
energy at the end of a given travel: the total travel in an actual case. 
T equals m(dxjdt)2j2, or 2m(CLAffio·dujdT)2jt~ . For f = 1, V equals 
FoX, or FouAffio . It follows that T jV is given by: 

T = mAffio (2CL)2 (dU)2 
V 2Fou tE dT' 

and therefore by: 

(28) 

Corresponding values of u and duj dT were read from the computer 
results and substituted in (28) to determine T jV and thus W jV. The 
resulting values of W jV for the case C L = 5 are shown in Fig. 11 plotted 
against tMjtE for various values of u. 

DISCUSSION OF COMPUTER RESULTS 

The significance of the results shown in Figs. 10 and 11 can be more 
readily grasped by reference to representative values of the parameters 
involved. For relay electromagnets, representative values of ffio and A 
are 0.04 cm-1 and 1 cm2

, respectively, for which Affio = 0.04 cm, or 16 
mil-in. This distance is, for this case, the travel for which u = 1. For 
this value of Affio , an effective mass m of 10 gm, and an operated load 
Fo of 2 X 105 dynes (200 gm wt), tu = 2 millisec. If the load were 
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Fig. 10 - Release motion time relations. 

doubled and the mass halved, tM would be halved. These values of tM 
are of the same order but smaller than the values of tE generally apply
ing, corresponding to the range in tMltE covered by the figures. Similarly, 
the total travel usually lies in the range covered by the values of u, 
corresponding to travels up to 48 mils for the above value of ACRo • 

The curves of Fig. 11 show that the fraction lV IV of the spring load 
energy absorbed by magnetic drag varies from 15 to 80 per cent over 
the range covered, and consequently that the kinetic energy at the end 
of the stroke, which determines the rebound amplitude, varies from 85 
per cent to 20 per cent of V, or by a factor of 4 to 1. 

The way in which W IV varies with u and with t,lr/tE is readily under
stood from physical considerations. Referring to Fig. 9, it is apparent 
that for a given time rate of field decay, the faster the rate of armature 
motion, the higher is the restraining pull and the less the kinetic energy 
T. For a short travel, or low value of u, the restraining pull will be 
larger than for a high value of u: hence W IV decreases as u is increased. 
As t}lf measures the time for a travel of ACRo , or u = 1, for a force Fo , 
ClIitE is a measure of the motion time relative to the time of field decay. 
Hence a large value of t}lfltE corresponds to a condition where the motion 
is slow relative to the field decay, giving little restraining pull. Thus 
lV IV decreases as tMltE increases. 
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The effect of the magnetic drag on the motion time is apparent in the 
curves of Fig. 10. The motion time for a given value of 'U increases as 
tM/tE decreases, corresponding to increased drag. Thus a reduction in 
rebound by increased magnetic drag is, of course, accompanied by a longer 
motion time. It is of interest to note that the increasing acceleration 
results in an armature displacement which varies as the cube of the 
time, as in the relation applying in operate. 

The results shown are for the case CL = 5. For CL = 3, corresponding 
to higher leakage, the results are similar, but the drag ratio W /V values 
are from 5 to 10 per cent lower than those for C L = 5, and the values 
of t/t.'f are correspondingly smaller. Thus the value of C L applying has 
only a secondary effect on the release motion. 

While these results are formally limited to the special case of a con
stant retractile force, the conclusions are of broader application. A load 
curve that decreases as the gap opens modifies the solution for the same 
operated load F 0 only in reducing the net accelerating force, increasing 
the drag ratio and the motion time. The residual magnetism, neglected 
in this discussion, has a similar, and minor, effect. The results show C L 

to have little effect on the motion, which is governed primarily by the 
values of u and tM/tE applying. 
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Fig. 11 - Energy absorbed by magnetic drag in release motion. 
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As minimizing rebound is of major importance in relay design, the 
relations controlling the kinetic energy to which it is proportional are of 
design interest. Most of the quantities appearing in the above relations, 
such as the spring load and the travel, are fixed by operating require
ments or other design considerations. There is, however, considerable 
freedom in the design relations fixing the effective mass of the armature, 
particularly in selecting its axis of rotation. The preceding relations 
show that the magnetic drag ratio can be increased, and rebound re
duced, by the decrease in t.\[ resulting from a decrease in effective mass. 
While such a decrease increases the ratio tit},! , it results in a net decrease 
in the value of t, the motion time. A low effective armature mass is 
therefore advantageous both for fast release and for a high drag ratio 
for the reduction of rebound. 
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Estimation and Control of the Operate 

Time of Relays 

Part II-Design of Optimum Windings 

By M. A. LOGAN 

(Manuscript received September 4, 1953) 

For each relay structure, there exists a best winding, once the circuit 
power has been specified. The best winding is that one which operates the 
relay in the least time. Methods for determining the best winding are de
veloped. 

On the basis of the operating time, the relay behavior is classed as mass 
or load controlled. The design method chosen depends upon this classifica
tion. 

The design of windings for series connected relays is based on a method 
of determining eauivalent single relays, the behavior of each corresponding 
to one of the series relays. This method is generalized to allow for different 
magnetic structures for the several relays. Each relay winding is then de
signed in turn, using the design data for its own type of structure. 

The best winding design is not given directly by an explicit formula. 
Rather, methods are developed for determining the operate time for any 
winding. Then by choosing a range of windings, the best one is selected by 
interpolation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The selection of a relay for a circuit application, particularly so in 
common control systems, involves in part a determination of its operat
ing and releasing time. In Part I of this article expressions are derived 
for the relations between these times, the design parameters of a relay, 
and the conditions of operation. These expressions are approximate, 
and have been developed with primary reference to the selection of 
favorable characteristics in design. The timing estimates they provide 
are of sufficient accuracy for the comparison of design alternatives. 
Once a basic design has been selected, the choice of windings and the 
prediction of the limiting times occurring in specific applications requires 

144 
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a more detailed and exact procedure than can be obtained entirely from 
the application of these approximate relations. The information further
more has to be quite versatile, to permit all new type variations to be 
included, such as winding, number of contacts and armature travel. It 
must, moreover, be in a form that permits determination of the upper 
and lower limits to the time observed in each specific type of relay as 
actually used, as in applications, interest attaches not only to the 
nominal conditions, but to all variations that may arise in actual manu
facture and use. 

Relay operation is complex, and in principle the nonlinear differential 
equations which describe it can be solved exactly only by computers. 
Even if this is done, the results are subject to any uncertainty that 
exists as to the exact form of the relations that apply. The representation 
of non-linear magnetic material properties, the discontinuous load-travel 
characteristics, the eddy current effects, etc., do not make such an ap
proach attractive. 

The relay, however, is a perfect analog of itself. With the magnetic 
structure set, controlled models can be built to include dimensional and 
magnetic material variations. With these, exact solutions to a variety 
of conditions can be determined. With these data available, approximate 
solutions can be used f~r interpolation and extrapolation, determining 
the effect of small variations from the tested conditions. 

This part of the article will exhibit the form of data presentation in two 
classes, mass and load controlled operation. It includes the theory used 
in selection of the forms, and the correction methods used for estimation 
of variations from the standards. The initial part will be concerned with 
a single relay operating in a local circuit. The latter part will consider 
series and series-parallel operation of similar structures but not neces
sarily identical windings. This latter problem is solved by determination 
of an equivalent relay in a local circuit for each of the several relays. The 
earlier analysis then can be applied to each in turn. 

The order of analysis can be reversed. That is, given required operating 
times, windings can be determined which will provide these times. 

In this article, a best winding is (1) that winding which, for the speci
fied applied power, results in the minimum operate time or (2) that 
winding which, for a specified operating time, requires the minimum 
power. A unique solution exists. 

Existence of Best lV in ding 

Fig. 1 shows measured operate time of a relay for two different dc 
power conditions, versus number of turns in the winding. That a best 
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winding, in the definition of this article exists, as exhibited by the minima 
on Fig. 1, was shown in Part I to be a consequence of equation (12). 
This best winding and its determination is the basic subject of this 
article. 

OPERATE TIME - SINGLE RELAYS 

As in Part I, the operating time of a relay is considered as made up of 
three stages: (1) the waiting time while the armature remains at the back
stop and the pull builds up to equality with the back tension, (2) the 
motion time beginning at the end of the waiting time and continuing 
while the armature moves from the backstop to the position of the earliest 
contact, and (3) the stagger time during which the armature actuates 
all of the remaining contacts. 

The mass controlled case, as a practical matter, simplifies to a determi
nation of only the first two without regard for the spring load, with the 
displacement of the armature taken to the latest contact in the array. 
The armature pull builds up to values in excess of the load during its 
early motion and the velocity is so high during the stagger time that 
this small interval can be included as part of the motion time. This 
treatment is essentially that of the three stage approximation of Part 1. 

The load controlled case simplifies to a determination of the time 
required for the pull to build up to the maximum load, including the back 
tension, with most of the relatively slow motion taking place during this 
pull buildup. The remainder of the motion time is accounted for as an 
empirically determined correction factor in the expression for time of 
pull buildup. This treatment corresponds to the single stage approxima
tion of Part I, with a correction term to account for the additional motion 
time. 

Fig. 1 shows graphically the basic characteristics of the two types of 
operation. This chart displays the operating time of the same relay under 
the conditions of 1.0 or 5.7 watts, and three contact load conditions: 12, 
18, and 24 contact pairs. For each of the six conditions, a curve is drawn 
showing the effect of the number of winding turns. It is clear that (1) 
there is a best number of turns for each case, (2) for the 5.7 watts the 
best number of turns is the same for all three loads, (3) for the 5.7 watts 
case the difference in operating time is only 0.1 millisec in 5.6 millisec, 
between 12 and 24 contact pairs, (4) for the 1.0 watt case the best number 
of turns increases with the number of contact pairs, and (5) for the 1.0 
watt case the operate time is double for 24 compared to 12 contact pairs. 
These strikingly different behaviors form the basis for division of relays 
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Fig. 1 - Chart showing typical mass and load controlled operation. 

into two classes called mass and load controlled, and furthermore 
empirically establish which of the three stages of operate time pre
dominates. This distinction corresponds to that made in Part I in the 
discussion of equation (12). For the lower power cases the term involving 
the spring load predominates, for the higher power cases the mass term 
predominates. As this equation shows, there is necessarily a transition 
range where the operation time merges from one class into the other. 
Both types of charts are extended to include this range. A rule of thumb 
for an estimate of whether a time under discussion is in the mass or load 
controlled case is that if the time is less than 

t - J /27m(xl - X3) 
ltf - 11 F3 (1) 

it is mass controlled; otherwise it is load controlled. The derivation of 
this bound will be discussed when mass controlled operation is considered. 

The single relay design data are general enough to include resistors 
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external to the relay winding. Wherever a resistor or power term appears, 
the sum of all resistances or powers is indicated. 

]1,{ aximum Versus Average Operate Time Presentation 

In what follows, load controlled operation data are given in terms of 
maximum times, whereas mass controlled data are average. Either choice 
could be used for both. The data for converting to average or maximum 
respectively will be described. However, the choices made here are con
sistent with the normal use of the data. 

Mass controlled, sometimes called speed, relays operate with rela
tively large power and ordinarily are used in common control circuits 
where many events occur in succession. The total number of similar 
common equipments necessary in an office is related to the control circuit 
holding time. For a system design, the cost of power is balanced against 
the cost of equipments to arrive at a minimum office cost. 1 Now the 
maximum holding time per call is never the sum of the maximum possible 
times of each of the several relays operating in succession. It rather is 
more nearly the sum of the averages, increased by considerably less than 
the common maximum to average ratio of one of them. For example, if 
n relays are assumed to have a distribution approaching normal, an 
analytical expression for the probable maximum is: 

( 

tmax _ 1) 
otav + 1 + ta~ L tav , 

(2) 

where otav is an allowance for short time deviations of the manufactured 
product from the long time average. Thus for mass controlled relays the 
most directly applicable type of data is in the form of average time, and 
maximum to average time ratio. 

For load controlled relays just the opposite is true. Here the operating 
times are relatively long, either because the power drain is to be kept to 
a minimum, as in a long holding time circuit, or it is an event which takes 
place while several successive mass controlled events occur. For either 
case, it is a single event and only its maximum duration is desired. Here 
then the most directly applicable type of data is maximum. In addition 
to these, other data for minimum times are needed for studies of 
timing when two parallel circuit paths occur. 

Because how far the relay armature has to move is the outstanding 
variable in mass controlled relay timing, these charts are prepared for 
each nominal distance which can be chosen. vVhen there is no concern as 
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to relative actuation time of the several contacts on one relay, the small
est armature travel is ordinarily provided. vVhen a definite sequence is 
needed for circuit reasons, the actuating means is arranged to guarantee 
operation of certain contacts before the others. This necessitates the pro
vision of a greater armature motion. 

The principles used in preparing these other types of charts are identi
cal to those used for the two types which are developed specifically in 
this article. 

Local Circuit Load Controlled Operation 

Power Given 

The best winding for a load controlled relay is not here given explicitly 
by a formula, but rather is found indirectly by developing a method for 
determining the operate time for any winding. Then by assuming a range 
of these, the best one can be selected by interpolation of these derived 
data. In Part I, the waiting line for a linear system was shown as equa
tion (9) to be: 

4~ 1 
t1 = Gb (Gc + GE + Gs) In -1---1-

0
/-1' (3) 

with 10/1 substituted for 11. Without motion time, saturation, eddy cur
rents, or non-linear effects, Part I of this article also shows that the best 
winding is that for which the turns are selected so that N1 0/N1 = 0.715. 

Taking the other variables explicitly into account complicates the 
determination and is at best only approximate. Instead they are included 
through this interpolation approach. In a previous article2 a better 
representation for the core eddy current constant was shown to be: 

G~ = GEe-GE/(Gc+Gs) = effective core eddy current constant. 

Substituting this and explicitly indicating a correction term for the small 
motion time, the form best suited for the present discussion becomes: 

to = (1 + t2/t1)L1(GC + Gs + G~) In -1 1 . 
-q 

(4) 

Except for the correction term for the motion time, t2/tl , this is still 
a linear equation with all factors known. Omitting the motion time 
correction, it can be solved either by numerical substitution or by a 
nomogram, once a value for L1 has been chosen. A conservative value 
is the average one turn inductance, for the late contact critical load point 
where x = X3 • A more accurate value is determined through use of both 
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the inductance at the open gap and at the critical load gap. These are 
weighted in proportion to the ampere turns developed at each location. 
The ampere turns necessary to overcome the back tension is one factor, 
and the other is the difference between this first value, and the total 
required for operation at the critical load gap. This weighting yields an 
effective inductance value intermediate between the two extremes for 
each problem, but a new chart does not have to be prepared. An operate 
time using the chart is first determined. This time is then adjusted by 
the ratio of the effective inductance applying and the inductance used 
for making up the chart. This is exact, as the inductance term appears 
only as a direct multiplier. 

A typical nomogram is shown in Fig. 2. It already includes the motion 
time correction, whose determination will be discussed. The dashed line 
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shows the successive steps taken in determining the numerical value for 
a specific case. 

The dc circuit resistance is determined by the known circuit voltage 
and specified power. Entering the chart on the left ordinate at this re
sistance and proceeding horizontally to the right, intersections with 
increasing number of turns lines, sloping downward to the right, are 
found, and the appropriate one is chosen. Dropping vertically to the 
abscissa, the winding time constant tc = L1Gc is determined. 

To this is next numerically added the known effective core eddy cur
rent and a sleeve (if any) time constant by returning vertically to an 
intersection with the appropri'1te core indicated as "no sleeve," or core 
plus sleeve, curve. Proceeding horizontally to the right hand ordinate 
scale from this intersection, the time constant multiplier of the In term 
in equation (4) is determined. 

The multiplication of these two factors is accomplished by proceeding 
to the left along this same horizontal line, to an intersection with the 
proper q line, sloping downward to the left. Vertically below this last 
intersection is the operate time. 

Initially, tentative q lines are drawn, omitting the motion time cor
rection. These lines are straight with a positive 45° slope. Then with an 
actual relay whose just operate current has been measured, operate 
time measurements are made, keeping the final current, and hence q, 
fixed at several values in turn. This is done by adjusting an external 
resistance and battery voltage over a· wide range, effectively changing 
N 2/R. These measured data are plotted, following the same steps through 
the nomogram, except the last intersection is with the measured time 
vertical, rather than the known q. This provides several empirically 
determined q lines. These are used as templates, to progressively alter 
the shapes of the tentative straight q lines drawn earlier and shift them 
to the right. This adjustment then introduces the motion time correction. 

It has been found empirically that for large operating times, the motion 
time correction factor has a value of about 0.1 There is no definite 
division between mass and load controlled operation, but as the total 
time decreases, travel time becomes more important. The correction 
factor increases to a value of about 0.5, in the transition range. For 
completely mass controlled operation, there is no q effect, so the q lines 
must all eventually converge. 

As stipulated above, this chart applies to the current, flux and pull 
range where the first approximation magnetic constants of the structure 
are applicable. For this reason, the tests for the motion time corrections 
are made under conditions meeting these restrictions. 

These curves should be corrected for magnetic saturation if there is a 
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large load at the critical load point and the ampere turns needed are in 
the saturation region for the core or armature. In the saturation region 
the current builds up faster than the linear time constants indicate, and, 
therefore, the indicated operate times are too large. Correction factors 
are determined by graphical integration of the integral form of the flux 
rise equation expressed as a ratio to the linear relationship: 

1"'3 dcp 

Saturation Correction Factor = ° NI - Ni (5) 
- Ldn (1 - Nlo/NI) . 

These corrections are plotted as a function of the just operate ampere 
turns Nlo, with the final NI as a parameter for each curve. Actually, 
because the correction factor is only of the order of 20 per cent maximum, 
assuming the final winding ampere turns are well into the saturation 
region, it is found that a single curve for anyone type of relay fits all 
the computed points to an accuracy of a few per cent, and generally 
is used. Such composite curves are shown in Fig. 3 for the three types of 
wire spring relays. 

A method has now been established for determination of the operate 
time of a relay with two restrictions (1) that the final ampere turns 
will operate the relay and (2) that the relay is in the load controlled 
class. An indication of the latter is whether the operate time determined 
is in the time region where the q curves are decreasing in curvature. For 
Fig. 2, 10 milliseconds is taken as the lower bound for load controlled 
relays. 

N ow the determination of an optimum winding for a particular 
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problem can be finished. Starting with the power given and choosing an 
arbitrary number of winding turns, the operate time is determined as 
described above. If it falls into the load controlled class, then a different 
number of turns is next assumed and a second time determined. This 
procedure is repeated until a time curve versus number of turns similar 
to Fig. 1 can be plotted, including a minimum. The best winding i this 
minimum. A different curve and optimum number of turns will apply to 
each contact load assumed. Three computed curves corresponding to 
the measured I-watt curves are shown on Fig. 4. These were deter
mined using effective inductance values described earlier. 

Finite wire sizes permit only certain number of turns to be physically 
realizable when the resistance has been specified, without splicing two 
gauges of wire. The nearest gauge on the coarser wire size side is chosen, 
resulting in slightly too many turns. Note that the curves rise less steeply 
on the high turn side and the time penalty therefore is less than if too 
few turns were supplied. 
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Maximum Time Given 

For a specified maximum time, the above process is repeated for 
several assumed circuit powers until the specified time is bracketed. 
Then by interpolation of the optimum times indicated, the minimum 
power, maximum resistance and optimum turns are determined. As an 
example, Fig. 4 can be used to demonstrate the method. Assume that the 
three curves were computed for different circuit powers, rather than for 
different contact spring loads. A line is drawn through the minima. The 
intersection of this line with the required operate time determines the 
number of turns. For instance, if 30 millisec were required, the turns 
would be 12,500. The circuit power at this same intersection can be 
interpolated for, using the known circuit powers associated with the 
three curves. 

It is not economical to have a different winding for each spring com
bination. For this reason, a winding is designed for the maximum spring 
load and then used for smaller loads. The operate time will always be 
less with the smaller loads. 

111 easurements of Time Curves 

Before considering mass controlled operation, the simulation of 
windings will be discussed. In the above description for establishing the q 
curves, it was pointed out that by adjusting an external series resistor 
and the battery voltage to maintain constant final current, the coil 
constant N 2/R was altered without changing q. This can be further 
extended to permit simulation of any winding for test purposes providing 
only that the experimental coil fills the winding volume as much or more 
than the coil to be simulated. For this purpose, a special test winding 

CIRCUIT TO BE SIMULATED SIMULATING CIRCUIT 

N2 
E2 = N,E, R22 = (N2 )2 N, RI1 

R2 =( ~~)~Rl C2 = ( ~~ )2 C, 

Fig. 5 - Simulation of winding circuit for timing tests. 
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always is used which completely fills the winding volume. Hence any 
winding which can be designed also can be simulated. 

The conditions which must be fulfilled for perfect simulation derive 
from Lenz's Law. It is essentially an impedance transformation technique 
keeping the magnetic flux invariant, with the assumption that a winding 
can be considered as a lumped rather than a distributed network. This is 
equivalent to stating that at any instant the current flow is the same in 
every turn and there is no propagation time involved. This is true for 
times involved in electro-magnets. 

Fig. 5 shows a circuit to be simulated, in which all the components 
with subscripts 1 have been given. The simulating circuit has only the 
number of turns N2 , of the test winding, given. The other four elements 
must be determined. After switch closure, the exact differential equa
tions applying are 

Nl dCPl = El - i1R1 , 
dt 

N dCP2 E . R 
2 dt = 1 2 - ~2 2· 

t = 0; (6) 

N ow for equality of magnetic flux, the two rates of flux change must be 
identical at all times including the first instant. Inserting the initial 
boundary conditions and equating the two rates, we have 

(7) 

At infinite time, the same magneto motive force must apply to both 
circuits for equality of final flux. Equating these, and cancelling the 47r 
factor, 

(8) 

Noting that 

and (9) 

we have, after using (7) and rearranging, 

(10) 
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which states that the coil constants must be equal. After steady state 
has been reached and the switches opened, the two differential equa
tions are: 

at 

E1 = i 1(Rll + R1) + N1 d~1 + ~1 it 1'1 dt, 

E2. = i 2(R 22 + R2) + N2 d~2 + ~2 it i2 dt, 

t = 0, 
. E1 
~1 = R~' 

(11) 

Multiplying the first equation by N 1C1 and the second by N 2C2 , and 
equating term by term for equality at all times and equal magnetomotive 
forces, two additional equations result: 

(Rll + R l ) C1 = (R22 + R2) C2 , 

N 1
2C1 = N 2

2C2. 
(12) 

The four defining equations, with some further rearrangements using 
(10), are shown in Fig. 5 as the relations applying for equality of mag
netic flux in the two circuits. As the mechanical behavior of a magnetic 
structure is completely determined by the magnetic flux, it follows that 
the mechanical performances will be identical and timing measurements 
made with the simulating circuit will represent the actual circuit. This 
is true whether the relay is mass or load controlled. It includes eddy 
current effects and whether or not there is motion of the armature. 

Local Circuit 111 ass Controlled Operation 

Typical mass controlled operate time curves are shown in Fig. 6. 
These are for two different armature travels, indicated as short and 
intermediate. The curves are characterized by the circuit power used 
for each, with the coil constant plotted along the abscissa and the 
corresponding· operate time as the ordinate. As mentioned earlier, these 
curves are substantially independ~nt of contact spring load, and are 
plotted for average conditions, including an averaging of the time for the 
first and the last contact to be actuated. 

It will be noted that the best coil constant is not independent of the 
circuit power, decreasing continuously as the power is increased. Also 
by increasing the circuit power from 2.3 to 23 watts, the operate time is 
decreased by a factor of a little less than 3, which is nearer the square 
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Fig. 6 - Mass controlled operate time tests. 

root than the cube root of the power ratio, developed in Part I, for the 
mass controlled case. This is partly attributable to the fact that waiting 
time is included, and partly to the fact that the 2.3 watts case is in the 
transition range between mass and load controlled operation. 

For the operating region where coil constants are larger than the best, 
the time curves are parallel and increasing. Considering anyone vertical 
line representing a particular winding, increasing the power by increasing 
the battery voltage will always decrease the operate time. For curves 
plotted as in Fig. 1, where the battery voltage is kept constant and the 
time curves are plotted with winding turns as the independent variable, 
parallel curves again obtain. Thus an increase in circuit power obtained 
by keeping the voltage constant and reducing the circuit resistance 
always will reduce the operate time. Conversely, adding any series 
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impedance, not including a capacitance, will always increase the operate 
time. This will be made more evident when the operate times of relays 
with their windings in series are considered. 

The curves can be used in either of two ways (1) given the relay 
circuit for which the applied power and coil constant can be computed, 
the average operate time can be found from the chart, or (2) given a 
required average operate time, the necessary circuit power and coil 
constant can be found from the chart. 

These curves can be plotted in this form to exhibit the best winding 
directly because of the independence to contact spring load. For the 
load controlled case, the contact spring load was an essential parameter. 
For the mass controlled case, the armature travel becomes the outstand
ing parameter to be considered, but there are only two or three of these. 
All the other factors except contact load also enter and need to be evalu
ated for two reasons, (1) to provide an estimate of the range in operate 
time to be expected and (2) to adjust experimental measured time data 
to average. For any experimental setup, it is seldom possible to provide a 
structure which is average in every respect. For anyone structure, how
ever, all the factors known to affect its performance can be measured. 
Comparison of these to the manufacturing specifications locates the 
experimental setup in the universe of all relays as regards each of the 
factors. It is thus necessary to develop representations relating each of 
these factors to the operate time, which will suffice for the two uses 
named above. The development of these relationships will be the subject 
of the following sections. 

Waiting Time 

The waiting time, whether an electromagnet is mass or load controlled, 
is given by the same form of equation used for the total operate time of a 
load controlled relay: 

t1 = L 1(Ge + G~) In -1 _1_ . 
- q1 

(13) 

where now' ql is determined by the armature back tension Fl ; Ll applies 
to the open gap; and no sleeve conductance is present. For the present 
purpose, it is 'desirable to rewrite this equation in terms of the funda
mental parameters of the relay. For the open gap case the magnetic 
material is operated in its linear region and the open pole face gap pro
vides additional linearity. For these reasons the expression is quite ac
curate. The sketches of Fig. 7 show the factors to be used. The value of 
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Ll ,4 the inductance for one winding turn is: 

Also 

NI = VGcvV. 
From the network of Fig. 7, 

47rNi 
CPa = . 

CRo + xl/A 

The armature force developed is 

-F 
2 

CPa 
871"A' 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

When the magnetic pull has reached F1 , the waiting time is over, deter
mining cpa , which in turn determines N I 0 , and hence q. 

Substituting (14), (15), (16), and (17) in (13) we have 

[ 
1 1 ] ' 

t1 = 471" CR
L 
+ CR

o 
+ xl/A (Gc + GE ) In 

1 (18) 

as the desired expression for the waiting time in terms of the funda
mental constants. Use will be made of this later when an expression for 
motion time has been developed. 

J1;I atian Time 

The motion time immediately follows the waiting time and is the time 
required for the armature to move from the backstop position Xl , to the 
location of the last contact X3 • From Fig. 1, it is permissible to omit any 
consideration of contact spring load, and consider the motion to be 
controlled entirely by the armature mass and magnetic pull developed 
after the waiting time is over. The determination of motion time is 
simplified because the initial velocity and net force on the armature are 
both zero, the latter following from the definition of the end of t1 . In 
any problem involving motion, there must be established the initial 
velocity, position, and a suitable expression for the ensuing force. With 
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these factors, the differential equation of motion can be solved, and the 
time for a given travel determined. 

Thus there is now needed an expression for the armature force de
veloped by the pole face gap flux as a function of time. Briefly, the basis 
for the method to be described is the assumption developed in Part I, 
that the winding flux continues to rise during the initial motion interval 
in the same way it would have risen if the armature had not moved. With 
this assumption, an expression for the motion can easily be derived. 
With this expression it then can be shown that the armature does spend 
most of its time in the close vicinity of the backstop, justifying the 
initial assumption. 

The present approach differs from the more general one of Part 1. 
It uses the results there developed regarding the behavior of mass con
trolled operation, to simplify the initial motion equation and obtain 
an expression for motion time in a form better suited for the present 
purpose. 

Armature Force Rise and the F Concept 

As an introduction to the method which will be used, consider the 
general character of flux build-up in a relay. It will have a shape some
what similar to an exponential curve. Now with the armature at the 
backstop, from the first approximation magnetic network of Fig. 7, a 
fixed portion of this winding flux will pass through the pole face gap, 
with the result that the pole face gap flux curve will also have the same 
general character. Such a measured curve is shown in Fig. 8, as well as 
the curve when the armature is free to move. 

N ow the armature force developed is proportional to the square of 
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the pole face gap flux as given by (17). Hence, the initial force rise will 
be parabolic, as shown by the lower portion of the curves of Fig. 8. 
After a long enough time however, the flux will have reached its maxi
mum and the finally developed force will be constant with time. This is 
shown by the force curves approaching horizontal lines to the right in 
the same force diagram. As the force curve is continuous, there also 
must be an inflection point in the curve, and the entire curve has the 
general shape as shown. 

The waiting time tl occurs while the magnetic force builds up to Fl , as 
indicated, amounting to 2 millisec for the example shown. This time 
generally includes all of the parabolic part of the curve. Following the 
waiting time, the initial force build-up necessarily is almost linear be-
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cause of the inflection of the curve. Two other factors, caused by the 
ensuing motion, act to provide even more force than the open gap curve 
indicated by Fig. 8. The first is that a smaller gap takes a larger portion 
of the winding flux than assumed in the diagram, and the second is that 
the winding flux rises more rapidly and to a higher value than the open 
gap curve assumed. The operating force curve shown includes these 
effects. The relay operat"es in about 7 millisec and for 6 of the 7 millisec, 
the two force curves differ very little. 

Hence, for a relatively long interval after the start of the motion time, 
a very simple force relationship holds, namely that the force is directly 
proportional to time, and the proportionality factor is the slope of the 
straight portion of the curve, designated as F. For the example given, 
this amounts to about 48 grams per millisecond. By using Newton's 
Law, an expression for the motion time can be written. 

from which, with the initial velocity zero 

Ft3 

m(xl - x) = (3. 

Rearranging, the expression for motion time becomes: 

t = V6m (Xl - X3) 
2 •• 

F 

The factor F will now be considered. 

Derivation of Expression for F 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

Experimental- The factor F can be determined graphically. This 
hrings in the second order effects such as quality of iron, cross section, 
residual magnetism, fit of parts, etc. For this purpose three working 
curves characteristic of the structure, all at the open gap, are first pre
pared for the particular winding: 

(a) The dynamic flux rise curve,2 
(b) The static flux curve versus ampere turns, and 
(c) The static pull curve versus ampere turns. 

Choosing a time on curve (a), the corresponding instantaneous flux 
transferred to curve (b), determines the equivalent magneto motive force. 
This transferred to curve (c) yields the instantaneous magnetic force. 
Repeating this for other times in the range of interest, an armature force 
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curve like Fig. 8 is established. The waiting time is read directly, cor
responding to PI. The slope of the ensuing linear force range determines 
PI . This, with equation (21) completes the determination of mass con
trolled motion time. Of course, the final pull developed has to exceed 
the operated load. This check is made from another pull curve taken at 
the armature gap X3, using the known final ampere turns and the load. 

A nalytical- For our present purposes, an analytical relation, expressed 
in the fundamental constants, similar to that for the waiting time is 
needed. Its derivation follows: 

The solution which will be developed is based on linear circuit theory. 
This necessarily implies exponential flux rise, which is not exactly true. 
However, the relation is dimensionally correct and accurate to better 
than first order. Then the use which will be made is to determine the 
motion time of an electromagnet as the parameters are varied one at a 
time. These are plotted as ratios to one of them, chosen as a reference. 
By this means the ratio curves become accurate to better than second 
order and provide excellent correction factors for actual measured data. 

For a linear circuit, the pole face gap flux will increase, after the wind
ing circuit is closed to a battery, with the same time constant as the 
winding: 

where T 

_ 41r N I (1 -tIT) cpo - - e , 
x 

CRo + A 

LI (G c + G~) and I = EIR. Then the pull: 

-F = cp~ = _1_ (41rNI)
2 

(1 _ e- tIT )2 

81rA 81rA ( CRo + ~y , 
41r(NI) 

2 

2 [e- tIT (1 _ e- tIT )]. 

AT( CRo + X) 
dF 
dt 

(22) 

(23) 

(24) 

The bracket term is of the form a(1 - a), 0 < a < 1, which has a 
maximum value of 0.25, and from 0.2 <tiT < 1.5 is between 0.15 and 
0.25. This range corresponds to the maximum slope of the armature 
force versus time plot in Fig. 8. Arbitrarily 0.2 is chosen and the expres
sion for the maximum rate of force rise becomes: 

(25) 
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Substituting for T and rearranging: 

F = (NI) 
2 

• 

5(Go + G~)(ACRo + Xl) (1 + CRo + AX ) 
ffiL CR L 

(26) 

Substituting (26) and (15) into (21), the final expression for motion 
time becomes: 

t2 = s 3~ (Xl - xs) (1 + ~:) (ACRo + Xl) (1 + ~: + AX~L). (27) 

This, with equation (18) for the waiting time, forms the basis for the 
variation effects which now will be determined. Its region of accuracy 
is for windings with turns exceeding the best, as it presupposes the relay 
will always operate. It thus is applicable in the region where the time 
curves are parallel. For studies of lower numbers of turns, the three 
stage approximation of Part I does not have this limitation. 

Operate Time Variations 

For a particular electromagnetic structure the factors in equations 
(18) and (27) can be measured. These measured factors can then be 
compared to the manufacturing specification and estimates made of 
average values for each. With these average values, the waiting time, 
the motion time and then the sum, which is the operate time, can be 
computed. This is the reference condition. 

Each factor is then varied over its appropriate range, one at a time, 
and the computation repeated. The ratio of these variation times to the 
reference condition can then be plotted. Fig. 9 shows the chart for the 
wire spring type relay. For this chart, the range for each factor was 
taken as 3 without regard to the actual range. Similar charts have been 
prepared for other types of electromagnets, including quite a size dif
ference. These ratio charts all agree remarkably well when plotted in 
this way. For this reason, for early estimates of any structure in the mass 
controlled class, this chart is entirely adequate for estimates of variations. 

The basic assumption made in this method of determination is that 
for small variations, the interactions are negligible and a separated 
solution of products, one for each factor, is applicable. Checks made 
by varying two at a time confirm that essentially the presumption is 
fulfilled. 

The Go curve does not exhibit a minimum, as do the measured curves 
of Fig. 6. This results from the simplifying stipulation made that the 
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Fig. 9 - Mass controlled operate time variations. 

relay always must operate. However, the purpose of these variation 
curves is to adjust measured data. The coil constant is the independent 
variable in any measurement and can always be set exactly. Hence it 
does not require an adjustment. 

The chart shows clearly that the single most important factor is the 
armature travel. Following are power W, and leakage reluctance ffiL . 

The least sensitive is the pole face area A, because it has been optimized 
in the design. Taking the slopes at the (1, 1) point, the operate time, 
expressed in a separated variable form, becomes: 

° .66Fo.24 /O 0.2 0.21G.084G.056Ao 

t ,-...... Xl I uto 1n C E 
o ,-...... • 

W°.45ffiLO.33X3084 
(28) 

The exponents are a measure of sensitivity - the nearer they ap
proach zero, the less the sensitivity. In designing electromagnets for 
speed, every effort should be made to keep the armature travel to a 
minimum as it is outstanding in its effect on time. 

For our present purpose, the chart is used to adjust measured operate 
time data to the average value. The factors to be corrected are FI , 
m, Xl, X3 , A, ffio , ffi L , i.e., all the pertinent geometric and load factors 
shown in Fig. 7. This completes the description of the method used for 
establishing the average mass controlled operate time curves. 
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Maximum and Al inimum Values 

The next to last part of this phase of the article concerns estimates 
of the range of the mass controlled maximum operate time of a particu
lar relay code. This involves determining the range of each of the vari
ables from the manufacturing specifications. Then with the variation 
chart the range in the time, due to each component, is evaluated, as a 
ratio. The actual range of course is not the product of these, as all vari
ables never will be adverse simultaneously, but it is greater than the 
largest single individual contribution. For general purposes, a root 
sum square addition is used. For the wire spring relay this amounts to a 
range of about ±30 per cent. 

Preliminary Estimate of Type of Operation 

Earlier, a rule of thumb expression for an estimate of whether an 
electromagnet is in the mass or load controlled class was given. It is 
easily derived by use of the F concept, and the observation from com
puting the variation charts, that the waiting time generally is about 
one-half of the motion time when the electromagnet is mass controlled. 

When the motion time begins, the force starts to build up according 
to equation (19). However, multiplying this initial rate by the motion 
time need not result in a force value equal to the load for operation to be 
complete. Four factors act to this end: (1) during the waiting time the 
back tension FI already has been overcome; (2) when the armature gap 
closes, the armature takes a greater portion of the winding flux; (3) as 
the armature moves in the winding flux builds up more rapidly; and (4) 
the kinetic energy can cause the armature to crash through a small 
distance where the load projects through the rising dynamic pull curve. 

Calling tf 11! the longest average motion time which is mass controlled, 
and arbitrarily setting 

• I _ Fa 
FIt M - "2 

in view of the foregoing, an estimation of the limiting average FI is deter
mined. Substituting this in (20), the maximum average mass controlled 
motion time is: 

which, when multiplied by % to allow for waiting time, and dropping 
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the prime to indicate total time, becomes 

t - • /27m(x3 - Xl) 
M - 11 . F3 . (29) 

This equation was given as equation (1) in the early part of this article. 
For the wire spring relay, this expression has a value of 7.5 millisec. 

Increasing this by 30 per cent for a maximum value, an estimate of 10 
millisec results, agreeing with the earlier lower estimate of maximum 
time for load controlled operation. 

Selection of TV in ding for 111 ass Controlled Operation 

One more group of factors needs consideration before a winding is 
selected. These are (1) the range in dc resistance of the windings, (2) 
the winding temperature as determined by the duty cycle, and (3) the 
range in the battery voltage. The number of turns of the winding is 
ordinarily not considered as a variable once it is chosen because of the 
automatic machine method of winding. An examination of Fig. 6 shows 
that if the turns are too few, a greater time penalty obtains than if 
there are too many. Also, decreasing the circuit power, increases the 
best coil constant. These two considerations indicate that the best coil 
constant should be chosen under worst circuit conditions. For any other 
condition the operate time will be reduced. Further, the range between 
worst circuit and average time will be a minimum. 

The procedure for choosing a winding is to determine the dc resistance 
of a maximum resistance winding at the operating temperature set by 
minimum battery voltage and the maximum duty cycle. This sets the 
worst circuit power, and by use of Fig. 6, the best number of turns. In 
no case is a winding specified with fewer turns than will supply sufficient 
ampere turns to operate the worst relay with the maximum load. In 
some cases of low power, this sets the number of turns. For some cases 
of intermediate power, heating requires the maximum winding surface 
area, also resulting in excess turns. The average resistance with its 
variation, all at a standardized temperature at 68°F, completes the 
design. 

Summary of Single Relay Local Circuit Operation 

An analytical determination of the operate time of a single relay 
cannot be obtained in closed form because it requires the solution of 
two simultaneous, non-linear, non-homogenous, differential equations, 
without adding the complications of representing the magnetic saturation 
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and eddy current effects in some convenient form. Approximations for 
solutions have been developed which predict with good accuracy the 
order of operate time attainable for a design, but not of sufficient ac
curacy to exactly determine the best winding for a particular case. 
T'hus once a magnetic structure has been established, the operate time 
data for a single relay necessarily have to be determined empirically by 
measurements using controlled samples. 

Actually this procedure is quicker and easier, and besides it gives the 
correct answer, including all the non-linear effects, such as eddy currents, 
saturation and motion, no matter how complicated. Complete data for 
the range of all relays and windings using the given structure can be 
determined using one such relay with a full winding, through the use of 
impedance transformation techniques and estimation of small variation 
effects, using the approximate solutions. By using the approximate 
solutions only for corrections, the errors become of second or smaller 
order. Thus single relay operate time data can be determined accurately 
and presented in a form permitting either analysis or synthesis of per
formance. 

The design of a best winding for load controlled operation, is accom
plished by a variation of the method of successive approximations. 
Appropriate battery voltage, winding temperature and resistance of 
course are considered as part of the solution of the problem. A range of 
windings is chosen and operate time data established for each winding. 
If necessary, the range is extended in the appropriate direction until a 
minimum operate time is included. This minimum determines the best 
winding. 

For mass controlled operation, the contact spring load is immaterial, 
and the data can be presented directly. As part of this type of study, 
the relative importance of the several parameters affecting the operate 
time has been determined. These show at a glance whether (1) a change 
will have a significant effect or (2) what change or changes arc neces
sary to effect a necessary reduction in operate time. 

OPERATE TIME - SERIES RELAYS 

Series relays are two or more relays whose windings all are connected 
in series, and energized by the same current, controlled by a single con
tact. The impedance of each one enters into the manner in which the 
common current will increase, after contact closure. If the procedure 
used for single relays were followed, there would be a double infinity of 
combinations to portray, or else experimentally study each combination 
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when proposed. This can be avoided, with no loss in generality, by trans
forming each relay into an equivalent single relay in a local circuit. Then 
the foregoing methods for single relays can be applied to each in turn. 

This procedure is the common device of breaking up a complicated 
problem into parts, each of which can be solved by familiar methods. 
Two assumptions are made. The first is that each winding is a lumped 
two terminal network. At any instant the same current is in every turn 
of each relay and there is no propagation time involved. This holds for 
the times involved in electromagnets. The second assumption is that, 
when the relays have different operate times, the current reduction 
caused by the motional impedance of the first one to operate does not 
significantly extend the operate times of the later ones. In the following· 
transformations, the winding turns, currents, and hence magnetomotive 
forces, are kept constant. 

Identical Relays 

If the two relays are identical they have some impedance Z(p) which 
is the same for both. Part of this is the dc resistance and the other part 
is the ac effect, proportional to the turns squared. By the extension of 
Ohm's Law to ac circuits, when a potential source is applied to the two 
identical devices in series, exactly one-half the source appears across 
either device at any time after application, forming a virtual constant 
potential point. Thus if a battery of Eo volts is applied, exactly one-half 
the battery appears across each, including the effect of eddy currents. 
N ow if the voltage across a coil is known, then the response is uniquely 
determined, knowing just the relay characteristics and the voltage, 
disregarding the mechanism of how the voltage is applied. For this 
situation the voltage is in a most convenient form, represented by ex
actly one-half the battery. The operate time can easily be determined 
for either relay with this information, as the effects of eddy currents and 
motion are included in the data. The coil constant is already known and 
the power is one-half the total power. 

General Case 

This procedure can be generalized to include any division of dc re
sistance, different turns, and different magnetic structures providing, 
for the latter case, that eddy currents can be ignored. The justification 
for this will be considered later. 

The basic problem is: given the battery voltage Eo, relay No.1 of Nl 
turns, a 1 turn inductance Ll , and resistance Rl , in series with relay No. 
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TABLE I - EQUATION 30 

Turns 
N Resistance RE Voltage EE Power WE Coil Constant 

RI+R2 Eo Eo2 NI2 [ L2 (N2)] NI 
1+!::(N2y (RI + Rz) [1 + ~ (Z:YJ 

-- 1+- -
1 +!:: (~y RI +R2 LI NI 

LI NI LI NI 

N2 
RI+R2 Eo Eo2 ~ [1+ 0 (NIYJ 

l+~(Nly 1+ 0 (NIY (RI + R2) [1 + 0 (NIYJ RI +R2 L2 N2 
L2 N2 L2 N2 [.,2 N2 

2 of N2 turns, a 1 'turn inductance L2 and a resistance R2. What are the 
two equivalent relays, each in a local circuit and what are their virtual 
applied voltages? The first step is to reassign the total resistance to 
obtain two equivalent windings having the same time constant N2LdR. 
Then determine the two virtual voltages by division of the total in 
proportion to the impedances. These and their dependent power and 
coil constant relationships for the case of two relays are tabulated in 
Table I. The procedure can be extended to any number of dissimilar 
series structures. 

For the case of all identical magnetic structures, the 1 turn inductances 
Ll , £2 , etc., are all equal and their ratios become unity, simplifying the 
expressions. Note that the coil constants are not equal unless the struc
tures are the same magnetically, but that the time constants always are 
equal. Further, the total power is constant and equal to that of the origi
nal circuit. 

After determining the effective powers and coil constants, the operate 
time for each can be read from the applicable single relay charts such 
as Fig. 6. 

Two Like Parallel Relays in Series with a Third Relay, Identical Structures 

The equivalent relay method can be extended to include the case of 
two like parallel relays in series with a third relay, as shown in Fig. 10. 
The first observation to make is that, hecause of symmetry, the current 
flow in the two parallel relays is identical. No winding current change 
would be made if, for instance, aU the dc resistance of the two parallel 
relays were removed and half of either were connected in series with 
the single relay. Thus again, the resistances can be assigned as neces
sary to result in equal winding constants and total power. The same net 
dc resistance gives a second condition: 

N/ N/ 
RIE - RZE' 

R + R2 _ R + Rz,> 
1 2 - IE 2· 

(31) 
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Solving 

(32) 

Because the equivalent coil constants have the same ratio as the equiva
lent resistances, the voltage division will be: 

EIE 
RIEEo 

RI + R 2
' (33) 2 

E2E = Eo - E1E . 

With these, the equivalent coil constants and powers can be computed 
and charts such as Fig. G used as before. 

Selection of Optimum Coils, Identical Structures 

Neither lY inding J{ nown, Operate 'Times Given 

In the above discussions it was assumed that the windings were known 
and that the operate time data were sought. The procedure can be re
versed, starting with a desired operate time" or times, and then choosing 
optimum coils. From time curves such as Fig. G, the watts corresponding 
to the desired times can be obtained provided they are read from the 
same coil constant vertical because the same current flmvs through 
both and hence the effective coil constants necessarily must be equal. 

~----~E2E -----

~----- E'E------ R2E N2 

N, R,E ~ 
~ R2E N2 
~-

Fig. 10 - Transformation of series-parallel relay circuit. 
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The particular vertical N 2
/ R to be used is the one passing through the 

higher of the two given times, which lies at the minimum point on a 
watts curve. Satisfying the smaller wattage relay assures sufficient 
ampere-turns for both windings, and also gives a smaller time loss com
pared to optimum for the other higher speed relay, as the higher power 
curves are flatter for coil constants above the optimum. Thus the speci
fied times determine equivalent watts for each coil, and the actual total 
circuit watts are exactly the sum of the equivalent watts. Hence: 

E02 

Wtotll.l = Rl + R2 (34) 

This sets the total resistance CRI + R2). Also, knowing the current is 
the same through the two coils, and that the actual division of the dc 
resistance has no effect on time, the ratio of the two resistances can 
initially be chosen the same as the ratio of the two effective powers: 

WI _ RI 
W

2 
- R

2
' 

(35) 

Finally, knowing that the effective coil constants for the two relays 
are equal, the desired turns are determined using the already selected 
coil constant, Go. Solving these three equations, the individual relays 
are: 

(36) 

The resistance values RI and R2 can be used as shown above or divided 
in any other way as long as the total is unchanged. The numbers of 
turns, however have to be kept fixed. 

A particularly simple relationship exists when it is desired to have 
equal times. In this case the turns on the two coils are equal. 

One Winding Known 

As is often the case in actual use, a winding must be chosen to be 
used in series with another known winding and have best operate times. 
The method described here can be applied to any relay structure, but 
the numerical values in the analysis are applicable to the wire spring 
relays only. The first step is to choose the desired resistance for the coil. 
This is usually set by the heating and power limits, knowing that the 
higher the total power is, the less the operate time. Then the choice of 
turns for the coil depends on which of the two coils needs speed the most. 
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Assume first that we want speed on the coil to be designed, say relay 
No.1, rather than the known relay in the circuit, say relay No.2. Then 
we want the effective power for this relay as high as possible provided 
that the coil constant is not too far from optimum. From Table I it has 
already been noted that the two effective coil constants are always 
equal when the structures are identical. Also the sum of the two effective 
powers is exactly equal to the total power; that is, as the effective power 
to the first relay increases by increasing winding turns, that to the other 
correspondingly decreases. We see that for relay No.1, the effective 
power increases as Nl increases, but also that the effective coil constant 
increases. Thus an optimum turns value can be found, where on one 
side the low effective power slows up the operate time, and on the other 
the high coil constant does. Fig. 11 shows these optimum values. The 
solid curves for relay No. 1 are plots of time versus the turns ratio 
NdNl with total power, E 2/(R1 + R2), and the "series coil constant" of 
relay No.2, N 2

2/(R1 + R2), as parameters. The optimum turns values 
for relay No. 1 show up clearly on this curve, and are seen to vary with 
both parameters. 

This relation of optimum turns to the two parameters is shown on 
Fig. 12, where optimum Nz/Nl values are plotted against total power 
with the relay No.2 series coil constant as the parameter. The added 
series relay always has the most turns when it is designed for least time. 
vVhere speed on relay No. 1 is the only concern, the optimum turns can 
be chosen directly and easily from Fig. 12. Fig. 11, however is of more 
general use since it actually gives the times and also shows the time 
values for the second relay (the dotted curves). Thus the turns can be 
chosen to approach optimum speed on either relay or to choose a com
promise value. 

Now for relay No.2 with total power E 2/(R1 + R2), and the second 
relay series coil constant N~/ (Rl + R2) as parameters, the effective 
power decreases and the effective G increases when Nl is increased, both 
increasing the time. In other words, the given relay will always be 
slowed down by any added series relay winding. 

The minimum Nl value is limited by sufficient ampere-turns to operate 
the first relay. As shown by the dotted curves of Fig. 11, which are the 
time versus N 2/ Nl curves for relay No.2, the gain in speed is slight as 
Nz/ Nl is increased beyond about 2. Thus, although a compromise must 
always be chosen for speed on relay No.2, the loss in speed for relay 
No. 2 is not necessarily great if N 2/ Nl can be chosen near 2. For the 
case of equal operate times, in every case equality of turns of course 
applies. 
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Fig. 12 - Optimum turns ratio for speed on relay No.1, No.2 known. 

THE OMISSION OF EDDY CURRENT CORRECTIONS 

The foregoing discussion of series connected relays developed trans
formation relationships ignoring eddy current effects. The following 
discussion will qualitatively show that ignoring the eddy current effects 
introduces second or smaller order errors. 

For very large coil constants and different magnetic structures, the 
core constants can be ignored. With large coils, the current and flux rise 
are influenced very little by the core constant.2 As the coil constant is 
reduced, the core effect becomes more important, but not significantly 
so until the speed class is reached. Unfortunately, we are generally only 
interested in the speed case. In the following, the most affected high 
speed applications are considered. It is found that the virtual constant 
potential point is only slightly affected by the eddy currents, and that 
equivalent single relays for each of the series relays determined using 
only the winding resistance and turns, with the relay reluctance cor
rection as described above, are sufficiently accurate. The operate time 
for each relay itself, is affected by the core. This effect of course is in
cluded in the measured timing data which are used after equivalents 
are determined. The present discussion is directed toward the effect 
of the core eddy currents on the voltage division. 
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The linear equations used for developing the first approximation 
operate time equations also represent the behavior of the three element, 
two terminal network of Fig. 13, shown referred to a one turn admit
tance form. This exhibits the core eddy current effect as a resistor shunt
ing an ideal inductance, rather than as an infinite line. vVhatever value 
the shunting resistor may have, it affeets only the transient response of 
the network, the part with which we are now concerned. 

In what follows, it will be assumed that the transformation relations 
have already been applied, and the Gc values applying to Fig. 13 are 
effective values related to the winding turns in accordance with equa
tions (30). 

For two such networks in series, the voltage division would be in
dependent of time if the ratios of the shunting to series conductances 
for each structure were equal. The method developed for similar struc
tures then would apply with no error. 

r t 

N2 

Gc= R 

Lt=L 
NI 

Fig. 13 - Equivalent linear circuit represented by time equation. 

The ratio is: 

This function has a maximum value of lie; that is, the shunting re
sistor is at least e times larger than the series resistor. An analysis of the 
range of core conductances and speed windings in use, shows that the 
actual resistance ratios are somewhat greater than this and hence the 
ratios are not quite independent of the structure. However, because the 
maximum is broad, it reduces the actual range to about 10 per cent, 
including all windings plus a 2 to 1 GE change. In turn, this signifies 
that for a suddenly applied voltage, the initial linear network voltage 
division would differ from the final by less than 10 per cent. This error 
decreases with time. 

The above discussion applies to linear networks such as Fig. 13. In 
an actual magnetic structure the initial voltage division is not affected 
by eddy currents as they have not had time to build up. The voltage 
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division starts and ends exactly in the ratio of the effective series re
sistances' by virtue of the method used in determining them. For times 
after circuit closure, a transient voltage error does develop, but it will 
not approach in magnitude the initial transient error of the linear net
work. The operate time error will be still smaller. The operate time 
varies as the two-thirds power of the voltage (pmver varies as the volt
age squared). 

These considerations lead to the conclusion that ignoring the eddy 
currents in setting up the equivalent relays, results at the most in errors 
of operate time estimates for series connected relays of the order of a 
few per cent. 

RELEASE TIME 

The relase time of a relay is not as directly affected by the winding: 
as is the operate time. For instance, if it is opened by the controlling 
contact without an RC network, the winding current, ignoring arcing 
at the contacts, abruptly drops to zero. The winding subsequently plays 
no part in the flux decay. If the winding has a shunting resistor or RC 
circuit, then winding current does flow and some effect is present. A 
resistor always increases the release time. A favorable RC choice can 
cause a slight decrease in release time. Because of this minor effect, the 
winding almost always is designed from operate time or sensitivity 
considerations. 

Differing slightly from operate time, the release time is divided into 
two parts, (1) waiting time plus motion time until actuation of the 
nearest contact and (2) stagger time. For simplicity the combination (1) 
above is merely called release waiting time. 

The release time of a relay is a more complicated function than is the 
operate time. The primary cause of this is the closed gap situation, with 
little stabilizing effect from an air gap. For the earlier operate time 
studies the air gap largely contributed to the simple exponential relation
ships. A second effect in release is that the magnetic material is almost 
always in the non-linear saturated portion of its characteristic. Hence 
an approximately linear relationship between steady state flux and 
current cannot be assumed. Finally, for release without an RC network, 
the only current flows in the core, so it completely controls the flux 
decay. Even with an RC network, only a minor decrease in release time 
is possible. For these reasons, except for rough preliminary estimates 
of release times during preliminary design, all release data are based 
on measurements. 
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Conductance Shunt 

In a companion article,3 a hyperbolic relationship between the flux 
and current is used to represent the portion of the hysteresis loop of 
concern in release. This, with a conducting sleeve or shunted winding, 
gives an excellent representation of the release waiting time. It also 
provides an understanding of the controlling parameters, even with only 
eddy currents controlling the release. The form most useful for release 
consideration is: 

where 

t = (cp" - cpo)(Gs + Gc + GE ) 

Nlo 

" z = cp - CPo 

cp - cpo 

(~ - ~), 
z - 1 z 

(37) 

In these experessions, cp is the flux corresponding to the ampere turns N I 0 

at which the relay just releases, CPo is the residual flux, and cp" is the 
asymptotic saturation flux. The conductance terms are the same as for 
the operate case except Gc now is computed using the dc winding re
sistance plus any winding shunting resistance. If the winding has no 
shunt then Gc = O. The operated contact spring load enters through cp 
and Nlo. 

The function of z in brackets has a broad maximum in the region of 
relay release. It therefore is appropriate to consider the releasing ampere 
turns as the independent variable and plot the measured release time 
with the total conductance as a parameter covering the range of interest. 
As GE is a characteristic of the structure and not subject to adjustment, 
the curves are actually labelled in terms of just the sleeve, if any, plus 
the shunted winding. For the wire spring relay, Fig. 14 shows data in 
this form. If the function of z were truly constant, the curves would 
all have a slope of -1 in this plot. 

Strictly speaking, the above equation applies only to the time until 
the magnetic pull has decayed to equality with the operated spring 
load. Following this is the motion time, during which the pull decays 
further. For convenience, however, the armature motion time through 
the distance to the nearest contact is included in the chart for release 
time as (a) the contact actuation is the means used to measure the time 
and (b) this much motion always takes place before any contact is 
actuated. 

The further displacement of the armature continues at almost con-
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stant velocity. This is because the decreasing magnetic pull (called drag 
for the release case) p.as become small and the contact spring load is 
dropped by the motion. The further forces acting on the armature then 
are only the back tension and the difference between the rapidly de
creasing contact spring load and magnetic drag. 

Returning now to equation (37) above, the release time is directly 
proportional to the sum of the conductances, and to the difference be
tween the saturation and residual fluxes. The conductance variations 
can be determined from temperature, winding data, sleeve dimensions, 
and material. The saturation flux is directly proportional to the core 
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cross-section. The residual flux is directly proportional to the coercive 
force times the length of the magnetic material, and inversely propo
tional to the closed gap reluctance. The two largest factors affecting 
the closed gap reluctance are magnetic permeability, and fit of the joints, 
including variations in stop pin height. By measuring these factors on 
the test relay and estimating the corresponding values for the desired 
reference condition, the measured data can be corrected to the reference 
condition. Then having the release pull curves after magnetic soak for 
the same reference condition, the release ampere turns for any load 
under consideration and hence its release waiting time can be deter
mined. These release pull curves are also shown as part of Fig. 14 for 
the wire spring relay. The ordinate scale is marked for both contact 
spring load in grams and releHsing time in milliseconds. The particular 
chart shown is for a constant initial number of ampere turns. For other 
initial values, a correction chart is provided. If not as desired, the time 
can be adjusted either upward or downward by changing to a different 
sleeve, shunting resistor, or both. Of course, in no shunting conductance 
case can the release time be less than the open circuit time. 

RC Shunt 

The above considerations all related to shunting conductances. These 
serve the purpose of increasing the release time. The shunting resistor 
also greatly reduces the transient peak voltage developed when the 
winding circuit contact is opened. For contact protection reasons, RC 
networks are frequently used across the winding or contact for this 
same purpose. Such a network also has no power drain when the relay 
winding is energized. By a suitable choice of capacitance the network 
can reduce the release time to a value less than the open circuit time. 
It does this by developing a heavily damped oscillation of winding cur
r~nt. The frequency must be of the order of the reciprocal of the un
protected release time for a release time reduction. This fixes the choice 
of capacitance to a small range i.e., there is a best capacitor, one for 
each winding. Smaller values cause the time to increase toward the 
unshunted case. Larger values also cause an increase but for this case, 
if too large, an increased time beyond the unshunted case can result. 

For speed windings, where timing is important, a network is designed 
for each. For the slower higher resistance windings, because time is not 
as important, the closest to the best of the available networks is chosen. 
This results in a time penalty but furthers standardization. l 

To evaluate a network, the transformations developed and shown in 
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Fig. 5 are used. This permits exact simulation for any winding and net
work from a time standpoint. For presentation of data, an arbitrary 
separated product form for the more important variables is used. The 
particular factors chosen are: 

(1) N 2C, a measure of frequency, with Nlo (RELEASE NI) as a param
eter. 

(2) RC, a damping term, with N10 as a parameter. 
(3) Soak NI with N 2jR as a parameter. 

Essentially what is assumed is that the release time can be represented 
well enough as a function of the form: 

(38) 

Then by holding two factors fixed and varying the third, each factor in 
turn is evaluated. Generally the accuracy is better than 10 per cent even 
with this elementary approach. For a few cases the error approaches 15 
per cent. Typical charts for these three factors are shown in Figs. 15, 
16 and 17. 

Release Time for Series Relays and an RC Shunt 

'Vith two series relay windings it is usual to provide a single RC net
work, as shown in Fig. 18. This results in a double infinity of possible 
combinations if handled directly. However, it can be broken into two 
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parts, each of which exactly represents, as individual relays, the two 
series relays. This is done by first assigning the total of the winding 
resistanceEl for equal N 2jR values. The two equivalent relays then form a 
voltage divider, independent of frequency. The RC network next is 
drawn as two series RC networks as shown in Fig. 19. The procedure 
now is to determine the component RC values to have the identical 
voltage divider effect as the relays. Then the two equal voltage points 
can be connected as shown by the dotted line and no circulating current 
will flow. The resultant is a three no.de circuit and each branch can be 
considered independently, using the method of the preceding section. 

There are four unknowns and hence four equations are needed. They 
are 

Rll + R22 = R, 
(39) 

C1C2 _ C 
C1 + C2 - , 

The solutions for the four unknowns are shown on Fig. 19. 
For experimental measurements, each is transformed again by means 

of Fig. 5. Note that the time constants all are equal, as they must be, 
because the same current flows through all elements. However, the initial 
ampere turns NI are different by virtue of Nl~N2' Thus only one circuit 
like Fig. 5 need be set up. Measurements then are made with two dif
ferent voltages to provide the two different ampere turns and the two 
release times. By choosing the subscript 1 network to represent the 
actual circuit, then no subscript confusion results in arriving at the 
simulating circuit of Fig. 5. 

Release Time for Similar Parallel Relqys and an RC Shunt 

Similar parallel relays are split as shown in Fig. 20. Two equalparallel 
RC networks are first drawn. One is then assigned to each, and then the 
pairs are divided. The release times are each equal to that of one of the 
separated circuits. 

Summary 

The release time of fast electromagnets is influenced much more than 
the operate time by the fit of the magnetic parts. For release, the small 
non-magnetic stop disc introduces a relatively small stabilizing air gap 
compared to the open gap of the operate case. Secondly, the release 
always starts after an applied magnetomotive force which differs as 
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between circuits, whereas operation invariably follows an open circuit. 
Thirdly, with RC protection networks connected, a more complicated 
winding current is present. Finally, the transmission line behavior of 
the magnetic core material is less masked by the winding, and in fact 
controls completely for the open circuit case. For these reasons, the 
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I 

Fig. ·18 - Series relays with one RC network. 

R
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Fig. 19 - Transformation to series RC networks. 
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Fig. 20 - Transformation to parallel RC networks. 
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analytical presentation, as noted in Part I, of fast release time data is 
not now as advanced as the operate time data. 

The material presented here describes the present state of the art. 
For slow releasing relays, the performance can be predicted with ac
curacy. For fast relays, while the general pattern is known, accurate 
means for estimating variations have not been developed. The present 
engineering of releasing relay circuits therefore, depends upon specific 
measured data in chart form, for each condition. 
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Principles of Slow Release Relay Design 

By R. L. PEEK, Jr. 

(Manuscript received September 25, 1953) 

This article presents an analytical treatment of the relations controlling 
the release time of slow release relays, in which field decay is delayed by the 
currents induced in a conducting sleeve or slug. A n hyperbolic relation 
between fluX and magnetomotive force, fitting the decreasing magnetization 
curve, is used for the relation between induced voltage and current in the 
sleeve circuit in determining the rate of field decay. 111ethods are given for 
estimating and measuring the magnetization constants and those appearing 
in the relation between pull and field flux. 

These relations are used as a basis for a discussion of the design of slow 
release relays and of the adjustment procedures employed to meet timing 
requirements. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Slow release relays are built and adjusted to provide a time delay be
tween the opening of the coil circuit and the release motion which restores 
the contacts to their unoperated condition. They are used to assure a 
desired sequence of circuit operation, as, for example, in maintaining a 
closed path through the slow release relay's contacts during the pulses 
sent in dialing a digit, and opening this path during the much longer 
interval between digits. Slow release relays constitute a minor but sig
nificant part of the relay population in an automatic central office: 
about ten per cent of the total. 

For economy in manufacture, installation, and use, slow release relays 
are made as similar to the ordinary or general purpose relays with which 
they are used as their special requirements permit. Each general struc
tural relay developed for telephone work has had a variant form for 
slow release use. Thus the Y type! relay is the slow release form of the U 
type relal widely used in the Bell System, while the AG relay is the slow 
release variant of the recently developed wire spring3 relay. 

The circuit functions of most slow release relays permit considerable 
variation in release time if the minimum delay specified is assured. This 
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tolerance in the timing requirements permits the use of more economical 
practices in the construction and use of slow release relays than would 
be needed for closer control. As these wide tolerances apply to the great 
majority of applications, over-all economy is attained by developing 
slow release relays with reference to them, using other devices for the 
special applications requiring close timing control. 

The magnitude of time delay desired is fixed by the operate and release 
times of the associated general purpose relays. The latter times lie in the 
range from 5 to 50 milliseconds, with the majority in the lower part of 
the range. The delays required to assure sequences of events each requir
ing time intervals of this order consequently cover the range from 50 to 
500 milliseconds (one twentieth to one half a second). Delays of less 
than 100 milliseconds can generally be provided by ordinary general 
purpose relays having shorted secondary windings or sleeves (single 
turn conductors) to delay their release. Special slow release relays are 
used for delays in excess of 100 milliseconds. 

Factors Controlling Release Delay 

In terms of circuit operation, release time is the interval from the 
opening of the coil circuit to the completion of contact actuation during 
the return motion of the armature. This time is the sum of (a) the time 
for the magnetic field to decay to the level at which the pull just equals 
the operated spring load and (b) the motion time for contact actuation. 
The motion time is never more than a few milliseconds, and is therefore 
a trivial increment to the long delays of slow release relays. The release 
time of such relays is therefore, for practical purposes, simply the time 
of field decay. 

When the coil circuit is opened, the field decay induces currents in 
any circuit linking the field. These currents tend to maintain the field 
and to delay its decay. A short circuited winding or the single high con
ductivity turn provided by a copper sleeve gives a high magneto
motive force for a low induced voltage, resulting in a relatively slow 
decline in field strength. The time for the flux to reach a given level de
pends upon the conductance of the sleeve, and upon the reluctance of 
the electromagnet: the ratio of magnetomotive force to flux. The flux 
level which determines the end of the delay is that for which the pull 
equals the spring load. The delay is therefore prolonged by a pull char
acteristic such that the load is held until the flux drops to a minor frac
tion of its initial value. 

Thus the essential features of a slow release relay are a shorted winding 
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or sleeve, a low reluctance magnetic circuit, and a high level of pull for 
relatively low values of field strength. In the following analysis of slow 
release performance, expressions are developed for the time o~ field 
decay for the decreasing magnetization characteristic, for the reluctance 
of the electromagnet, and for its pull characteristics. These expressions 
permit the estimation of release times, indicate the design conditions to 
be satisfied to attain a desired level of delay, and indicate the effect on 
the release time of variations in the spring load, in the dimensions of the 
electromagnet, and in other design parameters. 

The notation used in this article conforms to the list that is given 
on page 257. 

2 FIELD DECAY RELATIONS 

If a closed circuit of resistance Rand N turns links a magnetic field 
of flux cp, the voltage equation is: 

iR + N dcp = 0 
dt ' 

where i is the circuit current. Multiplying by 47rN and dividing by R 
this equation may be written as: 

where ;Ii is the magnetomotive force of this circuit, and Gi is its value 
of N 2jR, which may be termed the equivalent single turn conductance. 
If there are several such circuits linking the same magnetic field, a 
similar expression applies to each, and these may be added to give the 
equation: 

(1) 

where;I = L:;Ii , and G = L: Gi . In the case of a slow release relay, one 
linking circuit is usually a sleeve, whose conductance may be designated 
Gs . The applications are identical for a short circuited winding, if the 
applicable value of N 2jR is substituted for Gs . In either case, G also 
includes a term GE representing the net effect of the eddy current paths. 
As the eddy currents at different distances from the center of the core 
link different fractions of the total field, this representation by a single 
term is an approximation. As shown in a companion article,4 however, 
the approximation is satisfactory when GE is a minor part of G, as in the 
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slow release case. In this same article it is shown that, under these condi
tions, the relation between the changing values of g: and cP in (1) is sub
stanti.ally identical with that given by static magnetization measure
ments. 

The static magnetization relation between g: and cP may therefore be 
substituted in (1), which may then be integrated to give the relation 
between cp and t. For linear magnetization, or constant reluctance 
CR = g:/cp, integration of (1) gives the equation. 

cp -tlto - = e , 
CPI 

where CPI is the value of cP for t = 0, and to = 47l"G/CR, the time constant 
for this simple exponential decay. For release, however, the magnetiza
,tion relation is not linear, but has the character shown in Fig. 1. The 
cP versus g: relation is asymptotic to the saturation flux cp", and has an 
intercept CPo at g: = 0, resulting from the remanence of the magnetic 
material. The relation between cp and t in release is given by (1) with the 
relation between cp and g: that of the decreasing magnetization curve 
illustrated in Fig. 1. 

Graphical Determination of Release Time 

Writing 47rNi for g: in (1), the integral form of this equation is: 

i = f~l dcp 
G ~ Ni' 

(2) 

where t is the time for the field to decay from an initial value CPI to a 
final value cpo If experimental data for the decreasing magnetization 
curve are available, the integral of (2) may be evaluated graphically as 
is indicated in Fig. 2. 

For purposes of illustration, the left hand plot shows two decreasing 
magnetization curves, such as might be obtained with two models of 
the same relay. The dashed curve 1 corresponds to a higher value of CPo 

and a lower reluctance than apply to the solid curve 2. To evaluate the 
integral of equation (2), the curves are replotted as at the right to give 
cp versus l/(Ni). Then the integral of equation (2) is given by the area 
between the curve and the axis of cpo For curve 1, for example, the area 
o-d-a' measures the value of t/G for the flux to decay from CPI to the value 
of cp at a. 

If the areas are evaluated for a series of points, such as a and c, the 
resulting values of t/G can be plotted, either against the correspond-
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41T 

Fig. 1 - Decreasing magnetization of an electromagnet. 

ing values of cp, as in Fig. 3, or against the corresponding values of 
NI, as in Fig. 4. In comparing two models, corresponding to curves 
1 and 2 in these figures, the curves of t/G versus cp in Fig. 3 indi
cate the comparative release times for the same spring load, as the pull 
versus cp relation is the same for similar structures. Thus in Fig. 3 the 
times for the pull to drop to a common value for curves 1 and 2 cor
respond to the points c and b, for example, and are measured by the 
areas o-e-c' and o-e-b' respectively. Hence curve 1 gives longer times in 
this comparison than curve 2, as illustrated in Fig. 3. 

If, on the other hand, the spring loads for the two models are adjusted 
so that they release on the same, value of NI, the release times to be 
compared correspond to decay to the points a and b, for example. The 
corresponding values of t/G are given by the areas o-d-a' and o-e-b'. 
These differ little from each other, and consequently curves 1 and 2 in 
Fig. 4 are similar. It is therefore possible to adjust individual relays to 
give nearly the same release time by adjusting the spring load so that 
they release on the same value of .Ni. Advantage is taken of this fact in 
the adjustment practice8 employed with slow release relays, as discussed 
in a latter section. 

This graphical method for the prediction of release times, which was 
developed by H. N. vVagar, 5 is described here because of its utility in 
demonstrating the relation between the timing relations and the char
acter of the demagnetization curves. It provides a means for accurately 
predicting the release times in specific cases, but does not afford as 
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explicit a statement of the general relations applying as does the approxi
mate analytical treatment outlined below. 

Hyperbolic A pproximation to Decreasing 111 agnetization Curve 

The decreasing magnetization curve, as illustrated in Fig. 1, has the 
general character of a rectangular hyperbola, and may therefore be 
represented approximately by the empirical equation: 
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3.5 

for which cp = ° for ;:F + ;:Fe = 0, while cp" is the asymptote approached 
by cp as ;:F is increased. CR" is the initial incremental reluctance, the value 
of d;:F/dcp for cp = 0. If CPo, as in Fig. 1, is the value of cp for ;:F = 0, the 
resulting expression for ;:Fe may be substituted in (3) and this equation 
written in the alternative form: 

cp 
-,-,-- CPo (4) 
cp - cp 

The incremental reluctance CRi, the value of d;:F / dcp at cp = CPo , is given 
by: 

( " )2 cp " CRi =" CR • 
cp - cpo 

(5) 

The expression for ;:F/(41l") given by (4) may be substituted for Ni in 
(2) to give an expression for the release time t. After clearing fractions, 
the resulting equation is: 

t 47r(cp" - CPO)2j'P1 (1 1 ) 
- = " "2 " - --- dcp. G CR cp 'P cp - cpo cp - cpo 
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From (5), the term outside the integral sign is 47r/eRi. On integration, 
the following expression is obtained for the release time t: 

t = 47rG ( ~, - CPl + In CPl - cpo) • 
eR i cP - cpo cP - cpo 

In slow release relays, a "soak" or high ampere turn value is applied 
in operation, and the initial value CPl is close to the saturation value cp". 
It is therefore a satisfactory approximation to take CPl = cp" in the pre
ceding equation, which then reduces to: 

47rG ( 1) t = - In z - 1 + - , 
eR i Z 

(6) 

where, 

" z = cP - CPo (7) 
cP - cpo 

The time therefore varies as the bracketed term in (6), which is shown 
plotted against z in Fig. 5. As z varies inversely as cP - CPo , the difference 
between the flux and its ultimate value, (6) gives the release time for 
the value of cP at which the pull equals the operated load. 

To obtain an expression for the release time in terms of the ampere 
turn value at which release occurs requires an expression for z in terms 
of g:, or 47rNI. This may be obtained by substituting in (4) the expres
sion for eR" given by (5). The resulting equation reduces to: 

(cp" - CPO)eRi 
Z - 1 

( " ) cP - CPo . g: = cP - CPo eRi -,-,--
cP - cP 

giving the equation: 

(8) 

If g: is the value of 47rNI at which release occurs, the corresponding 
value of z given by (8) may be substituted in (6) to determine the release 
time. In this way there have been determined the values of teRi/(47rG) 
plotted against g:/(eRi(cp" - cpa)) in Fig. 6. This is a universal curve for 
the relation between release time and the ampere turn value at which 
release occurs. The observed relation for any specific case is given by 
this curve, displaced vertically by the value of 47rG /eRi and horizontally 
by the value of eRi(cp" - cpo) for the case in question. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 7, which shows the observed release time versus release ampere 
turn curves for the Y type relay for two sleeve sizes, corresponding to 
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different values of G. For each sleeve size t\vo curves are shown, cor
responding to the limits of variation in magnetic characteristics, or in 
(Ri and cp" - CPo . The dotted curve included for comparison is the rela
tion of Fig. 6. 

An important property of the t versus ;r relation can be demonstrated 
by substituting in (6) the expression for (Ri given by (8). There is thus 
obtained the equation: 

t = 47rG(cp" - CPo) (~ _ ~) . 
;r z - 1 z 

(9) 

A plot of the function of z appearing in brackets in this equation is 
included in Fig. 5. In the vicinity of the maximum at z = 3.09, this func
tion is nearly a constant, varying little for values of z between 2 and 6. 
In this range t varies inversely with ;r, and the proportionality constant 
depends only upon G, the sleeve conductance, and the term cp" - cpo, 

which is relatively independent of material and dimensional variations, 
as shown later. This confirms the conclusion, previously indicated by 
graphical analysis, that through a considerable range of operation the 
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release time is relatively independent of magnetic variations, provided 
it is adjusted to release at a specified ampere turn value. 

The range in which t is inversely proportional to ;r is that in which the 
logarithmic plot of Fig. 6 has a slope near unity. The point of tangency 
with a line of unit slope coincides with the value of z for which the 
bracketed function of z in (9) is a maximum. By equating the derivative 
of this to zero, it is found that this maximum occurs for z = 3.09, cor
responding, from (8), to a value of 0.46 for ;r/(CRi('P" - 'Po)). From (6), 
the corresponding value of t.CR/(47rG) is 0.46. Thus by drawing a line of 
unit slope tangent to the observed relation between t and ;r, and reading 
the co-ordinates of the point of tangency, 47rG/CRi and CRi ('P" - 'Po) may 
be evaluated. If G is known, these suffice to determine the values of CRi 
and 'P" - 'Po· 

Thus the release time is given by (6), and may be expressed in terms 
of the flux 'P at which release occurs by means of (7), or in terms of the 
corresponding value of ;r, or 47rNI, by means of (8). To relate the time 
to the spring load determining release, expressions are required relating 
the pull to 'P or to ;r. To relate both time and pull characteristics to the 
design requires means for evaluating the magnetic constants and G in 
terms of the dimensions and materials of the design. The magnetic 
constants and the pull relations are discussed in the two following sec
tions. 

3 DECREASING MAGNETIZATION RELATIONS 

To determine the decreasing magnetization relation experimentally, 
the magnet is demagnetized, and a measurement made of the flux de
veloped on applying a full "soak," ,or high ampere turn value. The de
creasing flux is then measured as the applied current is reduced, and 
finally reversed to determine ;r c , the value required to restore the field 
to zero. The relation between cp and ;r thus determined has the character 
shown in Fig. 1. If this curve conforms to the empirical relation given 
by (3) and (4), it is characterized by three constants: CR", 'P", and either 
;rc, as in (3), or 'Po, as in (4). These may be evaluated from measure
ments or estimated in preliminary design by the procedures indicated 
below. 

Experimental Determination of J11 agnetic Constants 

Equation (3) may be written in the form: 

;rc + ;r 
'P 

CR" + ;ro + ;r 
1/ • 

'P 
(10) 
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As ~ c may be read directly from the measured curve, as indicated in 
Fig. 1, value~ of (~c + ~)/cp may be computed from corresponding values 
of cP and ~, and plotted against the corresponding value of ~c + ~. One 
such plot for a slow release relay model is shown in Fig. 8. In agreement 
with (10), the plot is approximately linear over the range covered, and 
the slope and intercept may be used to evaluate CR" and cp" as indicated 
in the figure. If co-ordinate paper is used, as in Fig. 8, with radial lines 
spaced to give a convenient scale of cp, the value of cp" is that correspond
ing to the radial line parallel to the plot. The observed linearity of this 
relation does not extend to much higher values of ~, and the observed 
asymptote <p" is fictitious, as the full curve is concave downwards, 
asymptotic to a lower value of cp than that found in this way. If the ob
served value of CPo does not agree with that computed from values of the 
other constants, it is preferable to use the observed ~ather thad the com
puted value of CPo • 

As shown in the preceding section, values of CRi (which is related to CR" 
by (5)) and of cp" - CPo may be independently determined from measure
ments of release time versus release ampere turns. In cases of disagree
ment, these values are to be preferred to those determined from the 
decreasing magnetization measurements. The latter are primarily of 
interest in checking design estimates, and in indicating the effects of 
variations in dimensions and material properties. 

Estimation of Al agnetic Constants 

In the "tight" magnetic circuit of a slow release relay, the leakage 
field may be ignored, and the reluctance taken as the sum of the iron 
reluctance and that of the air gaps,_ which may be designated C5h. The 
estimation of CRE is discussed in the following section, in connection with 
the pull relations. The iron reluctance is substantially that of a perma
nent magnet, supplying flux to the external circuit of reluctance CRE • In 
using (3) to characterize the magnetization relation, the demagnetiza
tion in the second quadrant is taken as continuous with the decreasing 
magnetization in the first quadrant. Thus the value of ~c is that which 
would apply to a permanent magnet of length t, equal to that of the 
iron path, as given by: 

(11) 

where He is the coercive force of the material. For the soft magnetic 
materials used for slow release relays, He is of the order of 0.5 to 1.0 
oersteds, so if t = 10 cm, ~c lies in the range from 5 to 10 gilberts (4 to 
8 ampere turns). 
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Similarly, the initial iron reluctance corresponds to the slope of the 
demagnetization curve at He, as given by the initial permeability p,". 

Thus the total initial reluctance eR" is given by the equation: 

" 1 '"' .e eR = eRE + " ~ - , 
p, a 

(12) 

where Lela denotes the sum of terms corresponding to the eomponent 
parts of the iron path, each term giving the length of the part divided by 
its cross sectional area. As ,./' is of the order of 20,000 for soft magnetic 
materials, the iron reluctance term is small compared with eRE, which is 
typically of the order of 0.010 cm -1 or less. 

The value of cp" may be estimated as the saturation flux for the core, 
or B" a, where a is the cross sectional area of the core. B" is the satura
tion density, which may be taken as the value of BM listed in a companion 
article. 6 Estimates of cp" thus obtained are lower than those which best 
fit the decreasing magnetization measurements. No convenient means 
for correcting this disparity has been found, other than an arbitrary 
increase by a factor of 20 per cent, based upon experience. In a particular 
relay design, however, the observed values of cp" vary directly with the 
core cross section. 

4 PULL RELATIONS 

As shown by equation (6), the release time varies inversely as the incre
mental reluctance CRi . This is proportional to CR", in which the dominant 
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Fig. 8 - Evaluation of magnetic constants from measurements of decreasing 
magnetization. 
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term, from (12), is the total air gap reluctance eRE . To obtain long delays, 
therefore, eRE must be made small, and consequently sensitive to small 
dimensional variations. These may be compensated in an initial adjust
ment, but subsequent changes must be minimized if constancy of per
formance is to be attained. 

Two expedients have been used to provide a small and stable gap 
reluctance. The older one is the use of a "residual screw," an adjustable 
non-magnetic member which serves as an armature stop and assures a 
small air gap at the pole face. vVith this scheme, the residual screw is 
used to adjust the relay. The alternative scheme, used in the flat type 
relays of the Bell System, is to employ a domed pole face on the arma
ture, providing a spherical surface in contact with a mating plane surface 
on the core. The only effective air gap at the point of contact is that of 
the chrome finish on the parts. With this scheme, the relay is adjusted by 
varying the spring tension, and thus the operated load. 

General expressions for the pull of electromagnets are discussed in a 
companion article,6 where it is shown that the pull F provided by a gap 
flux cp is given by the equation: 

F = cp2 deRa 
871" dx' (13) 

where x is the dimension in the direction of the pull, and eRa is the gap 
reluctance. In the usual case, eRa varies linearly with x, and deRa/ dx has 
the constant value 1/ A, where A is the effective pole face area. This is 
applicable to any case of plane mating surfaces having an appreciable 
separation, including the configuration usually employed with a residual 
screw as separator. 

Pull for a Domed Pole Face 

In the case of a domed pole face there is a concentration of the field 
near the point of contact, which varies with the effective air gap at this 
point. An expression for the reluctance can be developed for the idealized 
configuration shown in Fig. 9. In this, R is the radius of a spherical 
surface mating with a plane over the projected area A bounded by the 
radius aR. The separation x is that measured at the center of A. As 
indicated in the figure, an expression can be obtained for the gap re
luctance eRa in terms of its reciprocal, or permeance. The latter is given 
by the integration of the permeances of the differential rings within the 
projected area. eRa is conveniently expressed in terms of the ratio eRa,jCRa 
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given by the equation: 

CRoo = 27l"RCRoo In (1 + -2 R1 ), 
CR G 7l" CRoo 

(14) 

in which CRoo = xl A, the value of CRG which would apply if the spherical 
radius were infinite, and both mating areas plane. On substituting this 
expression for CRG in (13), there is obtained the following equation for 
the pull at a domed pole face: 

F = ~ CRG 27l" CRoo 2 ()2 R 
87l" A CRoo 1 + 27l" RCRoo • 

(15) 

The right hand side of (14), and the expression given by (15) for the 
ratio of F to ,/1(87l"A) are both functions of a single dimensionless 
parameter: RCRoo • These two ratios are plotted against this parameter in 
Fig. 10. These curves show how the reluctance and pull values compare 
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with those for a gap of the same separation and projected area, but with 
plane pole faces (a dome of infinite radius). 

Ampere Turn Sensitivity 

The effect of the relation between F and cp on the release time cannot 
be conveniently deduced from (6), which involves both the term in z, 
which varies with cp, and the reluctance CRi, which also enters the pull 
relation. If the pull is expressed in terms of ;}, however, (9) shows that 
the time varies inversely with ;}, and is substantially independent of the 
reluctance, provided z is in the usual range from 2 to 6. It follows that 
maximum release time can be obtained for a given load if the value of ;} 
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required to operate this load is minimized. Thus maximum release time 
is attained by providing maximum ampere turn sensitivity . 

.1\.. general expression for the relation between F and fr" may be ob
tained by substituting in (13) the expression for (fr"e + fr")/cp given by 
(10). A much simpler relation is given by the linear approximation to 
the decreasing magnetization curve in which (fr"e + fr")/cp is taken as 
equal to CRi. This approximation has the same slope at CPo as the curve 
given by (3) or (10). The release pull usually corresponds to values of cp 
much nearer CPo than cp", and the approximation is satisfactory in this 
range if cpo/cp" is small. Writing (fr"e + fr")/CRdor cp in (13), there is obtained 
the equation: 

F = 27r(NI + (NI)e)2 dCRo 

CRj dx ' 
(16) 

in which (NI)e is written for fr"e/(47r). This approximation is used for 
convenience and simplicity. The general expression, which is required 
for higher values of fr", is obtained by substituting the right hand side of 
(10) for CRi in (16) and in the expressions derived from it. 

By comparison with (12), CRi may be taken as equal to the gap and 
joint reluctance CRE plus a modified and minor term for the iron reluc
tance. For the present purpose, it is convenient to take CRi as the sum of 
the main gap reluctance CRG , which varies with x, and CRF , which includes 
the iron reluctance and the constant reluctances of the heel gap and of 
any joints in the magnetic structure. For a plane pole face, CRG is given 
by x/A, where A is the effective pole face area, and (16) reduces to the 
equation: 

F 
27r(NI + (NI) e)2 

A ()\d ~)' . 
As shown in one of the companion articles,6 the pull F at travel x for 

a given value of NI is a maximum when the gap reluctance x/A is equal 
to the reluctance CR F external to the gap. A similar relation applies for a 
domed pole face gap, as can be shown from the expressions given above. 
Taking the linear approximation to apply, (fr"e + fr")/(CR F + CRG) may 
be substituted for cp in (15). Writing x/CRoo for A in the resulting equa
tion, this may be written in the form: 

F = 27r(NI + (NI)e)2 Q 
xCR p , 
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where: (17) 

n = CR~CRp 2'nRCRoo 
CRoo(CRa + CRp)2 1 + 2'nRCRoo 

The ratio n is a function of CRp/CRoo and of RCRoo, which determines 
CRa/CRoo , as shown by (14). Alternatively, n may be taken as a function 
of the ratios CRp/CRoo and RCRp , and n may be represented, as in Fig. 11, 
by a family of curves giving n versus CRp/CRoo for various values of RCRp • 

From (17), maximum ampere turn sensitivity is attained by mini
mizing the separation x and the reluctance CRp external to the gap. 
Assuming these to be made as small as engineering considerations per
mit, the pull for a given value of NI varies as n. With x and CRp fixed, 
n now depends only on the dome radius R, to which RCRF is now pro
portional, and on the projected area A, to which CRF/CRoo is now propor
tional. From the curves of Fig. 11 it is apparent that maximum ampere 
turn sensitivity is attained by using as large a value of dome radius as 
possible. For a given dome radius, there is an optimum value of CRF/CRoo , 
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and hence an optimum value of A, corresponding to the maximum 
shown by each curve in Fig. 11. 

A G Relay P'ull 

The AG relal is a slow release relay with a domed pole face, to which 
the relations given above apply approximately. 1\1. A. Logan and o. c. 
'Vorley developed a more exact expression for the pull in this case, in 
which an increment to the pull is given by the secondary pole faces on 
the side legs of the armature, which mate with the side legs of the E 
shaped core member. A further increment to the pull is given by the 
area at the main gap which lies outside the dome proper. Their analysis 
may be summarized in the notation used here by writing: 

<HGCRp 
CR, - CRr = CRs + CR

G 
+ CRp , 

where Rr is the iron reluctance, CRs is the side gap reluctance, and the 
main gap reluctance is that of the domed gap CRG in parallel with that of 
the remaining area, CRp • Substituting Ri - CRr for CRG in (16), there is 
obtained the following expression for the pull: 

F = 27r(NI + (NI)C)2 (dCRs + ( CRG )2 dCRp 
CR7 dx CRG + CRp dx 

+ ( CRp )2 dCRG) 
CR G + CRp dx·· 

(18) 

An expression for dCRG/dx is given in Fig. 9, while dCRs/dx and dCRp/dx 
are given by 1/ As and 1/ A p , where As and Ap are the effective pole 
face areas for these two gaps. For the dimensions applying to the AG 
relay, these additional terms introduce minor but significant corrections 
to the values of F computed from (17). 

Engineering Pull Data 

In determining the requirements for slow release relays, the estima
tion of the range of variation in pull is a major problem. A procedure for 
such estimation developed by M. A. Logan makes effective use of the 
relation between F and (NI + (NI)c) in (16). This relation gives a 
linear plot of slope two when F is plotted against (NI + (NI)c) on 
logarithmic paper. A basic plot of this nature may be experimentally 
determined for a model having nominal values of coercive force H c, to 
which (NI)c is proportional, and of finish thickness and side gap separa-
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tion. The effect of known changes in these two latter factors may be 
determined by the observed vertical shift in this logarithmic plot, 
corresponding to changes in CRi and dCRa/ dx. The effect of a change in 
He is a change in the value of (NI)e to be subtracted from (NI + (NI)e) 
in determining NI. From these results there could be prepared curves 
giving the relation between F and NI for different combinations of the 
several variables for which allowance should be made. 

5 EVALUATION OF CONDUCTANCE 

The preceding sections have described procedures for estimating and 
measuring all the terms entering the expressions for the release time 
except the conductance G. This quantity is the sum of the sleeve con
ductance Gs and the eddy current conductance GE • In some cases a 
short circuited winding may be used instead of a sleeve: in such cases G 
is the sum of GE and the coil constant of the winding, Ge or N 2/R. 

Sleeve Conductance 

The conductance of a cylindrical sleeve is the sum of the conductances 
of the differential shells of length t, radius r and thickness or, as indi-

(b) 
Fig. 12 - Sleeve conductance relations. 
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cated in Fig. 12(a). Thus the total conductance Gs is given by: 

l T2 tdr 
Gs = --

Tt 27Tpr' 

where p is the resistivity of the material. On integration, there is ob
tained: 

(19) 

The value of p for copper is 1.73 X 10-6 ohm-cm. If r2 is twice rl, for 
example, and t = 5 cm, the value of Gs given by (19) for a copper sleeve 
is 320,000 mhos. 

In the case of a sleeve of rectangular section, as shown in Fig. 12(b), 
an approximation may be obtained by taking the sleeve as made up of 
shells with straight sides parallel to the center hole, connected by quarter 
circles. Then the perimeter of the shell at a distance r from the center 
hole is 2(b + d + 7rr). The total sleeve conductance is therefore given 
by: 

l T2 t dr 
Gs = 0 2 (b + d + 7rr) p . 

in which r2 is the wall thickness. On integration, there is obtained the 
equation: 

G = ~ I (b + d + 7rr2) 
s 27rp n b + d . (20) 

This expression is identical with that for' the cylindrical sleeve, as 
given by (19), when the ratio r2/rl of the radii is equal to the ratio of 
(b + d + 7rf2) to (b + d). 

Coil Conductance 

For a cylindrical coil, the number of turns N is determined by the 
area of the coil section cut by a plane through the axis, or t(r2 - rl), 
where t is the length of the coil and rl and r2 are its inner and outer 
radii. If a is the cross sectional area of the wire, and e the fraction of the 
coil space occupied by the conductor, 

Na = et(r2 - rl) . 

The mean length of turn is 7r(r2 + rl), and the total length of conductor 
is N times this. Hence the resistance R is given by: 

R = pN7r(r2 + rl) . 
a 
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The expression for N /R given by these equations gives the following 
expression for the coil constant N2/R, or Gc : 

(21) 

For unit length of coil, values of Gc are shown in Fig. 13, plotted 
against r2/rl for various values of c, together with the corresponding rela
tion for Gs , as given by (19). This shows that the sleeve provides the 
maximum value of conductance for the space occupied. It also shows 
that the space used for a given value of sleeve conductance reduces the 
value of Gc that can be provided. When the full depth of the winding 
space is used by both coil and sleeve, called a slug in this case, each oc
cupying part of the length, the value of Gc attainable is reduced in pro
portion to the length used by the slug. When the coil is outside the sleeve, 
the outer radius of the sleeve is the inner radius of the coil, and the value 
of Gc is reduced in proportion to the value of Gs . For a given value of c 
(given wire size and insulation) the value of Gc is fixed by the winding 
space and the value of Gs . 
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Fig. 14 - Experimental evaluation of eddy current conductance for release of 
relay. 

Eddy Current Conductance 

In one of the companion articles4 it is shown that when the eddy cur
rent conductance GE is a minor term in G, as with slow release relays, it 
is given by the equation: 

t 
GE = -

87rp' 
(22) 

where p is the resistivity of the material, and t is the length of the mag
netic path. For iron, p = 11 X 10-6 ohm-cm, so for t = 5 cm, the value 
of GE given by (21) is 17 X 103 mhos. The equation applies to a path of 
uniform circular cross section, so that the effective value of t for most 
relay structures is intermediate between that of the core and that for 
the complete path. 

The eddy current conductance of a specific model may be experi
mentally determined by measuring the release time with a winding 
shorted through an external resistance. A series of measurements are 
made in which this resistance is varied, while the initial current, which 
determines the "soak NI" value, is kept constant. The different values 
of the resistance correspond to different values of the coil constant Go 
or N 2jR. From (6), the time t in this series of measurements varies 
directly as G, or Go + GE • Then a plot of t versus Go, as illustrated in 
Fig. 14, is linear, and has a negative intercept giving the value of GE • 
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Values of GE thus determined agree with those estimated from (22) 
within the level of uncertainty as to the applicable value of C in this 
equation. 

G DESIGN OF SLOW RELEASE RELAYS 

The following discussion is confined to the bearing on design decisions 
of the performance relations developed in the preceding sections, and 
does not cover the manufacturing considerations involved. The develop
ment of a specific design depends on the initial choice between certain 
alternative features which require description. 

Design Alternatives 

The features considered here are: (1) the adjustment means, (2) the 
form of sleeve, (3) the criterion of adjustment. 

The two methods of adjustment that have been used are (a) residual 
screw adjustment, (b) spring load adjustment. The former affects the 
release time by changing the reluctance and the residual, flux, the latter 
by changing the flux or ampere turn value at which rele~se occurs. The 
differences in the two methods relate more to the stability of the adjust
ment than to its ease or initial accuracy. Spring adjustment permits the 
use of the domed pole face, which is inherently stable except as the finish 
thickness may be affected by wear. 

The two forms of sleeve are the interior sleeve, which uses the full 
length of the winding space, but only part of the depth, and the slug, 
which uses the full depth, but only part of the length. As shown in Sec
tion 5, the values of Gs and Gc , or coil constant N2/R, attainable with a 
given winding space are independent of which arrangement is used. The 
slug provides some flexibility as to operate time, on which its retarding 
effect is a maximum when it is near the gap, and a minimum when it is 
away from it. It is subject to smaller temperature changes, with conse
quent changes in conductance, than the sleeve. The other differences 
between the two arrangements relate to manufacture, and to the costs 
of both coil and sleeve. The interior sleeve is used with the flat type 
relays of the Bell System. 

The two different criteria of adjustment used are the release current, 
and the release time. The former is an indirect control, using a measure
ment of release ampere turns to determine the time that will result for 
the sleeve conductance used: the other is a direct measurement of the 
quantity to be controlled. In principle, the latter method would appear 
preferable, but its use is attended with several disadvantages. 
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The most important of these is the uncertainty as to the sleeve tem
perature that applies to any measurement made in central office main
tenance, unless the relay to be tested is cut out of service for an hour or 
more before measurement. The conductivity of copper varies approxi
mately as its absolute temperature, or, for engineering estimates, as 
390 + T F , where rTF is the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit. Coil 
temperatures of 225°F are permitted in normal relay operation. As the 
time varies as the sleeve conductance, a relay with its sleeve at this 
temperature would have a release time in the ratio 470/615 or 76/100 to 
the rated release time for 80°F. Allowance for variation in this range is 
made in circuit design, but a corresponding uncertainty as to the condi
tion applying in adjustment would effedively double this variation. 
Current flow adjustment is free of this difficulty, and the variations in 
the correlation of release time with release ampere turns are less than 
those resulting from the temperature uncertainty in any convenient pro
cedure for timing measurements. Current flow adjustment has the further 
advantage of using equipment that is employed for other relays in central 
office maintenance. It is the more commonly used criterion of adjust
ment for Bell System relays. 

Operate Considerations 

A slow release relay must not only provide the desired release per
formance: it must also operate its load. The operate pull characteristics 
are similar to those of other relays of the same general type, as the domed 
pole face, in particular, gives nearly the same pull at an open gap as a 
plane pole face of the same total area. Thus the pull characteristics of 
the AG relay are similar to those of the AJ relal for the same travel. 
The sleeve retards the flux development, and makes operation slower 
than that for the same coil input without the sleeve. In most applications 
of slow release relays, this has little or no effect on circuit operation. 
Faster operation can be obtained by increasing the steady state power 
applied, but this is limited by heating considerations. The large part of 
the winding space used for the sleeve limits the operate sensitivity of slow 
release relays, and increases the power required for a given load. The 
load for a given relay design determines a minimum ampere turn value 
for operation, and this is related to the steady state power by the iden
tity: (NI)2 = J2R N2/R. As the coil constant N2/R, or Gc , is determined 
by the available winding space available for the coil, the power require
ments of slow release relays are higher than those of similar relays having 
the full winding space available for the coil. 
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Optimum Design Conditions 

In considering the design features that are favorable to slow release 
operation it is convenient to refer again to the expression for the release 
time given by equation (9): 

t = 47rG(cP" - CPo) f( ) 
47rNI z , (9) 

where fez) is the function shown in Fig. 5 to be nearly a constant in the 
range of interest. It is also convenient to refer to the expression for the 
pull given by the equation (16): 

F = 27r(NI + (NI)c)2 dena 
CR7 dx . 

Together with reference to the operate requirements, these two equa
tions indicate the characteristics that are important for slow release 
operation. 

The winding space determines the value of G attainable, as shown by 
the relations of Section 5. It limits the combined values of Gs and Gc , 

of which the latter controls the operate power sensitivity, while the 
former, from (9), determines the release time. Thus both the operate 
sensitivity and the release time attainable vary directly with the "winding 
space and hence with the over-all size of the relay. 

From (9), the attainable release time is nearly proportional to cp", and 
hence to the cross section of the core, assuming cpo/ cp" to be small. The 
external core dimension is the internal dimension of the sleeve, so that 
increases in cp" are offset by decreases in G if this dimension alone is 
varied. In any case, sufficient section must be provided for cp" to have a 
margin over the field required to operate the maximum load. 

In telephone use, the slow release relays are a minority group in a 
relay population which must, for maximum economy in manufacture and 
use, have common overall dimensions and as few differences as are con
sistent with the requirements of specific uses. Thus the core section, 
winding space, and over-all dimensions reflect an optimum choice for 
the whole relay population, and not for the slow release relays alone. 
The latter are distinguished by as few special features as are essential 
to their special function. In the AG relay these are: the armature, the 
heat treatment of the magnetic parts, the sleeve and coil, and a buffer 
spring for load adjustment. 

The material and its heat treatment determine the iron reluctance and 
the coercive mmf, 47r(NI)c, of which the latter is the more important 
quantity. It enters the timing relation indirectly in the minor term cpo , 
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which varies directly with (NI)c, and enters the pull relation (16) 
directly as a major term. If high coercive material were used to increase 
(iVI)c and thus reduce the release ampere turns NI, the effect of the 
latter on the time would be offset by the increase in CPo • The latter varies 
also with the reluctance (Ri , and if cpol cpl! is not small, the time for a given 
value of J.V I is no longer independent of the reluctance variation, and the 
release ampere turn value is unsatisfactory as a criterion of adjustment. 
Thus a small stable value of (iVI)c , as given by low coercive material, 
is preferable when the release current is used as the criterion of adjust
ment. 

The pole face dimensions are determined by the need for a low stable 
value of gap reluctance. As shown in Section 4, maximum release sensi
tivity is obtained by using as large a dome radius as will assure a con
sistent configuration, together with a projected area optimum with 
respect to the reluctance in series with the gap. Fig. 11 shows this op
timum to be broad, allowing considerable latitude in the choice of the 
projected area with reference to other design considerations. 

The finish applied to the magnetic parts at the pole face is critical with 
respect to wear and stability, as well as to the danger of mechanical ad
hesion which would affect the release load. A nickel chrome finish is 
used in the Y and AG relays. The effective air gap thus introduced is 
the dimension x of Figs. 9 and 10. As these figures show, this has a rela
tively large effect on the pull relation, and any change in this dimension 
as a result of wear tends to increase the pull and the release time. The 
analysis of Section 4 shows that maximum sensitivity is attained with as 
small a finish separation as can be provided, which is fortunately in 
agreement with the manufacturing considerations for the finish. 

The adjustment means used with a fixed pole face, e.g., the dome type, 
is some form of spring adjustment for controlling the operated load. The 
normal operated load of a relay is the product of the contact force and 
the number of contacts, plus the back tension and the force required for 
spring flexure. Adjustment of the back tension is used, but is limited by 
the requirements for operation. Hence a buffer spring is employed in 
A G relays, which is picked up in the last few mils of armature travel and 
affords control of the operated load. This spring is adjusted by bending, 
and a tolerance range of 50 gm wt is allowed in this adjustment. 

Performance Variations 

Performance variations fall into two categories: the initial differences 
among individual relays that are nominally identical, and the further 
differences that develop in service as a result of wear and other changes. 
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In the latter category, the changes may be magnetic or mechanical. 
The mechanical changes appear in the value of the operated load, and 
are practically negligible in relays of the AG type, because of the lift-ofT 
actuation used.3 In this they compare favorably with Y-type relays, 
which are liable to load changes through stud and contact wear. The 
magnetic changes include "ageing" of the magnetic material, a gradual 
change in permeability and coercive force which occurs with magnetic 
iron. Hydrogen annealed silicon steel, used in the A G relay, is free from 
this defect. The other magnetic changes are those appearing in the pole 
face configuration and finish thickness as a result of wear. No significant 
changes of this type have been observed in the AG relay, which is there
fore highly stable in maintaining the performance of its initial adjust
ment. 

In use, the release time varies inversely with the sleeve or slug tem
perature. As shown above, the 140°F temperature rise allowed for coils 
in normal operation will, if experienced by the sleeve, reduce the release 
time by about 25 per cent. Allowance for variation in this range must be 
made in planning the applications of slow release relays. Relays fitted 
with slugs are less affected by coil temperatures than are those using 
interior sleeves. The slug arrangement, with an insulating air gap be
tween slug and coil, would be essential to a slow release relay designed for 
closely controlled release time. 

The initial differences from nominal performance may be sub-divided 
into those arising from the adjustment tolerance, and those resulting 
from using release current as the adjustment criterion. Only the former 
would apply if the direct timing criterion were used, provided a procedure 
was employed in which the sleeve temperature was fixed in measure
ment. A tolerance range of 50 gm wt is a 25 per cent variation for a 
representative load of 200 gm wt, and corresponds, from (16) to about a 
12 per cent variation in NI + (NI)e. If (NI)e is about equal to NI, 
the variation in the latter is about 25 per cent, which results, from (9) 
in a similar variation in the release time. A smaller tolerance range could 
be attained by more expensive adjustment means than the buffer spring 
of the AG relay, with a corresponding reduction in the range of time 
variation. 

With release current as the criterion, the value of NI in (9) is subject 
to the adjustment variation, of the order of 25 per cent for the case 
cited above. In addition, the release time is subject to variations in G, 
<p" - <Po, and fez). In the optimum range of operation where fez) is 
nearly constant, variations in this term are minor. <Po is subject to the 
relatively large percentage variations in (NI)e and CRi, but the net effect 
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of these is small if CPo/(p" is as small as 10 per cent, as in the AG relay. 
Hence the principle variations in the release time are those associated 
with the variations in the sleeve dimensions and the core cross section, 
which determine the values of G and cp" respectively. They cause varia
tions in the A G relay of from 20 to 30 per cent. Combined with the varia
tion in NI resulting from the adjustment tolerance, they result in release 
time variations of 40 or 50 per cent. 

For the great majority of slow release relay applications, much larger 
variations have no effect on circuit performance, and for only a small 
minority is it desirable to employ requirements assuring this measure of 
control. It is apparent from the preceding discussion that changes in 
construction and adjustment procedure might be made which would 
result in closer time control: as they would add to the costs of both 
manufacture and use, they are not economically justified. 

Engineering Data 

A specific relay design is termed a code: all relays of the same code 
are nominally identical. A code is distinguished from other codes of the 
same relay type by the contacts and coil provided, and by the sleeve or 
other special features used. To design slow release relay codes, and to 
specify their adjustment requirements and the performance provided, 
requires means for determining from the general pull and timing char
acteristics the values applying to specific cases. For this purpose the pull 
and timing data are prepared in the form illustrated in Fig. 15. 

The pull information appears in this chart in the form of the two 
curves marked "hold pull" and "release pull." These show the relation 
between operated load and release ampere turns for the two limiting 
cases of minimum and maximum pull, and reflect the variations in the 
terms of (16). No individual relay releases on ampere turns above the 
hold values, all relays release on ampere turns below the release values. 

The timing information appears in the form of a pair of curves for 
each sleeve size that is used: one giving the minimum time, and one the 
maximum. Only one such pair is included in Fig. 15. The difference be
tween the two curves represents the 20 to 30 per cent variation associated 
with the variations in G and cp" - CPo • 

The information on a chart of this type is used in conjunction with 
engineering data for the operated loads of the various spring combina
tions, and the changes in these loads that can be provided by back ten
sion and buffer spring adjustment. 

For each spring combination, there is a lower limit to the adjusted 
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Fig. 15 - Engineering data for release time estimation. 

load attainable in all cases. This corresponds to the case in which the 
contact force, which is not subject to adjustment, has its maximum 
value. The NI value read from the hold curve for this load is the lowest 
that can be specified as a "hold" requirement. Each individual relay has 
a release F versus NI characteristic intermediate between the release 
and hold capability curves. To meet the hold requirement its load must 
be adjusted, and this adjustment is subject to the tolerance cited above. 
The minimum load is set by the hold requirement, and the maximum 
load is set by a release requirement of a lower NI value, the difference 
between the two N I requirements corresponding to the tolerance range 
in load adjustment. 

Thus adjustment values are determined in the form of limits to the 
ampere turn value at which release occurs: the lower limit is the release 
value, the upper the hold. The release time limits can then be read from 
the timing curves. The maximum time is read from the maximum curve 
at the release ampere turn value. The minimum time is read from the 
minimum curve at the hold ampere turn value. This minimum time, 
when determined for the largest sleeve, is the longest time that can be 
guaranteed for the load in question, and is subject to reduction in service 
by the temperature variation previously discussed. When a shorter re
lease time is desired, a smaller sleeve may be used, or a higher hold 
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value specified, subject to the capacity of the adjustment springs to 
supply the necessary increase in load. 

In the common case for which only the minimum time is of circuit 
importance, the release value is chosen without reference to the hold 
value, solely for the purpose of assuring that the relay will not lock up 
indefinitely. 'This procedure takes advantage of the simpler requirements 
of this case by widening the adjustment tolerance and reducing adjust
ment effort. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

The relation between the release time of slow release relays and the 
design parameters can be more accurately expressed in analytical form 
than the other time characteristics of relays. These analytical relations, 
as presented in this article, can be used for the estimation of release time, 
and particularly for the determination of the effect on this time of varia
tions in the design parameters. The need for a low reluctance magnetic 
circuit makes the performance of slow release relays highly sensitive to 
dimensional and material variations, and adjustment is required to 
assure the timing limits required in their use. Such use usually permits a 
wide spread in release time, provided a minimum value is assured. 
Advantage is taken of this in providing slow release relays which perform 
their function at a minimum cost in manufacture and use, materially 
lower than that for the construction and adjustment practices which 
would be required for closer timing control. 
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Economics of Telephone Relay 
Applications 

By H. N. WAGAR 

(Manuscript received July 0, HJ53) 

Today's telephone central office is largely built around the telephone 
relay. As each office may use some 60,000 of them, their performance 
characteristics, as well as their first cost, have a very important influence 
on the cost of the office. By properly balancing such factors economically, 
the lowest cost office can be planned. 

This paper shows .how performance features and design factors may all 
be expressed as "equivalent first cost," and so be related to manufacturing 
cost itself. The influence of lot-size on manufacturing cost is considered 
including a determination of optim1lm lot-sizes, to aid the relay des'£gner 
in deciding on standardized models. 

With a basic performance language formulated - equivalent first cost
optimum relations among the variables may be established. Such results 
are given for (a) optimum coil-plus-power costs, (b) optimum power-plus
speed costs, (c) optimum number of relay codes, and other related problems. 
ill ethods are also given to evaluate how serious the effect may be when opti
mum conditions are not satisfied. 

lVere it not for the application of these methods, central office costs would 
be much higher. 

INTRODUCTION 

The telephone central office of today is in part an enormous computing 
machine which, upon instructions from the customer, given by his dial, 
calculates how to find the called party; then the remaining mechanism 
completes the call. This machine is composed largely of interconnected 
relays, used in enormous quantities. Every dial call in a large city in
volves around 1000 relays. A typical large office contains more than 
60,000 of them; in fact, they are used so extensively that the Western 
Electric Company manufactures about ten of them for every new sub
scriber, and their output is figured in tens of millions per year. It is not 
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surprising that relay use has an enormous influence on the cost of the 
central office - not just because of relay purchase cost but also the 
relay's influence on other office factors. For example, the size of the 
power plant and the total number of equipments for common control, 
which depend on the functioning time of the relays, are decided by the 
relay characteristics. In the application of relays, then, it may well 
prove that the largest economies can be realized by spending a little 
more for each relay in the beginning in order to save still more in the 
cost of the power plant, common control equipment, size of the building, 
and so forth. It has been found that attention to ways of optimizing the 
application costs for relays can lead to an appreciably lower cost central 
office, and this paper will illustrate a few cases of how such a problem is 
approached. Because the telephone system is so large, the influence of 
each relay, taken in total, is also large. Fortunately, at Bell Telephone 
Laboratories, it has been possible to take the over-all view of the subject 
through familiarity with all phases of the relay application problem; 
and large economies which will eventually benefit the customer are 
resulting. 

The basic problem to be discussed is how best to realize maximum 
economy of the central office so far as relays and their uses are concerned. 
As in most engineering problems, it is necessary to evaluate and com
promise between oppositely varying cost effects of such things as effi
ciency, manufacturing cost, amount of equipment, ease of mounting 
and wiring, maintenance in all its aspects, and the like. The end result 
of each of these variables is its economic effect on the office as a whole, 
and they can only be compared if their values can be stated on a com
parable basis. It has been found that each such effect may be considered 
as an incremental cost over and above a reference cost for its particular 
ideal condition. If properly chosen so as to be independent, then all such 
incremental costs may be added. They then represent the net "cost 
penalty," compared to the design with all ideal conditions taken to
gether, and describe the merit of the design. They can also be used to 
find the optimum design. The methods apply generally to many other 
similar problems. 

BREAKDOWN OF THE PROBLEM 

Consider first how relays are applied in the telephone switching sys
tem. To the greatest extent possible a basic relay structure is chosen, 
carefully planned for low maintenance effort, all of whose basic parts 
can be made by mass production methods. On this basic framework one 
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may apply (a) suitable windings to satisfy the various conditions im
posed by a need for sensitivity, speed, lowest possible first cost, or some 
other of the many specialized requirements to be encountered; and (b) 
particular arrangements of contact springs which will provide for the 
desired functions in the circuit ranging from a single "make" up to 
complicated sequences such as 12 sets of "transfers." Every different 
combination of the basic parts is termed a "code," meaning another kind 
of relay built up from the parts common to the basic type in question. 
If an increasingly large number of such codes is encouraged, each tailored 
to some special circuit function, then the advantages of mass production 
begin to be lost as the total demand is split into more and more sub
divisions, each with comparatively low demand. Each additional kind 
of relay is a problem in "coding economics," and can lead to excessive 
telephone office costs unless it is properly considered. 

Satisfactory solutions to this coding problem in turn depend on a 
detailed knowledge of all the factors governing either the first cost of 
the relays, or the first cost of other features of the system, as controlled 
by the relays. When all such effects are properly stated, they can be 
compared and brought into economic balance. Though such studies 
soon branch out into many fields, the enormous dollar savings are strong 
incentives to do whatever work is needed. 

Best economic balance in the system is formed through a series of 
optimizing steps, generally illustrated by Fig. 1. Graph (a) shows how 
the total cost of an office may vary with number of codes. The perform
ance part of the cost diminishes with increasing codes because each code 
will more nearly satisfy the precise circuit needs. But the manufacturing 
costs of the relays will rise with increasing codes because the lot-sizes 
grow ever smaller and hence more costly. The lowest point on the sum
mation curve represents a desirable goal. The two base curves of (a) in 
turn are built from detailed facts about parts costs, coil costs, power 
plant and equipment costs, and many other similar data. The curve of 
manufacturing cost, for instance, is built from graphs like (b) and (c) 
which tell how factory costs will vary. The curve of performance cost is 
built from graphs like (d) and (e) which tell how office costs will vary for 
things like power and speed. In each such case, important individual 
economies result by following similar optimizing steps. Procedures for 
the practical application of these ideas have been of particular help in 
recent redesigns of the No.5 crossbar system to use the newly developed 
wire spring relay family.} 

1 A. C. Keller, A New General Purpose Relay for Telephone Switching Sys
tems, B. S. T. J., 31, pp. 1023-1067, Nov., 1952. 
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In carrying out an actual study, a point of reference is needed first. 
This involves (a) fixing a standard against which all costs will be com
pared, and (b) expressing the value of all features in a common lan
guage. Once this has been done, every factor may be evaluated as an 
incremental "cost penalty," over and above the reference standard. 
Finally, in making comparisons, the reference standard will always 
subtract out, so that one needs only to add all incremental cost penalties 
to get the total cost of the design changes in mind. 

The evaluation of all variables on a common basis is covered in Part I, 
which considers various manufacturing costs, power costs, and the cost 
of functioning time. 

The remaining parts of this paper then develop relations for maximum 
economy in the switching system, for some important cases that arise 
in practice: 

Coil design for maximum power economy. 
Economical number of occasionally unused extra parts. 
Economical adjustment for speed relay. 
Coil design for maximum combined power and speed economy. 
So far as possible, results are given in general form, permitting one to 

work from charts when considering specific application problems. Of 
further benefit are charts which permit the designer to decide the eco
nomic disadvantage of a design which may depart from optimum. 

Design for systems economy through relay design includes many other 
important topics not considered here, as for example: how to make best 
use of molding, welding and other manufacturing processes; or how to 
design for long life, reliability, and other maintenance concerns. This 
article covers only some typical problems for which optimizing methods 
are readily applied. 

PART I - EXPRESSING SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE AND :vIANUFACTURING 

VARIABLES IN A COMMON LANGUAGE 

In the over-all switching system, one must evaluate various effects 
whose costs seem quite different, and a decision must be made as to 
what design course to follow, no matter how varied the conditions may 
be. Many of the most important such cases can be handled quite easily 
by a process of converting actual cost in the telephone plant back to an 
equivalent cost in terms of the factory production cost of each indi
vidual relay. Once all such costs are so stated, it is possible to examine 
the incremental effect of each change, and confidently draw conclusions. 
For example, if it can be stated that a change in a relay coil will save an 
amount of power that is worth 50 cents per relay equivalent first cost, 
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then there is no doubt about designing such a new coil if its manufactur
ing cost will increase by only 20 cents. So the relay designer needs to 
understand how various factors, from original manufacture to final 
application, may be stated on a cost basis that is comparable throughout. 
Among the most important special cases are the following: 

1. Manufacturing cost of winding a coil, 
2. Manufacturing cost as a function of annual demand, 
3. Equivalent manufacturing cost of power consumed by relays, 
4. Equivalent manufacturing cost of functioning time of a relay. 

The method of evaluating each on the same basis will now be briefly 
outlined. In each case, it should be noted that since only comparisons be
tween variable portions of the system are considered, only incremental 
values need be considered. 

1.1 THE COST OF A WINDING 

In comparisons between coils, certain common operations, such as 
soldering the leads, using and cementing spoolheads, etc., will always 
subtract out, leaving only the difference due to varying amount of 
copper, which is paid for by the pound, (or per ohm), and the number of 
turns, which depends on the speed of the winding machine and number 
of coils wound at one time. Thus, winding costs, which depend only on 
the electrical design, ,nay be considered as varying only with the cost 
per ohm and cost per turn, as given in equation (1): 

(1) 

where Cw = total cost of the variable part of the winding, 
CR cost per ohm, which may be tabulated by wire size, 
CN cost per turn of winding, also given in tables by wire size, 
R = resistance of coil, ohms, 
lV = number of turns in winding. 

Typical values of CR and CN for a particular kind of wire and coil are 
shown in Fig. 2. 

1.2 COST AS A FUNCTION OF ANNUAL DEMAND 

Various components of relays, as well as their assembly routines, 
occur in several variants of a general basic pattern. In the course of their 
manufacture it is necessary to stop the manufacture of one unit, reset 
the machine, and proceed with manufacture of another. ~Nhenever this 
happens, production stops; and work must be done to reset the machine, 
all of which may be evaluated as a set-up cost (designated S). As more 
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and more variants are required in the over-all general structure, the 
number of set-ups will increase to the point where the economical manu
facture of the part is seriously penalized. Thus a point will be reached 
where it is advantageous to make more parts than are immediately 
needed, and store the remainder, so as to avoid excessive cost of shut
downs. When the variable effects of (a) set-up costs and (b) inventory 
costs are fully considered, the ideal quantity to manufacture in one lot 
may then be found by comparing the results of (a) and (b), as will now 
be shown. The. costs which correspond to these ideal quantities will 
immediately follow. 

1.21 Lot-Size Costs 

In manufacturing practice there are two outstanding expenses which 
may affect the cost of any particular item which is classed as a code, or 
kind, of the basic family of articles. These are the administration costs, 
and the set-up costs. 

1.211 Administration Costs 

For certain kinds of operations there is a considerable amount of 
paper-work, drafting, checking, etc. to maintain in normal up-to-date 
condition. Occasionally, this cost is enough to influence the cost of the 
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item. The resulting individual effect may then be stated as 

A 
CA = n' (2) 

where CA 

A 
cost penalty per unit due to administration, 

= annual administration cost for naintaining 
good standing, 

one code in 

n = annual demand for a given code. 

1.212 Set-up Costs 

If only one kind of part or assembly were needed, it could be con
tinuously built in the same way, with no time lost for changeover to 
other parts, no particular bookkeeping necessary to control the proper 
flow of differing parts, and with more mechanized action. Usually this 
condition is far from realized in practice; nevertheless it represents the 
peak of manufacturing economy, and may be taken as a standard of 
reference for comparing all other less favorable conditions. The cost 
incurred, per item, due to its lot size, as against its cost if there were 
always but one lot, will be called the "lot-size cost penalty." The manu
facturing lot-size cost penalty per part for any particular process, then, 
may be stated as follows: 

where C L = lot size cost per item, 
S = cost of one "set-up", 

n 

L = size of lot for which one set-up is made, 
= nit, 

n = annual demand for a given code, 
t = number of lots per year, or lot-frequency. 

(3) 

(4) 

Equation (4) gives the cost over and above single-kind manufacture, so 
far as lot-size is concerned. Hence, when values for each of these variables 
can be established, the lot-size cost penalty for any particular process 
can be determined. 

1.213 Over-all Lot-Size Costs, Related to Annual Demand 

Combining the results of equations (2) and (4), the total cost penalty 
per part due to lot-size is 

A St 
CL = - +-. 

n n 
(5) 
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Fig. 3 - Lot-size cost penalty relationships. 

1.22 Inventory Costs 

When more parts are made than are immediately needed, it becomes 
necessary to store them until they are all used, when the process will 
be repeated. The resulting cost penalty, compared to no storage at all, 
may be stated analytically with the help of Fig. 3, which is a plot of 
production as a function of time. Line A represents the number of parts 
made in a lot as a function of time, while line B represents the parts used 
in the next manufacturing stage, as a function of time. The difference 
between the two lines at any time represents the number in storage, from 
which their value and hence the interest charges may be found. 

C 

The cost penalty per part due to storage is: 

Annual interest factor X value of one part X 
avo no. of parts in storage (6) 

Annual production of this part 

The following steps can be taken to supply values for this equation. 
From the figure, the maximum quantity of parts stored equals 

Ln 
L - N' 

or 

~ (1 - ~) 
f N' 
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The average number of parts stored is one-half this, or 

(7) 

where N = rate of output of machine per year. 
The penalty per part due to lot-size and administration was given in 
(5), and when added to its base cost C1 gives the total value of one part as 

(8) 

The penalty per part, due to storage, equation (6), is then the product 
of kin times (7) times (8), where Ii: = interest charges on stored parts 
expressed as a ratio. Then the storage cost penalty, Cs , is 

k ( St A) n ( n) Cs = - C1 + - + - - 1 - - . 
n n . n 21, N 

(9) 

1.23 Total Cost Penalty 

The entire penalty resulting from lot size charges and inventory 
charges may now be stated as a function of annual demand by summing 
equations (5) and (9). vVriting q for (1 - n/N), and rearranging terms, 
the total cost penalty in terms of annual demand is 

Cp = kq (Cl + ~) + kqS + ~ (St + A). . (10) 
21, n 2n n 

Equation (10) is the basic relation between costs and annual demand, 
and is of the general shape shown in graph (b) of Fig. 1. 

It is of greatest interest to determine conditions where this curve has 
its lowest value, which occurs when dC/dt = O. The result is 

to ~ I~:; ( c, + ~ ) . (11) 

which gives the lot-frequency, to, for which total cost penalty is a 
minimum. \Vhen to is substituted for t in equation (10), the resulting 
optimum cost, as a function of annual demand, Co, is given: 

Co = ,/2kqS(C] + A/n) + kqS + ~ . 
11 n 2n n 

(12) 

Equations (11) and (12) furnish the means for deciding how to plan 
manufacture under differing conditions of annual demand, and how 
much the product is penalized even after planning is carried out as 
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efficiently as possible. Two illustrations will be given: for a comparatively 
low-cost part involving expensive set-up charges and no administrative 
charges, and for a more costly operation with comparatively inexpensive 
set-up costs but high administrative costs. For Case I assume a part 
for which the following constants apply: 

Ie = 0.15 
N = 2,000,000 
S = $10.00 

In Cast II assume that 

k = 0.15 
N = 2,000,000 
S = $2.00 

C1 = $0.10 

A = ° 

C1 = $1.00 
A = $100 

The results for these two cases are given in Fig. 4. 
Results such as these are of the utmost value both in manufacturing 

planning for lowest cost, and in applications planning to show when 
the lot-size penalties can be tolerated. However, no case is to be expected 
in practice where optimum conditions can be met more than a part of 
the time. What with unexpected rush orders, fluctuation of annual de
mands, rescheduling, possible moves, or breakdown of machinery, 
it is usually impossible to plan production to remain at all times at the 
optimum value. The variation from optimum cost that results from a 
departure from optimum lot size is thus of interest; it is readily stated 
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by rewriting equation (10) in terms of the values of to and Co just found 
in equations (11) and (12). The result is 

where 

c/e = to/t + t/to + D/to (13) 
o 2 + D/to ' 

D = kq +:! 
2 S· 

This relationship is seen to depend on annual demands, and also ad
ministrative and set-up costs, which will be peculiar to each case. There
fore, it will be necessary to use the equation with appropriate values of 
these constants for each case that arises. Typical values for the two 
previous illustrations are shown in Fig. 5. Inspection of these curves 
shows that the cost penalty of departing from optimum lot-frequency is 
somewhat variable depending on the ideal lot-frequency for the particular 
case. However, the higher values of lot-frequency, which produce the 
highest penalties, are those most easily under control of the factory, 
and variations averaging in excess of 2 or 3 to one from ideal are not at 
all likely. vVhen the ideal lot-frequency is low, manufacturing control 
is not so easy, but the cost penalty ratio of departing from the ideal is 
far less. From inspection of these curves, then, the value of C/Co must 
be judged by the conditions of each problem; a value of cost penalty 
amounting to about 1.25 Co is often found to be a quite satisfactory 
value to assume. 

Thus, (a) a method is available to the manufacturing engineer to 
help plan optimum lot size, and (b) a method is available to the relay 
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and circuit designer for deciding how much his designs may be penalized 
by varying the quantities used. It consists of using the costs determined 
from equation (12), and modified by an amount indicated by (13), or 
in ordinary cases by arbitrarily increasing (12) by the factor 1.25. 

1.3 TIlE EQUIVALENT MANUFACTURING COST OF POWER CONSUl\IED BY A 

RELAY 

The largest part of the power plant used in telephone central offices 
is the 50-volt equipment needed for the switching apparatus. Because 
of its special voltage range and the requirements on its stability and 
reliability, it must be provided as a part of every central office to convert 
the normal power company voltages into the desired telephone values. 
This equipment involves generators, banks of storage batteries, and 
switchboard, bus-bar and control equipment; it is an expensive portion 
of every central office which, of course, it is desirable to minimize as far 
as possible. For every relay required in the central office, one must 
associate a small "chunk" of this power plant; so that each relay needed 
implies an associated investment in the power plant. In a later section 
the means for minimizing the power and relay costs are described, and 
since they will involve comparisons on the same basis, it is first necessary 
to state the value of the power plant in terms related to the amount of 
power consumed by any individual unit. The method of evaluating the 
power plant is given in this section. 

The problem may be broken into two parts: (a) the equivalent first 
costs assignable to the power plant equipment, and (b) the equivalent 
first costs of the charges per kilowatt-hour paid to the power company. 
Then the figures are combined. 

1.31 The Power Plant 

Power plants furnished for central offices vary over a wide range of 
size and cost, depending on the size of the office and its estimated ac
tivity. This plant must of course be planned so as to carry the load during 
the period of peak activity, even though this occurs for only a small 
part of the time, so that in the long run the cost of the power plant is 
decided by the share of busy-hour power taken by each relay. To get 
such costs one must first find the cost of the plant as a function of total 
power requirements. 

Present practice in power plant planning results in the purchase of 
basic power units which may be combined to cover certain ranges of 
power supplied over roughly a two-to-one range. Within this range, by 
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adding generators and batteries in parallel the needed capacity can be 
attained. Beyond the range, basically heavier machines are needed. The 
resulting installed price of such power plants has the character shown in 
Fig. G. Since prices and illstallation charges change from year to year, 
the values shown here are given in qualitative form as illustrations
they must of course be evaluated as concisely as possible when consider
ing new central offiee designs. As seen in the figure, the power plant price 
varies in two ways: in fairly big jumps as basic plant size is changed, and 
in smaller but rather uniform manner as the basic size varies within its 
lmver and upper limits. 

From Fig. G it is seen that for each basic size of plant the rate of in
crease in price ,,,ith small increases in capacity is about the same for all 
plants. The average rate for this incremental power capacity, correspond
ing to the expense if relatively small power changes are made in anyone 
basic type of power plant will be called a. As the power requirements 
of the office change beyond a certain point, it is necessary to install 
basically larger or smaller equipment with correspondingly different base 
prices. At the points of maximum capacity, there is an abrupt change in 
the basic price of the plant, amounting often to many thousands of 
dollars. These abrupt increments, designated A, represent a lump sum 
of money that can be saved whenever the power plant size can be re-
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Fig. 6 - Installed value of power plants. 
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duced to the next lower-range unit. Such a saving can be realized only 
part of the time, but it is desirable to attempt to weight its value so 
that over the telephone system as a whole there is adequate encourage
ment to strive for power savings. 

The method of weighting is complicated by such factors as the fraction 
of power that may be saved in an office, by the likelihood of certain size 
offices being representative, and by the extent to which offices are de
signed with safety factors for growth and overload. Nevertheless a 
reasonable estimate can be made by assuming differing amounts of the 
office power can be saved, and by assuming that all sizes of office are 
equally likely. This gives the result that the over-all incremental value 
of power is 

(dollars per kw), (14) 

the average value of power plant per kilowatt saved over the range 
between lVo and W2 , taking into account the proportionate number of 
plants that can be converted to the next cheaper size, where 

C = total price saving, 
W = total power saving, 
p = fraction of power saved, not to exceed about .5, (above which 

point two steps of base price saving might be realized), 
Wo = lower limit of range, 
W2 = upper limit of range, 
a = incremental price of one size power plant, assumed to be about 

constant for all plants, 
A = difference in base price to next lower plant, as may be tabulated 

for any particular case. 

By these methods, incremental values of installed power plant may be 
found; it is even possible in many cases to assume an average slope for 
the family of curves in Fig. 6, without greatly changing the results in 
practice. 

It is now desired to convert these figures of installed expense to figures 
comparable to manufacturing cost, in the factory, of the relays which 
will consume this power. This may be done through standard economic
study practice by which first cost is converted to annual charges through 
a knowledge of charges for interest, taxes, depreciation, etc. As these 
factors are not necessarily alike for power equipment and relays, the 
factors used will differ to suit the problem. For the present study, with 
recognition of the accounting practices then in effect, it was found that 
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on a basis comparable to relay manufacturing cost, savable power was 
worth between $500 and $2,500 per kilowatt, depending on size, savable 
power, etc. 

N ow these figures must be associated with the power needed by any 
particular relay. The total switching power during the busy part of the 
day, which is the period determining the size of the power plant, is the 
sum of all the individual relay power drains at any particular moment. 
This in turn may be taken as the sum of the power required by each 
relay times the probability that it will be energized at any particular 
time, which is taken as the fraction of the busy hour that the relay is 
expected to be energized. For every relay, this ratio can be determined 
with some certainty, by consultation with the circuit designers. 

Summarizing, the switching power capacity required by the office may 
be stated as the sum, for all relays, of power w for each relay, times m, 
the fraction of the busy hour that it is energized (i.e., hrs. per busy hr.). 
The cost of the power plant capacity required for each relay is then 

C = kmw dollars, (15) 

where k is the equivalent value of power. 
Very often it is desirable to state this cost on the basis of the annual 

power drain. In this way, the plant investment can be easily correlated 
with the costs paid to the power companies. In telephone offices, the 
annual power has been found to correspond to 3,000 times the power 
consumed in a busy hour, and as a matter of convenience power drain in 
the central office is often stated in terms of the energy per year based on 
a 3,000-busy-hour year. Then the ratio of use during the busy hour may 
also be stated as 

h 
m = 3000' 

where h = hours per year energized. 
vVriting E 2jl000R for the power in kilowatts drawn by any relay, the 

equivalent first cost of the power plant assignable to the relay is then 

E2 kh 
Cpowar plant = 1000R X 3000 ' 

(16) 

For this case, in other words, the equivalent first cost of power plant 
has a value CPl dollars for each watt-hour-per-year of switching power 
required. 
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1.32 Cost of Power Purchased from Power Companies 

The power used by the switching apparatus corresponds to a larger 
amount of power furnished by the power company, since the power 
machines are not 100 per cent efficient. Its cost may be stated as 

Co 
Cp = -, 

e 

where Co average marginal cost of power furnished, 
e = conversion efficiency. 

The annual power bill will then be 

Co E 2h e 1000R dollars. 

Converting from annual charges to first cost, through the same steps as 
above, gives 

(17) 

or cPz dollars per watt-hour-per-year. 

1.33 Total Power Cost 

With both power plant costs and purchased power costs now stated 
on the same basis, they may be combined to give the total power cost, 
Cp : 

(18) 

where Cp represents the dollars per watt-hour-per-year for power con
sumed by a particular relay, and is the equivalent first-cost value of 
power. 

Thus a method is available to find the value of the power that magnet 
coils may need - to be balanced against the first cost of the coils (Section 
1.1). Procedures for best results are given later. 

1.4 THE EQUIVALENT MANUFACTURING COST OF THE FUNCTIONING TIME 

OF A RELAY 

Another large part of the investment in every crossbar-type central 
office is the common-control equipment, most important of which is the 
"marker." This equipment has the sole duty of selecting the proper 
path for each call, and sending it on its way. After each such function, 
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the equipment restores to normal, ready to serve the next call. It takes 
a marker about a half-second to do its job; nevertheless many markers 
may be needed to handle the traffic during each day's heaviest calling 
period. Since the cost of each marker is measured in the tens of thousands 
of dollars, it becomes a matter of great importance to shorten the marker 
work time - in other words, to shorten the time of each relay in the 
chain of marker events. Since faster relays are usually more expensive 
it is important to find the dollar value of speed so as to guide an intelli
gent design of each speed relay. 

As in the case of power, it has been found possible to state the value 
of speed in terms equivalent to the manufacturing costs of relays. This 
may be done through a knowledge of the number of markers and asso
ciated equipment needed in relation to their work time, and their cost. 
Such relationships are shown in Fig. 7, which gives a typical curve for 
the markers per line needed to handle the traffic. Then, when the value 
of the marker is known, the value per line per millisecond, Ct, follows. 
Corresponding to this, a value per millisecond per marker, CM , can then 
be found, which varies inversely as the number of markers needed: 

Ct 
eM = p' 

where p = number of markers per line that are needed. This figure is 
the value of a millisecond for any complete event or series of events 
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within the marker which directly affects its working time, referred to as 
a "maj or event." 

1.41 'The V al'Lte of Speed per Event 

Within each major event there may be a whole cycle of operations 
happening partly in parallel and partly in sequence. Each separate ac
tion is called an "event." In the case of events happening in parallel, 
the circuit designer will usually know whenever one path is in outstand
ing control of the work time as a whole. Whenever such is the case, it is 
a "major event," and the other paths may be ignored. Often, however, 
the times for each of several paths will be about the same, and special 
consideration is needed to determine their value. In breaking down these 
operations so as to arrive at the cost per relay, one must evaluate the 
events within any major event as in the region marked in Fig. 8. Suppos
ing that the number of subevents within a major event are labelled a, b, c, 
etc. for each of the several parallel paths, then the total number of 
sub events is a + b + c + d + .... The total time for the maj or event 
is t, which has the dollar value, Ct/p, per millisecond, a!3 just previously 
given. 

Along any path, A, of events, the total time for the events is the time 
taken by the group as a whole. If this total time is t, then the effective 
time per event along any path is 

tA = t/a for path A (seconds), 
tB = t/b for path B (seconds), 

= etc. 

PATH A: a EVENTS 

~--~--~--~ 

PATH B: b EVENTS 
t----~ ~~---I ~-~-} 

:x:--

~--~ 

PATH D: d EVENTS 
?(--~--:x-

Fig. 8 - Typical chain of events in controller operation. 
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The worth of the time taken for the group as a whole is then 

au = ctt/p = CtatA/P = CtbtB/P = etc., dollars. 

The value per event is usually of principal interest. Since there are 
(a + b + C + ... ) events in anyone "major event," then the total 
value per event aE is 

aE = au ... ) dollars per event, 
(a + b + c + 

a 
--:-----::-------,--- CttA , 
(a + b + c + .. . )p 

for path A, 

b 
.,...-------- cttB, 
(a + b + C + ... )p 

for path B, 

= etc. 

Then the value of an event, per millisecond, is 

CE = qACt/P = qBCt/P = etc., dollars per event per millisecond. 

a b 
where qA = ---=-b----a+ +c+ qB = a + b + C + 

In general, then, the value of an event is 

where tE = the duration of the event, 

CK = (~) c, dollars per millisecond. 

etc. 

(19) 

The quantity q will be called the "path factor." It is seen to simplify to 
a value of unity when a major event is involved, (q = a/a), and in all 
other cases to have a value less than this. 

1.42 The Value of Speed, per Relay Operation 

Each event may consist of the action of one relay out of several possi
ble alternates. This means that several relays must be purchased for 
each such event, though only one determines the time. Calling w the 
number of relays provided per marker to perform one function, each 
function being designated by subscript corresponding to path and se-
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quence, then the value per relay of one millisecond is 

qACt 
Cr = --, 

WAlP 

= qCt 

WP 

etc., for path A, 

etc., for path B, 

in general, (dollars per millisecond). 

(20) 

These equations give the general expression for the value of functioning 
time in terms of cost. They permit the direct comparison with cost of a 
relay design, including its coding cost, manufacturing cost, or power 
drain cost, in deciding on how much investment is warranted in switch
ing apparatus in order to shorten the marker work time. 

1.43 Simple Examples of Relay Design for Speed 

The above relations make it possible to rapidly evaluate design changes 
for speeding up relays, or to state the value of seeking a design change 
that will make speed possible. Several examples will be given. 

(a) Relay Involved in a 111 ajor Event 

Suppose the following typical conditions are given: 

No. of markers per line = p 
Path factor = q 

Relays per marker function = W 

Value per millisecond per line = Ct 

Then value per millisecond per relay is 

0.04 X 1 
C, = 0.0006 X 1 = $67. 

0.0006. 
1. 
1. 
$0.04. 

In this case a very large investment per relay could be justified in order 
to gain small savings in time. 

(b) Relay Involved in a Subevent 

Suppose the following typical conditions are given: 

No. of markers per line = p = 0.0006. 

Path factor = q = 7'8 = 0.25. 
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Relays per marker function = w = 2, 

Ct = 0.04. 

Then value per millisecond per relay is 

Cr = 0.04 X 0.25 = $8.33. 
0.0006 X 2 

In this case, too, it is worth a considerable manufacturing cost penalty 
to shorten the functioning time of the relay. 

(C) Relay Involved in a Subevent - Release 

A particularly common form of sub event is the release of numerous 
relays at the end of one phase of marker action. In this case, assume 
values of the constants are: 

No. of markers per line = p = 0.0006. 
Path factor = q = 0.02. 

Relays per marker function = w = 5. 
Ct = $0.04. 

Then value per millisecond per relay is 

= 0.04 X 0.02 = $0 266 
C

r 0.0006 X 5 . 

Thus even in this case, an appreciable first cost value is associated with 
the releasing speed of each relay. 

1.5 REVIEW OF EQUIVALENT FIRST COST EXPRESSIONS 

The previous sections have shown how some of the variable portions 
of the relay design that affect its performance may be stated in terms of 
first cost. Likewise methods are given for evaluating sensitivity and 
speed performance in the same terms. These may be summarized as 

Cost of a coil: 

(1) 

Cost of an item as a function of demand: 

Co = • /2kqS(C l + A/n) + leqS + ~. 
11 n 2n n 

(12) 
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Cost of power: 

(18) 

Cost of functioning time: 

C
r 

= qCt • 

wp 
(20) 

Examination of these equations will show that, in nearly every case, a 
cheapening of the cost of the structure leads to more expensive (i.e., 
poorer) performance, and vice versa. However, the availability of these 
relations, together with accurate values for the constants, gives the in
formation needed to vary the relay design to the point where maximum 
over-all economy (i.e., the cheapest central office) can be realized. 

In the following sections, some examples of methods for finding this 
optimum point, and how much it is worth to find it, will be given. 

PART II - DESIGN FOR MAXIMUM POWER-PLUS-COIL ECONOMY 

Among the more common problems facing the designer of switching 
circuits is the selection of the relay magnet which gives best economy in 
use. On the one hand, equation (1) has shown that the relay coil cost 
will be less if the resistance is less (but power consumed is more). On the 
other hand, equation (18) shows that the equivalent first cost of that 
part of the power plant furnished to operate the relay increases as the 
resistance is reduced (but coil is more expensive). These opposite ef
fects are indicated in Fig. 9 where the curve labelled Cw shows how wind-

(/) 
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Fig. 9 - Power and winding costs. 
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ing cost for a certain wire gauge varies while the curve labelled Cp shows 
how power plant cost is changing. The desirable end result is a coil with 
resistance value to permit the sum of these to be as low as possible, as 
in the curve marked CT' The following methods will give such a design. 

The value of CT , made up of power cost, Cp , and winding cost, Cw , 

represents the cost of all the parts of the central office which are influ
enced by a change in resistance of the coil. Thus we wish to minimize 
this equation: 

CT = Cp + Cw , 

where, from the previous relations, 

Cp = 1(1 
R' 

Cw = 1(2R, 

1(1 = Cp hE2
, 

( 
CN N) 

1(2 = CR 1 + CR R . 

The resulting expression for this total cost is 

CT = ~1 + 1(~. (21) 

In this equation 1(1 is a constant, but 1(2 varies both with resistance 
and wire size, as the latter affects the values of CN , CR , and the quantity 
N / R, which is determined by the coil design equation 

R = AN (h + d), 

in which, using the special notation common to coil design problems: 

N = turns in winding = ht/1(, 

R = coil circuit resistance, 

A = 7r times the resistivity of wire in ohms per inch length, given in 
tables for each size of wire, 

h = depth of coil space occupied by wire, 

t = length of winding space, 

d = inside diameter of coil, 

1( = effective cross-sectional area required by one turn of wire, given in 
tables for each size. 
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For a given relay, the dimensions f and d are fixed, and only the wire 
size and the coil depth h can be varied. For a given wire size, therefore, 
the values of hand N are fixed by the resistance. As C Nand C R are known 
quantities, the values of ](2 can be determined and plotted against R for 
each wire size, as illustrated in Fig. 10. Such a chart applies to a particu
lar relay, as the curves depend on the fixed values of f and d applying. 
Here it can be seen that for a given resistance the finest gauge 'wire is 
the cheapest. Because of this, and since power costs are minimized with 
the highest resistance, the finest gauge wire would always give the 
cheapest coil. However, this becomes a theoretical case. As finer and 
finer wires are used, A = 7reJ becomes larger, and thus N IR or NIlE 
becomes smaller. In all relay design, an ampere-turns requirement must 
be met. Thus a practical solution to this problem of optimum costs is to 
choose the finest gauge wire which will meet the ampere-turns require
ment. 

If the same relay is assumed as for Fig. 10, the variations of ampere 
turns with resistance are as shown in Fig. 11. Starting with the NI re
quired, the wire size can be determined from a plot like Figure 11. Then 
](2 is determined from a plot like Fig. 10. 

N ow, with the gauge of wire chosen, ](2 is almost a constant and can 
be considered independent of R. Thus, upon differentiating (21), CT will 
be found to be a minimum when R has a value designated by 

Ro = V](I/I(2. (22) 

The most economical coil, resulting from use of a resistance Ro , will have 
a system cost of 

Co = 2V](d(2. (23) 

As can be seen by the slopes of the curves on Fig. 11, if the optimum 
resistance, Ro , is larger than the resistance value at the desired ampere 
turns, the NI requirement will not be met. Then either the selection of 
Ro must be made for the next coarser wire, or the resistance value chosen 
at just the required NI, whichever is cheaper. Conversely, if there is a 
very large NI margin, a finer gauge wire could be tried. In all, two trials 
should give the optimum values. 

A procedure has now been outlined for choosing the coil design for 
optimum power-pIus-winding cost. Curves similar to Figs. 10 and 11 
should be drawn for the applicable relay parameters. Then the 1(2 value 
is obtained for the finest gauge meeting the ampere-turns requirement, 
and Ro and Cofound. Then, the N I value applying for Ro must be checked 
and adjustments made as above, if necessary. 
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COST WHEN OPTIl\:lU.l\:1 RESISTANCE CONDITION IS NOT SATISFIED 

There will, of course, be cases in practice "where the optimum re
sistance is not used, for such reasons as standardizing of certain coil 
sizes, need for speed, or insufficient winding space. The penalty in cost 
from departing from the ideal winding size may be found by comparing 
the cost for any value .of resistance, (equation 21), "with the cost if re
sistance were optimum, (equation 23): 

C KdR + !{2R 
Co 2V!{lK2 

~(!i~+R) 
2 R Ro' 

(24) 
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Thus, the fractional change in cost caused by any departure from the 
best resistance is readily estimated, expressed in ratio form as R/Ro• 
This relation is shown in Fig. 12. 

SUMMARY 

In summary of Part II, methods have been given for deciding on the 
magnet coil design which will provide the cheapest net cost in the switch
ing system. When the conditions of use are known, a series of charts 
may be prepared such as the one shown, from which the applications 
engineer may decide the proper coil design, and how much it may be 
worth to the system. As experience will show, the cost of departing from 
an optimum design may run well over $1.00 per individual relay, with 
the result that aggregate savings in the whole central office may run to 
thousands of dollars compared to the cost when this problem is ignored. 

New relay development may be guided by the use of these same rela
tions, since through a process of considering various hypothetical de
signs of various sizes, work outputs and magnetic qualities, the potential 
optimum costs may be found. Design of the recently adopted wire spring 
relay was very materially guided by considerations of this sort. 

PART III-CHOICE OF CONTACT SETS FOR MAXIMUM ECONOMY 

One of the many problems involving lot-size costs of relays is the num
ber of standardized sets of contacts that should be provided: i.e., how 
many kinds of contact arrangements give maximum economy for the 
product as a whole? By providing only a few choices of kinds of contacts, 
for example, the annual output is less divided and there are fewer setup 
charges, with the result that the initial manufacturing economy is large. 
However, because of the small selection of kinds of contact sets, there 
will result many cases where extra contacts are provided at greater than 
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needed cost. The problem is how best to combine these opposing fac
tors. 

In illustration, consider a relay which is to be equipped with molded 
spring arrangements, capable of providing any number of "transfers" 
from 1 to 12, each of which is used in approximately equal numbers in 
the system. At the one extreme, only one molding might be provided, 
always equipped with 12 transfers. At the other extreme 12 different 
moldings might be provided, covering each individually needed quantity 
of "transfers." In the case of the single molding there is no lot-size 
penalty at all, but on the average a large penalty in surplus contacts; 
while for the twelve kinds of moldings, lot-size penalties corresponding 
to one-twelfth of the possible annual output are incurred, but no spare 
parts at all will be needed. Such a problem may be treated as given 
below. 

Let the number of kinds of spring sets chosen be designated by v. 
Then the annual output of each kind is the total output N divided by 
v, or 

N 
n =-. 

v 
(25) 

Now it was shown in Section 1.2 that the cost penalty for making things 
in lots is given by equation (12). For the present problem, this may be 
expressed in terms of v, by substituting equation (25) into equation (12). 
The resulting lot-size cost penalty is then 

The penalty due to providing unneeded springs is the dollar value of 
the average number of spare springs. The average number of spares is 
approximately 

12 - v 
E=~. 

Thus for only one kind furnished, always 12 transfers, the number of 
spares can vary between 0 and 11, an average of 5.5, as given by the 
equation. If there were eight kinds, consisting possibly of moldings of 
1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10 and 12 sets of transfers, the average number of extras 
would be 0.25. The dollar penalty compared to no extras ever needed is 

(
12 - v) 

CE=C1 ~ • (27) 
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and the sum of this equation and that for lot size represents the system 
cost for anyone condition. 

Fig. 13 shows this variation for an assumed case for which 

lV 500,000 parts per year. 

k 0.15. 

S $100. 

f 0.20 for spring set cost. 
el = '\.0.005 for spare spring cost. 

A = O. 

Here it is found that the greatest benefit comes from using in the neigh
borhood of six kinds of spring sets. It is further clearly seen that the sys
tem as a whole will not be particularly penalized if the number of sets 
chosen is a few different from this quantity - but a penalty of almost 
two cents per relay, or about two thousand dolllars per year would be 
incurred by erring too far toward the extreme. 

PART IV - CHOICE OF SPECIAL ADJUSTMENT FOR MAXIMUM 

SPEED ECONOMY 

Speed can be an exceedingly valuable property of a relay, as shown 
in Section 1.4. There are cases for example where every saving of 1 
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millisecond in working time will reduce the average quantity of equip
ment needed by an amount equivalent to $35, or even more. For such 
cases a considerable sum of money can be spent on each relay in order 
to make it faster. The following approach helps guide the circuit and re
lay designer in the choice of relay they should make in order to gain the 
greatest over-all advantage. 

It is well known to relay designers that one of the most important 
design parameters controlling operating time of a relay is the spacing 
between the contacts when they are at rest. This space cannot be less 
than a certain small distance of about 0.005" to avoid contact failures 
due to vibration, buildups, sparkover, etc. However, because it is costly 
to hold adjustments accurately to a few thousandths of an inch, the 
maximum spacing is often quite large, sometimes as much as 0.050". 
The spread in this distance is primarily a matter of economics; if it were 
clear that more money could be spent on the relay to narrow down this 
spacing while gaining material reductions in operating time as a result, 
then some closer adjustment would be specified. Such a problem is read
ily treated by summing (a) the cost penalties for differing values of this 
spacing and (b) the cost penalties of the corresponding functioning time, 
and finding the optimum condition that results. One such case is shown 
below. 

The cost penalty due to changing spacing may be estimated by con
sidering various actual values, and determining what procedures would 
be used in the factory in each case. Such a cost study can be made in the 
factory. In illustration, assume a particular relay type deemed to suffer 
no cost penalty if its armature stroke is allowed to take on any value up 
to 0.050", but which cannot be less than 0.010" without impairing per
formance. The actual cost per unit of various kinds of manufacturing 
procedures might be found according to the hypothetical conditions given 
in Table r. Thus a curve can be plotted of the cost penalties for each 
setting of gap. 

The design may also be studie~ for the influence of the gap settings 
on speed. The operating time of the magnet as a function of spacing is 
readily determined by experiment, and may also be checked against 
known operating principles, to be sure the figures are reasonable. For a 
typical case, operating times corresponding to various spacings might be 

. as given in Table II. At the same time, the value of this functioning time 
is given by equation (20) to be 
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TABLE I - COST PER UNIT OF VARIOUS KINDS OF MANUFACTURING 

PROCEDURES 

Assumed Max. 
Stroke 

0.050" 

0.045" 
0.040" 
0.034" 
0.025" 
0.020" 
0.015" 

0.010" 

Manufacturing Procedure 

Acceptance of wide dimensional tolerances on all 
parts, and no adjustment permitted 

As above, but crude adjustments added 
Closer dimensional tolerances, no adjustment 
As just above, with rough adjustment 
Very close tolerances on all parts, no adjustment 
As just above, with touch-up permitted 
Screw adjustment added, (more expensive parts, 

but simpler adjustment) 
Precision setting of all parts 

Cost 

$0 

0.05 
0.07 
0.10 
0.15 
0.20 
0.35 

0.65 

Assuming for this hypothetical case that the values applying are 

Ct $0.05, 

w 100, 

q 0.2, and 

p 0.0006, 

then the cost of the resulting time is found in the last column of Table II. 
A summation of these two sets of cost penalties is given in Fig. 14, 

which clearly shows that the ideal value of stroke is about 0.020", and 
that that it may be permitted to vary between the limits 0.015" and 
0.025" without a serious economic penalty. 

In summary, a method has been indicated for deciding how important 
it may be to build in, or omit, expensive design features which have an 
effect on functioning time. An illustration has been given for an assumed 
common control cirucit and an assumed change in a design feature of the 
relay that importantly affects the time. The method, however, is equally 

TABLE II - OPERATING TIMES CORRESPONDING TO VARIOUS SPACINGS 

Assumed Max. Stroke 

0.050 
0.045 
0.040 
0.035 
0.025 
0.020 
0.015 
0.010 

Functioning Time (Milliseconds) 

6.1 
5.6 
5.2 
4.75 
3.75 
3.2 
2.55 
1.9 

Equivalent First Cost Value 
of Time 

$1.02 
0.933 
0.867 
0.792 
0.625 
0.533 
0.425 
0.317 
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applicable to other speed problems, once the value of speed is known, 
and once the influence of the design change and its cost are known. 

PART V - CHOICE OF VVINDING FOR MAXIl\IUM COMBINED ECONOMY 

OF SPEED AND POWER 

In the selection of magnet designs for use in circuits where speed is 
important, much can be gained by modifying the mass, the stroke, the 
force against the stop, etc., but when all these devices have been ex
hausted there remains the possibility of supplying more power to the 
magnet coil. If this is done in enough cases, an over-all penalty in central 
office cost is incurred through the added over-all power plant capacity 
that may be needed. As already seen in Section 1.3, this cost penalty is 
proportional to the base value of one watt-hour-per-year, the voltage 
squared, and the hours per year energized, but is inversely proportional 
to the resistance. In telephone usage, the voltage is usually fixed at 50 
volts, and equation (18) may be rewritten as 

where 
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The above expression gives the equivalent first cost of the power taken 
by one relay. For each relay operation, or event, ho,,"ever, there may be 
several relays energized. Then the total eost penalty per event, due to 
power, is 

(29) 

where g = number of relays energized, per marker, for the particular 
function in question even though only one appears in the time sequence. 
For the power cost to be compared with the cost due to speed, this cost 
must be spread over the number of relays, w, involved in the function. 
Then 

(30) 

This is the equivalent first cost penalty incurred against each relay, due 
to its power consumption. As R increases, it is seen to decrease. 

However, as R increases, the operate time increases. For speed relays, 
the time t has been found to be a complicated function of the resistance, 
varying approximately as Rl/3. Thus when R increases, time increases, 
and the equivalent first cost of this action time increases, as already seen 
in Section 1.4. 

As power is changed, then, there results two oppositely varying 
costs - one due to power, and one due to speed. The problem is graphic
ally shown in Fig. 15, where Curve A shows the typical cost variation 
due to power drain and Curve B shows the variation in cost due to speed. 
The point where the sum of the two is a minimum is the ideal point to 
operate, assuming that the coil costs are about equal in each case. 
Curve C shows how the total cost will vary. Actually, it may be necessary 
to add the effects of a third variable: the cost of the coil itself as it is· 
redesigned for different power consumption. This can be easily done by 
the methods shown above, but is ignored in the present treatment for 
the sake of simplicity. In many actual cases, coil cost has been found to 
be a much smaller factor than the other variables. 

CHOICE OF OPTIMUM COIL 

In practice the above result may be obtained by a knowledge of how 
a specific magnet design will vary in operate time as its coil resistance is 
changed. The values may be substituted in the following equation for 
total cost: 
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c _ qcd + kphg 
- Wp wR' 

= fL (qCtt + kph) . 
w pg R 
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(31) 

The expression may be evaluated when a relation between t and circuit 
resistance R is established, usually a. matter for experiment in any given 
case. 

Illustration 

For a particular case let us assume that p = 0.0006, so that equation 
(31) is 

c = !L (1670 :£ cd + kph) . 
w g R 

(32) 

Typical values of operate time, t, for a speed relay in 50-volt telephone 
applications are given in Table III. From this information, one may 
readily evaluate equation (32) to cover the practical range of conditions 
that are met'in service. This has been done, in Fig. 16, to give the total 
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Fig. 15 - Optimizing costs of speed plus power by relay coil design. 
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TABLE III - TYPICAL VALUES OF OPERATE TIME 

Coil Resistance (Ohms) 

100 
200 
400 
600 
800 

1000 

Optimum Time (Milliseconds) 

2.45 
3.1 
4.15 
5.0 
5.8 
6.7 

cost penalty for the case of very short holding time (h = 100 hr. per 
year) and for long holding time (h = 2000 hr. per year). The optimum 
coil resistances for these cases are seen to lie between 200 and 400 ohms 
for the long holding time condition, and to be as low as possible for the 
case of short holding time. As a result we see an appreciable economic 
incentive to plan relay designs which are capable of operating on low 
resistances. Further study of heat dissipation, operation with holding 
windings, contacts to withstand heavy currents, and other devices to 
gain fast action, therefore take on added importance to the relay de
signer. 

PART VI - CHOICE OF THE ACTUAL CODE 

With the background of the previous sections, the systems designer 
can now decide what codes he needs to use in his circuits so as to be 
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most economical, over-all. The problem will first be discussed in a gen
eralized form, and the means for getting the economy will then be re
viewed. 

G.1 GENERAL DISCUSSION OF CODING 

If enough information were available to the circuit designer, he should 
be able to choose a relay for any particular application by considering 

(a) The penalties in performance (expressed in terms of first cost) re
sulting from having only a certain limited number of available combina
tions of relays, as against complete flexibility, i.e., the penalties due to 
standardizing, and 

(b) The penalties in first cost resulting from many variations of a 
basic type, as compared with one single standard type, i.e., the penalties 
due to not standardizing. 
By weighing both the penalties and the advantages of standardization 
in each case, they may be maintained in approximate balance, and give 
the economical number of codes. 

In the development of an entire new switching system using relays, 
there will be approximate ideas on the number of relays needed in the 
system, and on the number of kinds of relays required to fairly well 
satisfy the circuit functions. Based on past experience, the statistical 
distribution of kinds of relays for the various uses in relation to annual 
demand may also be approximated. The number of codes provided will 
determine the number of cells into which the statistical distribution is 
divided, and also the relative annual demand for each. In the extreme, 
only one code might be provided. It would have the advantage of very 
large lot-size, but also it would have to do the hardest as well as the 
easiest function. Such a requirement could lead to such absurdities as 
requiring that all relays have three windings, twelve transfers, best grade 
of contact metal, and the like; or to a greatly increased number of simpler 
relays. In addition, with but little flexibility in the design, there would 
be the added performance disadvantages due to imperfectly matching 
certain needs for power economy, speed, and the like. Hence, there is a 
large performance disadvantage, if but one kind of relay were provided. 

At the other extreme would be cell divisions of kinds of relays to give 
the perfect match for every circuit use. Then, with no spare contacts, 
the best possible power economy, and every other condition at its ideal 
value, no performance penalty at all would be entailed. But every code 
increase would further subdivide the manufacture, till the lot-size penal
ties grew excessive. 

These variations are shown by the curves in Fig. 1, and it is their sum, 
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as seen in the curve marked c, that should decide where best to work. 
In planning a whole new central office which may use from 40,000 to 
80,000 relays, and a new design of relay whose manufacturing costs are 
not yet well established, the data to give numerical values for Fig. 1 
can only be quite tentative, and the results can only serve as guides. 
Yet such work has been most useful in recent effort on a redesigned No. 
5 crossbar system to use the wire spring relay. Calculations could be 
made with enough assurance to determine the general shape of the total 
penalty curve (Curve c), and showed an optimum value for kinds of re
lays of about 200. Even more important was the indication that the 
curve was extremely flat in its optimum region, giving but a small 
change in the total penalty if an error, even as great as 2 to 1, were 
made in the number of codes to be used. 

6.2 THE DETAILED PROCEDURES OF CODE SELECTION 

Background information as gained above helps in guiding the early 
steps in picking codes of relays for the job, but there is a better method 
of picking codes when the circuit designer is actually down to cases. 
By following the steps below, the optimum number of codes will auto
matically result. 

The first step in the coding program is to pick a list of basic codes. 
This can be done quite arbitrarily, initially, and should be based on 
general knowledge of types of circuit functions, together with specific 
knowledge of certain uses with very large demands. For example, certain 
coils will be needed to cover the range from very fast operation with no 
concern for current drain, to slow release and emphasis on economy of 
power; there will be single and multiple windings as dictated by circuit 
functions. Also, certain arrangements of contacts may be assumed to 
span the range of needs from a single make up to the capacity of the 
design - twelve transfers or twenty-four makes in the case of the new 
wire spring relay. Further, certain combinations of springs and coils will 
be evident at once as ideally suited to particular large-demand uses, and 
these should be on the original list. Soon the likely minimum demand 
for each will be quite evident. Such a list of tentative codes and dema~ds 
is the first step in the coding scheme. 

Now, as each circuit application arises, this basic list may be consulted. 
For some cases, an available code will be ideal, but for many others a new 
arrangement may be desired. In each such case a simple calculation will 
show the economical choice between a new code or the old code with 
more features than are really needed. Steps in the calculations are given 
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below, where the extension of the old code is identified as Plan A, and 
the use of a new code as Plan B. 

For Plan A, there ~\Vill be a new demand, (X + Y), which is greater 
than its previous demand by Y, the quantity of the new application. 
The demand cost penalty can then be read from charts such as Fig. 4. 
Performance penalties for pertinent features such as speed, power, extra 
contacts, etc. may be read from charts of the kind described in the earlier 
sections above. The sum of these values, multiplied by Y, is the cost 
penalty for the new application of an existing code. 

For Plan B, there will be a lot-size cost penalty due to its demand. But 
there will also be a penalty imposed on the original code, (whose demand 
was X), because its demand was not enlarged to value X + Y. Thus 
the total lot-size cost penalty is made up of two parts: 

(a) Penalty due to demand Y, multiplied by Y. 
(b) [Penalty due to demand X - Penalty due to demand (X + Y)] 

multiplied by X. 
The unit lot-size cost penalty for Plan B is the sum of these two fac
tors, divided by the quantity Y. The design of relay for Plan B may be 
chosen by the methods previously outlined to be as nearly optimum as 
is feasible, and then performance penalties itemized as in Plan A above. 
The sum of these penalties, added to the lot-size penalties just men
tioned, give a number for comparison "\yjth Plan A. 

After the penalties due to either plan are compared, the least costly 
should be chosen. In cases where the costs are approximately equal, 
preference should probably be given to Plan A, as encouraging stand
ardization. 

In summary, the ideal number of codes in a newly designed system 

TABLE IV - CHECK LIST FOR RELAY CODE SELECTION 

AMOUNT OF EQUIVALENT COST PENALTY 

Kind of Penalty Plan A 

Lot-size (a) . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Note (1) Note (2) 
X [(2) - (1)] X - = (b)............................... y 

Power 
Speed 
Extra parts 
Other 

Total 

Note (1) Fill in for demand X + Y. 
Note (2) Fill in for demand X. 
Note (3) Fill in for demand Y. 

Plan B 
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may be approximated by choosing the more economical alternative re
sulting from filling in the check list given in Table IV. 

PART VII -SUMMARY 

In the telephone central office some 60,000 relays are needed to carry 
out the automatic switching functions. Since the entire office is built 
around them, they determine the cost of the office, not only by their 
first cost, and maintenance cost, but at least equally importantly by 
their influence on the power plant, and the amount of common control 
equipment that is needed. There is opportunity for great economy, over
all, when manufacturing cost is put in proper balance with the cost of 
power, cost of functioning time, and similar performance variables. 

The preceding pages have shown how each factor in the total system 
cost may be stated in a common language - the equivalent first cost 
value. When each variable, expressed as an incremental figure denoting 
the cost compared to an ideal standard, is so stated, all relay factors in 
the switching system may be cross-compared. This permits a large num
ber of optimizing procedures to be carried out. 

Optimizing methods for several important cases have been illustrated, 
and relations or procedures of value to the relay designer are presented. 
Particularly outstanding cases are the means for realizing (a) power
plus-coil economy and (b) power-plus-speed economy. 

On the side of manufacturing cost, relay designers need some guidance 
as to how their applications problems will be influenced by the lot-size, 
or annual demand. Optimizing procedures are also given for this prob
lem, to yield approximate values for optimum lot-sizes under various 
manufacturing conditions, and the corresponding cost penalty as a func
tion of annual demand. 

The steps to be taken in order to strike the best balance between 
standardizing for maximum manufacturing economy and diversifying 
for maximum performance economy are also given. 

The problem as a whole is a striking example of how design for service 
can be applied on a very large scale. The economies realized by the ap
proach used here have avoided the expenditure of many additional 
thousands of dollars yearly to the telephone companies, with corre
sponding economy to the customer. 
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Symbols 

(Manuscript received October 20, 1953) 

The following list gives the symbols used through the several articles 
appearing in this issue of the JOURNAL. The list does not include all the 
variant forms of the different symbols distinguished by subscripts, as 
these distinctions are indicated in the context where they are used. 

MECHANICAL: 

a Cross sectional area 
f, Length 
m Effective armature mass 
T Kinetic energy 
V Work done to overcome static load 
x Armature displacement 

ELECTRICAL: 

e Copper efficiency or fraction of the copper volume occupied by 
conductor 

E Applied battery voltage 
G Total equivalent single turn conductance 
Gc Equivalent single turn conductance of coil; N 2jR 
GE Equivalent single turn eddy current conductance 
G~ Effective single turn eddy current conductance; GEe-GE/(Gc+Gs) 

Gs Equivalent single turn conductance of sleeve 
i Instantaneous current 
I Steady state current 
m Mean length of turn in winding 
N N umber of turns in winding 

47r 
L1 Single turn inductance; (R' (x) 

NI Ampere turns 
Nlo Just operate or just release ampere turn value 

q Ratio of just operate to final ampere turns; ~; 
257 
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p Resistivity of material 
R Resistance 
S Coil volume 
v Ratio of flux attained at time t to steady state flux 
W Power; 12R 

MAGNETIC: 

Equivalent pole face area 
Effective pole face area (design value) 
Induction (flux density) 
Value of B for maximum permeability 
Saturation density 
Density at J1. = 1000 
Remanence (density at H = 0) 
CRo + CRL 

CRo 
Magnetic pull 
Magnetomotive force; 47rNI 
Coercive magnetomotive force 
Field intensity 
Coercive force 
Inductance 
Permeability 
Permeability of air 
Maximum value of permeability 
Reluctance 

CRe Reluctance of the core 
CR~ Minimum value of core reluctance 
CRI CR(x) for x = Xl 

CR i Initial incremental reluctance 
CRo Equivalent closed gap reluctance 
CR L Equivalent leakage reluctance 
CR L 2 Effective leakage reluctance (design value) 
CR 02 Effective closed gap reluctance (design value) 

CRL ( CRo + 1) 
CR(x) Equivalent relay reluctance ----'---

X 
CRo + CR L + A 

cp flux 
cI> Steady state flux 



NOTATIONS 

CP1 Initial equilibrium flux 
cp' Flux for maximum permeability or minimum reluctance 
cp" Flux at saturation 
CPo Residual flux 
cpa Gap flux 
U Field energy 
u x/ ACRo or x/xo 
VV Mechanical work done by magnet 
Xo ACRo 

TIME: 

Time 
to Opera te or release time 
t1 Waiting time 
t2 Motion time 
ts Stagger time 
tE Eddy current time constant; L 1G' E 

tc Winding time constant; L 1GC 

t s Sleeve time constant; L1G s 
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A positive charge on the surface of a p-type germanium crystal induces a 
net negative space charge within the crystal adjacent to the surface. This 
space charge is composed of ionized acceptor atoms and also of electrons 
under certain conditions. When electrons occur they provide a layer of 
n-type conductivity immediately under the p-type germanium smface. 
Such a layer has been found on the p-type region of some n-p-n-transistors. 
In the n-p-n structure the layer of electrons appears as an extra conducting 
path-"a channel"-across the p-type material between the two n-type 
ends. The conductance of a channel and the capacity between the channel 
and the p-type material have been measured and compared with the the
oretical predictions based on a simple model. 
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CRANE, G. R.4, F. HAUSER4 AND H. A. MANLEy4 

Westrex Film Editor, J.S.M.P.T.E., 61, Part 1, pp. 316-323, Sept., 
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This paper describes a film-editing machine which employs continuous pro
jection resulting in quiet operation. It accommodates standaId-picture and 
photographic or magnetic sound film as well as composite sound-picture 
film. Differential synchronizing of sound and picture while running, auto
matic fast stop and simplified threading features in the film gates with 
finger-tip release materially increase operating efficiency. 
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Unipolar "field-effect" transistors of a type suggested by W. Shockley have 
been constructed and tested. The idealized theory of Shockley has been ex
tended to cover the actual geometries involved, and design nomographs are 
presented. It is found that these structures can be designed in such a way 
as to yield a negative resistance at the input terminals. The characteristics 
of several units are presented and analyzed. It is shown that these character
istics are in substantial agreement with the extended theory. Finally a specu
lative evaluation of the possible future applications of field effect transistors 
is made. 
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3 Western Electric Company. 
4 Westrex Corporation. 
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8, pp. 395-413, Sept., 1953. 

The L3 coaxial system is a new broad-band facility for use with existing 
and new coaxial cables. It makes possible the transmission of 1,860 telephone 
channels or 600 telephone channels and a television channel in each direction 
on a pair of coaxial tubes. The principal system design problems and the 
methods used in their solution are described in terms of its components and 
their location in the system. 
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Phys., 21, P. 1427, Aug., 1953. 

FRAYNE, J. G.4 AND E. VV. TEMPLIN4 

Stereophonic Recording and Reproducing Equipment, J.S.M.P.T.E., 
61, Part 2, pp. 395-407, Sept., 1953. 

This paper describes new stereophonic recording channel equipment includ
ing a six-position mixer and portable three-channel recorder. For re-record
ing, the previously described triple-track recorder-reproducer is available. 
For review-room and theater reproduction, a theater-type dummy equipped 
for three-channel stereophonic reproduction is described. 

GOERTZ, M., see H. J. WILLIAMS. 

GRAMELS, J.1 

Problems to Consider in Applying Selenium Rectifiers, A.I.E.E., 
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Electron Ejection From Ta by He+, He++, and He2+., Phys. Rev., 
91, pp. 543-551, Aug. 1, 1953 (Monograph 2148). 

:lVIeasurements of total yield hi) and kinetic energy distribution are re
ported for electrons ejected from tantalum by the ions, He+, He++ and He2+ 
in the kinetic energy range 10 to 1000 ev. The evidence presented indicates 
that the electrons are released by a collision of the second kind of the ion 
with the metal surface (potential ejection). One internal secondary electron 
is produced per incident ion. The probability of this electron escaping is 
reduced by the possibility of internal reflection at the image barrier at the 
metal surface. 'Yi for the slowest ions is observed to be 0.14, 0.52, and 0.10 for 
He+, He++, and He2+, respectively. The data presented must be considered 
representative of gas-covered tantalum, since no gas was observed to desorb 
from the target on heating to 175°K. 'Yi was found not to vary with time 
after cooling the target indicating rapid re-establishment of the equilibrium 
gas layer on the surface from within the metal. The ,York function of the 
covered Tn. surface is found to be ca 4.9 ev, some 0.8 ev higher than that 
of atomically clean Ta. Considerations based on a theory which includes 
variation of energy levels near the metal surface show resonance neutraliza
tion of He+ at the covered Ta surface not to be possible. Thus only the so
called direct process of potential ejection occurs, with which conclusion the 
measured energy limits of ejected electrons are in agreement. 

HAUSER, F., see G. R. CRANE 

HAWKINS, vV. L., see B. S. BIGGS. 

HEFFNER, H.1 

Backward-Wave Tube, Electronics, 26, pp. 135-137, Oct., 1953· 

Electron-stream amplifier utilizing backward-wave mode forms microwave 
oscillator continuously tunable over a three-to-one bandwidth by a single 
voltage control. Tubes have been built for frequency centering about 6,000, 
10,000 and 50,000 me. 

HENDERSON, 0. 5 

Magnetic Amplifier Controls for Rectifier Protecting Underground 
Metallic Structures Cathodically, Corrosion, 9, pp. 216-220, July, 
1953.' 

This paper covers the initial attempt on the part of the Ohio Bell Telephone 
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Company to use a magnetic amplifier to give continuous control of the out
put of a copper-oxide rectifier used for cathodic protection of underground 
lead covered cables. The controlled rectifier was designed for use at a loca
tion where stray current "end effects" were damaging underground tele
phone cables and municipal light cables and were threatening high-pressure 
water mains. When properly adjusted, the output of the rectifier will in
crease or decrease automatically so that at each instant the amount of 
forced drainage will be adequate to protect the underground telephone cable 
sheath but will not be in excess of the value at which neighboring under
ground metallic structures would become anodic and would thus become 
subject to corrosion. For satisfactory operation the amplifier had to be 
designed to give a large gain so that a change in the control voltage of only 
0.2 volt (+0.1 to -0.1 volt) would be sufficient to vary the output of the 
rectifier from practically zero current to full rating. In the installation de
scribed in this paper the gain of the magnetic amplifier is in the order of 
12,000. The magnetic amplifier type of control is well suited to outdoor in
stallations subject to wide changes in temperature and at remote locations 
where frequent maintenance inspections are not feasible. The magnetic am
plifier has advantages over other available control devices which accomplish 
this same purpose in that it has no moving parts, no vacuum tubes, bat
teries, motors, relays or contactors. The magnetic amplifier gives a continuous 
output control which is superior to the stepped increment changes that 
result from relay or contactor operation. 

JERONE, M. G., see E. P. SMITH. 

JOHNSON, J. B.l AND K. G. McKAyl 

Secondary Electron Emission of Crystalline MgO, Phys. Rev., 91 t 

pp. 582-587, Aug. 1, 1953 (Monograph 2163). 

Secondary emission is measured from single crystals of MgO cleaved along 
the (100) plane. The maximum ratio of secondary to primary current, Omax , 

is about 7 at about 1,000 volts and room temperatures. The cross-overs 
are at 33 volts and far above 5,000 volts. Most probable energy of emission 
is 1 ev or less. A definite effect of temperature is established, decreasing with 
increasing temperature, in accord with expectations for an insulator. 

JONES, T. A.I AND W. A. PHELPSl 

Level Compensator for Telephotograph Systems, Elec. Eng., 72 t 

pp. 787-791, Sept., 1953. 

To eliminate interference in telephoto graph transmission through broad
band carrier equipment, it was decided to cancel it from the signal delivered 
by the carrier facility instead of modifying the carrier equipment. Conse-
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quently, a recently developed telephotograph level compensator, consisting 
of a pilot channel arrangement designed for insertion in the telephotograph 
connecting circuits, is utilized. 

KISTLER, R. E. 6 

Radio Links U.S. and Canada, Telephony, 145, pp. 16-17, 33, Sept. 
5, 1953. 

KLIE, R. H., see C. H. ELMENDORF. 

KOHMAN, G. T., see D. EDELSON. 

KRUSE, P. F., Jr.7 and W. B. WALLACE7 

Identification of Polymeric Materials, Anal. Chern., 25, p. 1156, 
Aug., 1953. 

KUH, E. S.l 

Potential Analog-Network Synthesis for Arbitrary Loss Functions, 
J. App. Phys., 24, pp. 897-902, July 1953. 

A general method is developed for designing networks with arbitrary loss 
functions based on the potential analogy. An appropriate potential prob
lem is formed on the basis of the given loss function by introducing con
tinuous charge distribution on the complex frequency plane. After the po
tential problem is solved, the technique of quantization of charge is used 
to find the natural modes of the network function. 

LANGE, R. W.1 

40- to 4,000-Microwatt Power Meter, A.I.E.E. Trans., Cornrnun. & 
Electronics, 8, pp. 492-494, Sept., 1953. 

LEWIS W. D.l 

Electronic Computers and Telephone Switching, I.R.E., Proc., 41, 
pp. 1242-1244, Oct., 1953. 

Automatic telephone switching and digital computation have much in 
common. Both rely upon discrete rather than continuous devices. Develop
ment of recent switching systems with a close functional resemblance to 
large digital computers has increased this overlap. The next big step in 
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6 Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
7 Sandia Corporation. 
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telephone switching should be towards electronics. In making this step, 
switching scientists and engineers can be much helped by modern electronic 
computer technology. To be successful, they must also contribute to this 
technology. 

LINDHOM, P.3 

"Feedback" - Heart of Automatic Process Control, Factory, 111, 
pp. 106-109, Oct., 1953. 

LOGAN, R. A.l 

Thermally Induced Acceptors in Single Crystal Germanium, Letter 
to the Editor, Phys. Rev., 91, pp. 757-758, Aug. 1, 1953. 

MAlTA, J. P., see M. TANENBAUM. 

MALLERY, P.l 

Transistors and Their Circuits in the 4A Toll Crossbar Switching 
System, A.I.E.E. Trans., Commun. & Electronics, 8, pp. 388-392, 
Sept., 1953. 

MALTIIANER, W. A.1 AND H. E. V AUGHAN1 

Automatic Telephone System Employing Magnetic Drum Memory, 
I.R.E., Proc., 41, pp. 1341-1347, Oct., 1953 (Monograph 2151). 

The use'of magnetic drum memory in an automatic telephone switching 
office is described. A capacitive scanner acts as a time-division connector 
through which information generated by subscribers' telephone sets is con
veyed to storage on magnetic drums. Information thus accumulated is com
bined with "permanent" information on the magnetic drums, processed in 
accordance with built-in programs and dispatched to control call switching 
circuits. Technical feasibility of this system has been demonstrated by the 
construction and successful operation of a large-scale laboratory model. 

lVIANLEY, H. A., see G. R. CRANE. 

MATTHIAS, B. T.l 

Superconducting Compounds, Letter to the Editor, Phys. Rev., 91, 
p. 413, July 15, 1953. 

lVlcAFEE, K. B., see K. G. McKAY. 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
3 Western Electric Company. 
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MCCARTHY, R. H.3 

Organization for Production Engineering, Mech. Eng., 75, pp. 785-
788, 793, Oct., 1953. 

MCGUIGAN, J. H.I 

Combined Reading and Writing on a Magnetic Drum, I.R.E., Proc., 
41, pp. 1438-1444, Oct., 1953 (Monograph 2152). 

This paper points out that the characteristics of magnetic recording make it 
possible to combine reading and writing in the same cell as it passes just 
once under the head. Amplifier requirements for this method of operation 
are discussed and a suitable design presented. A single head is used for both 
reading and writing. The process can be repeated in every successive cell at 
a cell rate of 60 kc. The techniques described, which are applicable to either 
parallel or serial systems, extend the utility of magnetic drums by allowing 
date processing as well as data storage. 

McKAY, K, G., see J. B. JOHNSON. 

l\1cKAY, K. G.I AND K, B. McAFEEI 

Electron Multiplication in Silicon and Germanium, Phys. Rev., 91, 
pp. 1079-1084, Sept. 1, 1953 (Monograph 2162). 

Electron multiplication in silicon and germanium has been studied in the 
high fields of wide p-n junctions for voltages in the pre-breakdown region. 
Multiplication factors as high as eighteen have been observed at room 
temperature. Carriers injected by light, alpha particles, or thermal-genera
tion are multiplied in the same manner. The time required for the multi
plication process is less than 2 X 10-8 second. Approximately equal multi
plication factors are obtained for injected electrons and injected holes. The 
multiplication increases rapidly as "breakdown voltage" is approached. The 
data are well represented by ionization rates computed by conventional 
avalanche theory. In very narrow junctions, no observable multiplication 
occurs before Zener emission sets in, as previously reported. It is incidentally 
determined that the efficiency of ionization by alpha particles bombarding 
silicon is 3.6 ± 0.3 electron volts per electron-hole pair produced. 

MCSKIl\IIN,H. J.I 

Measurement of Elastic Constants at Low Temperatures by Means 
of Ultrasonic Waves - Data for Silicon and Germanium Single 
Crystals and for Fused Silica, J. App. Phys., 24, pp. 988-997, Aug., 
1953 (lVlonograph 2171). 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
3 Western Electric Company. 
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Ultrasonic waves (shear on longitudinal) in the 10-30 mc range are trans
mitted down a fused silica rod, through a polystyrene or silicone one-quarter 
wavelength seal, and into the solid specimen. Measurement of reflections 
within the specimen yields values for velocities of propagation and elastic 
constants. Data obtained over a temperature range of 78° to 3000 K for 
silicon and germanium single crystals, and 1.6° to 3000 K for fused silica are 
listed. For the latter, a high loss is noted, with an indicated maximum near 
300 K. 

MERZ, W. J.l 

Double Hysteresis Loop of BaTi03 at the Curie Point, Phys. Rev., 
91, pp. 513-517, Aug. 1, 1953 (Monograph 2166). 

It is known that the Curie point of the ferroelectric BaTi03 shifts to higher 
temperatures when a dc bias field is applied. If the crystal shows a sharp 
transition, we expect by applying an ac field at the Curie temperature that 
the crystal would become alternately ferroelectric and nonferroelectric in 
the cycle of the ac field. This can be seen in the shape of the hysteresis loop 
at temperatures slightly above o. In the center of the polarization P versus 
field E plot, we observe a linear behavior corresponding to the paraelectric 
state of BaTi03 above o. At both high voltage ends, however, we observe a 
hysteresis loop corresponding to the ferroelectric state. A change in tempera
ture causes a change in size and shape of the double hysteresis loops, ranging 
from a line with curves at the ends (higher temperature) to two overlapping 
loops (lower temperature). The results obtained allow us to calculate the 
different constants in the free-energy expression of Devonshire and Slater. 
One of the results shows that the transition is of the first order since the p4 
term turns out to be negative. The properties of the hysteresis loops are 
discussed, especially the large spontaneous electrical polarization and the 
low coercive field strength. 

MOORE, E. F., see C. E. SHA.NNON. 

MORRISON, J.1 

Leak Control Tube., Rev. Sci. lnstr, 24, pp. 564-547, .July, 1953. 

PHELPS, W. A., see T. A. JONES. 

PRINCE, M. B.l 

Experimental Confirmation of Relation Between Pulse Drift Mobility 
and Charge Carrier Drift Mobility in Germanium, Phys. Rev., 91, 
pp. 271-272, July 15, 1953 (Monograph 2168). 

Experimental data of drift mobilities of minority carriers in germanium are 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
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brought into agreement with theoretical predictions by distinguishing be
tween group velocity and particle velocity of a pulse of minority carriers. 
Corrected high temperature measurements of electron drift mobility are 
consistent with the theoretical prediction J.I. = AT-3/2. The experimentally 
determined value of A is 2.0 X 107 cm2 deg3/ 2/voIt-sec. 

REISS, H.I 

Chemical Effects Due to the Ionization of Impurities in Semicon
ductors, J. Chern. Phys., 21, p. 1209, July, 1953 (Monograph 2172). 

This paper contains a theoretical account of the possible effects which the 
ionization of donor and acceptor impurities can induce in the thermody
namic phase relations involving their solutions with semiconductors. These 
effects reflect the energy band structure of the semiconductor. Furthermore, 
the phenomenon has an interest of its own, for within a certain range of 
experimental conditions the effects can be attributed to a chemical-like, 
mass action behavior of the electrons which play the roles of negative ions. 
Section V is a brief discussion of a fine point concerning the Fermi level. It 
is shown that although the Fermi level is certainly the electronic electro
chemical potential, it is not the Gibbs free energy per electron unless the 
density of electron energy levels is linear in the volume of the system. 

ROBBINS, R. L.I 

Measurement of Path Loss Between Miami and Key West at 3675 
mc., 1.R.E., Trans., P.G.A.P. 1, pp. 5-8, July, 1953. 

Radio transmission measurements have been made at 3,675 megacycles on 
the 130-mile path between Miami and Key West, Florida, which is largely 
over watery wastes of the Everglades and shallow sea waters of the Florida 
Keys. Path loss and fading characteristics for this terrain were not found 
to differ materially from the characteristics of hilly or mountainous paths 
in the northeastern section of the country. 

Ross, 1. M., see G. C. DACEY. 

SHANNON, C. E. 

Turing's Formulation of Computing Machines and Von Neumann's 
Models of Self-reproducing Machines., 1.R.E., Proc., 41, pp. 1235-
1241, Oct., 1953 (Monograph 2150). 

This paper reviews briefly some of the recent developments in the field of 
automata and non-numerical computation. A number of typical machines 
are described, including logic machines, game-playing machines and learn
ing machines. Some theoretical questions and developments are discussed, 
such as a comparison of computers and the brain. 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
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SHANNON, C. E.I AND E. F. MOOREI 

Machine Aid for Switching Circuit Design, I.R.E., Proc., 41, pp. 1348-
1351, Oct., 1953 (Monograph 2153). 

Design of circuits composed of logical elements may be facilitated by auxili
ary machines. This paper describes one such machine, made of relays, se
lector switches, gas diodes, and germanium diodes. This machine (called 
the relay circuit analyzer) has as inputs both a relay contact circuit and the 
specifications the circuit is expected to satisfy. The analyzer (1) verifies 
whether the circuit satisfies the specifications, (2) makes systematic at
tempts to simplify the circuit by removing redundant contacts, and also (3) 
obtains mathematically rigorous lower bounds for the numbers and types 
of contacts needed to satisfy the specifications. A special feature of the 
analyzer is its ability to take advantage of circuit specifications which are 
incompletely stated. The auxiliary machine method of doing these and 
similar operations is compared with the method of coding them on a general
purpose digital computer. 

SMI'.rH, E. P.6, L. P. CORNELL6 AND M. G. JEROME6 

Co-ordinating Ml and Nl Telephone Carrier Systems, Elec. Eng., 
72, p. 780, Sept., 1953. 

TANENBAUM, M.I AND J. P. MAITAI 

Hall Effect and Conductivity of InSb Single Crystals, Letter to the 
Editor, Phys. Rev., 91, pp. 1009-1010, Aug. 15, 1953. 

TEMPLIN, E. W., see J. G. FRAYNE. 

TOWSLEY, L. M., see E. A. WOOD. 

TUCKER, C. J., JR. 8 

Emergency Reporting System Installed by Southern Bell, Telephony, 
145, pp. 26, 38, Aug. 29, 1953. 

New fire and emergency reporting system utilizing telephone facilities for 
the general public to make verbal reports of fires and other emergencies---':' 
the first of its kind in the nation - was put into service in l\'1iami, Fla., on 
Aug. 1, by Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Co. . 

VAN ROOSBROECK, W.I 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
6 Pacific Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
8 Southern Bell Telephone Company. 
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Transport of Added Current Carriers in a Homogeneous Semicon
ductor, Phys. Rev., 91, pp. 282-289, July 15, 1953 (Monograph 2165). 

Taking into account the thermal equilibrium minority carrier concentration 
and employing the formulation which includes, as one of two fundamental 
equations, the continuity equation for added carrier concentration tlp, this 
equation is derived in a form which exhibits the ambipolar nature of the 
diffusion, drift, and recombination mechanisms under electrical neutrality. 
The general concentration-dependent diffusivity is given. The local drift 
velocity of tlp has the direction of total current density in an n-type semi
conductor and the reverse in a p-type semiconductor, differing in general in 
both magnitude and direction from the minority-carrier drift velocity. 
Specifying a model for recombination fixes the dependence of a lifetime 
function for tlp on tlp and the electron and hole mean lifetimes. Negative 
tlp, or carrier depletion with electrical neutrality, may occur. For known 
total current density, the continuity equation alone suffices, as for the case 
of I tlp I small, for which the equation is linear. A condition for this com
paratively important case is derived, and theoretical relationships are given 
with the aid of a parameter specifying the Fermi level, which determine for 
germanium the minority carrier-tlp drift velocity ratio as well as the ambi
polar diffusivity and group mobility in terms of resistivity and temperature. 

VAUGHAN, H. E., see VV. A. MALTHANER. 

VOGELSONG, J. H.l 

Transistor Pulse Amplifier Using External Regeneration, I.R.E., 
Proc., 41, pp. 1444-1450, Oct., 1953. 

Pulse-regenerative amplifier using a point-contact transistor has been op
erated at a basic frequency of 3 megacycles. To produce regenerated pulses 
with waveshapes which are practically independent of the waveshapes of 
the input pulses, a germanium diode circuit has been used in conjunction 
with an external feed-back path. This arrangement also provides for the 
synchronization of the output pulses with a master clock. Transformer 
coupling has been incorporated into the circuit to provide dc restoration. 

WALKER, A. C.l 

Hydrothermal Synthesis of Quartz Crystals, Am. Ceramic Soc., J., 
36, pp. 250-256, Aug., 1953 (Monograph 2146). 

Research at the Bell Telephone Laboratories on the problem of growing 
large single crystals of quartz has now progressed to a point where it is 
possible to grow crystals weighing more than 1 lb. each in a period of 60 
days or less. Equipment now in use includes autoclaves 4 inches in inside 
diameter and 4 ft. long, weighing about 1,150 lb. each. In developing the 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
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hydrothermal process used to grow these quartz crystals it has been neces
sary to solve many problems in the little-known field of high pressure. The 
results point to the possibility of growing other types of crystals, and the 
field of usefulness of this process now appears to be much more extensive 
than was the case at the beginning of the investigation in 1946. Of prime 
importance is the fact that crystals grown from solution are likely to be 
better formed and of more perfect quality than those grown from the melt 
or by other methods. l\1any of the difficulties inherent in this work have 
been due to corrosion of steel in alkaline solution. This was a rather unex
pected problem, since in high pressure steam boilers alkali is added in small 
amounts to prevent corrosion of the boiler tubes. Such corrosion has been 
shown to be responsible for the appearance of electrical twinning on the 
growing faces ot the quartz crystals. Other causes of such twinning have 
also been found in the course of this work. 

WALKER, L. R.I 

Starting Currents in the Backward-Wave Oscillator, J. App. Phys., 
24, pp. 854-859, July, 1953. 

The starting current of a simple model of the backward-wave oscillator 
described by Kompfner and Williams has been calculated. The effect of 
space charge is included. The starting current 10 may be written in the form 

4 Vo[ao( 4QC)]3 
ZO 2 N 

where Vo is the beam voltage, Zo is the impedance of the circuit, N is the 
len~th of the oscillator in wavelengths measured on the circuit and ao( 4QC) 
is a dimensionless quantity which has been evaluated as a function of the 
space-charge parameter 4QC. 

WALLACE, W. B., see P. F. KRUSE, JR. 

WASHBURN, S. H.I 

Application of Boolean Algebra to the Design of Electronic Switching 
Circuits, A.I.E.E. Trans., Commun. & Electronics, 8, pp. 380-388, 
Sept., 1953. 

WERNER, D. R.2 

Effects of Polarization on Telephone Cable Buried Through a Salt 
Bed, Corrosion, 9, pp. 232-236, July, 1953. 

Cathodic protection has been applied to a copper jacketed cable in a salt lake 
bed about one mile wide in which the earth resistivity was apparently uni-

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
2 American Telephone and Telegraph Company. 
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form at about 20 ohm-centimeters. Current of about one ampere flowed 
on the copper jacket into the low resistivity areas on either side and was 
found to be sustained by polarization effects when the cathodic protection 
current was removed. The current loss on the copper jacket was found to 
be concentrated in an area about 720 feet wide, 360 feet each side of the 
point where the cathodic protection current had been drained from the 
copper jacket. The copper jacket to soil potential tested most negative to a 
copper sulfate half cell in the 720-foot area where the current loss was con
centrated and was of the order of -1.0 to -1.1 volts. Permanent remedial 
measures will consist of installations of magnesium anodes distributed 
throughout the low earth resistivity area and insulating joints in the copper 
jacket at locations where large changes in the earth resistivity occur. 

VVILLL\.l\IS, H. J.l, R. lVl. BOZORTHI AND 1\'1. GOERTZ I 

Mechanism of Transition in Magnetite at Low Temperatures, Phys. 
Rev., 91, pp. 1107-1115, Sept. 1, 1953 (Monograph 2149). 

\Vhen magnetite is cooled through -160°0 it is known to undergo a transi
tion (cubic to orthorhombic) that is influenced by the presence of a mag
netic field. Our experiments are in agreement with the following mechanism 
of the transition: The orthorhombic c axis is parallel to one of the original 
cubic axes and is the axis of easiest magnetization. Generally, different 
regions of the original crystal will transform with their c axes lying along 
different cubic axes, and when no field is applied there are 6 different orien
tations which different regions assume. \Vhen a field is applied during a 
cooling a c axis tends to lie along the original cubic axis that is nearest to the 
applied field, the a and b axis having less but different tendencies to lie 
parallel to the field. Six magnetic crystal anisotropy constants are derived 
from torque curves measured in the (100) and (110) planes. From them 
magnetization CUlTes are calculated for the 100 and 110 directions, and 
these are in agreement with experiment. 

WOOD, E. A.I AND L. -:\1. TOWSLEyl 

Manganese Film-Shield for FeK X-Rays, Rev. Sci. Instr., 24, p. 5.J:7, 
July, 1953. 

1 Bell Telephone Laboratories. 
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